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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to describe the 

experiences and perceptions of two female obstetrician-

gynecologists in their world of academic and clinical 

medicine. Significant to this dissertation is the complex 

issue of gender. The theoretical and research perspectives 

were 1) gender discrimination in the education of girls; 2) 

feminism in the medical school and the medical workplace; 

and 3) the literature of caring and connectiveness as it is 

related to the field of medicine. My prior pilot study and 

research for my gender issues course I taught in medical 

school were the deciding factors that initiated this richer 

dissertation study. The case study approach was used in 

this ethnographic research, and with my role as participant 

and a non-participant observer, I conducted multiple 

observations of participants, wrote field notes and 

conducted three semi-structured interviews with each 

participant. I analyzed the data inductively, and then made 

a cross-case analysis of the variables I found for my 

study. 

The findings from this study reveal the importance 

of family, husbands, and significant others in their 

continued support of their professional careers. Both 

participants had positive experiences in their early 

schooling and supportive mentors in their medical careers. 
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They also agreed that relationships and interactions with 

patients are the most important aspects of their specialty, 

and that women doctors "listen more"; however, they believe 

that the environment plays a role in these differences 

related to gender. The biggest challenge perceived by the 

academic physician is the hostility of a system that does 

not recognize diversity or values of the female doctors who 

work in the system. She diagnoses this system as unhealthy 

and inflexible to both male and female physicians. The 

biggest challenge perceived by the married woman physician 

revolved around her juggling of family and professional 

concerns. The significant findings from the theoretical and 

historical perspectives relative to this study, braided 

with the insights voiced by the two physicians, strongly 

suggest a need for curricula and pedagogical restructuring 

related to feminist knowledge in both our medical 

institutions and our educational institutions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Rationale for the Study 

Personal Background 

I finished up in Delivery and went over to the 

doctor's lounge to pull myself together. I looked 

anxiously around the room, afraid someone would know 

how unnerved I was. I couldn't let that happen. A 

doctor has to be tough. As everyone in the medical 

profession knows, women are terribly emotional. All 

through medical school I heard stories about women 

doctors who 'just weren't tough enough.' I had to 

prove that I was different. (Patterson, 1983, p. 

23) . 

In her sensitive autobiography, Jane Patterson 

relives her painful experiences of her internship and her 

residency in Obstetrics and Gynecology in the mid-sixties, 

when only 6% of women were in the field of medicine. Had I 

continued my career in nursing, I might have been fortunate 

to meet this courageous woman. 

Women had few choices of careers at that time, and I 

chose to go into nursing school, with an idea that this was 

the way to get into "meds" at a later date. It never 

happened, but I married an obstetrician instead, had four 



children and have been involved in medicine "through the 

back door" for many years. 

Hy "new" career began when we moved to Tucson, 

Arizona from Israel, with three of our four children, and 

my experiences teaching on a few kibbutzim in Israel opened 

up new areas of inquiry for me. I decided that teaching 

would be my next goal, and my interest in gender issues 

emanated from my courses in gender and equity in my 

master's program, and in my course on gender issues in 

science. In both of these courses, I was concerned about 

the messages we are sending our minority and female 

students when we unconsciously discourage their 

participation in classes by the interactions, choice of 

textbooks and strategies we use to teach our curriculum. 

Noddings (1992) maintains that as educators, we are in the 

unique position to make a change by addressing the broad 

issue of gender and using it as a springboard to teach 

topics children face everyday. We can create a climate in 

the classroom that is less competitive and more 

cooperative, a climate that recognizes each students' worth 

and that gives the same 2unount of attention to minority 

students and female students as well as male students. By 

creating a gender-balanced curriculum in our own 

classrooms, we can give our students the coping strategies 

and confidence to deal with events outside the classroom. 
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My interests in women doctors developed because I 

probably felt that I wished I could have had more support 

and choices for my career when I was growing up, and also, 

like Ramsden (1990), I sense that "... all is not quiet 

on the gender front" (p. 51). When I had the opportunity to 

do a pilot study in my Qualitative Methods in Education 

course in my doctoral program, I chose to investigate and 

write about women doctors. My access to doctors was 

relatively easy, because at that time I knew many of the 

staff at the hospital, and I found that nurses enjoyed 

talking to me when they found out that I was a nurse and 

doing research at the hospital, and so triangulating the 

data became easy as well. 

In my original pilot study with three women doctors, 

I was concerned with two issues: 1) gender discrimination, 

and "barriers" or challenges women doctors perceive related 

to their careers in medicine and 2) the societal factors 

that influenced their choice to become a doctor. This 

second issue is barely discussed in the literature, and 

associated with this issue are the concerns of role models, 

mentors and support systems within and outside their 

medical environment, balancing of career and family, 

childcare, stress of interpersonal relationships, gender 

inequities in academic medicine, or the "glass ceiling" 

that prevents all but a few exceptional women from gaining 
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access to leadership positions (Nickerson, Bennett, Estes & 

Shea, 1990; Tesch, et al, 1995; Waxman, 1993). 

In my conversations with the three participants in 

my pilot study, the two married physicians felt that the 

"juggling" of career and family responsibility were the 

biggest challenges or barriers for women in medicine. This 

was an important issue for my participant in Obstetrics and 

Gynecology, who found it difficult to get up at night, be 

"on call," and then interact with her family the next day. 

She emphasized that the "time constraints" were a big issue 

in her life as well. The two women did not consider gender 

discrimination a major issue with them, but the double 

workload married doctors carry, especially those with 

children, suggests that the workplace is less than "gender-

fair" , although these women did not label it in those 

terms. 

They commented on the caring aspect of their 

respective fields, and they felt they "listened more," and 

were as concerned with the patients' everyday lives as well 

as the complaints that brought them into the office. 

This last issue, the issue of caring, of nurturing, 

and the creation of a community-like warm atmosphere in the 

workplace, whether it is the medical clinic, the office or 

the classroom, has become a major focus for researchers 

over the past decade. The concept of caring is very 
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complex, and its relevance has been recently "recycled" 

into our conversation due to the increase of women in the 

field of medicine. Noddings (1984) suggests that women 

"... ask for more information when faced with a moral 

dilemma" (p. 3), and the female doctors I interviewed are 

in agreement with her, but Bateson (1989) argues that 

"... caring can be learned, especially through the kind 

of total responsibility given to young doctors, but it 

requires a base of empathy built before internship or 

residency" (p. 159). 

I am presently teaching an elective to first and 

second year medical students on issues related to gender 

discrimination, sexual harassment, challenges and stresses 

of having children in medical school and residency, tenure 

issues and related concerns facing doctors in their 

careers. The goals of this elective are l) to increase the 

students' sensitivity and awareness of gender issues and an 

understanding of the multiple ways they could balance their 

own complex and demanding lives; 2) to develop an 

understanding and empathy which would have an effect on 

their own family and the lives of their patients and their 

families; and 3) to provide an opportunity for faculty or 

older students to serve as role models or mentors and 

support. My main objectives for this course are to expose 

the students to feminism in the medical academy and to help 
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them recognize the broad possibilities of empowerment that 

women bring to the field of medicine. My concern, as a 

feminist educator, is to learn with them, ask questions 

together, and enable them to recognize "a concern for the 

critical and the imaginative, for the opening of new ways 

of looking at things" (Greene, 1988, p. 128). 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to describe the 

experiences of two female obstetrician-gynecologists, 

through their own unique perceptions and understandings, 

and open the door to their world of academic and clinical 

medicine. Significant to this study is the complex issue of 

gender which frames my study; I pose it as a question: 

"What's gender got to do with it?" The theoretical and 

research perspectives that informed this study were 1) 

gender discrimination in the education of girls in 

elementary, middle, and high school and how it has shaped 

decisions and choices of careers later in life; 2) feminism 

in the medical school and the medical workplace and related 

issues of gender discrimination, sexual harassment, 

professional development, mentoring and the strain of 

multiple roles; and 3) the literature of caring and 

connectiveness as it is related to men and women in the 

field of medicine. Are women doctors making a difference? 
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The combination of my prior pilot study and my 

research for the gender issue elective I designed for first 

and second year medical students were the deciding factors 

that initiated this richer dissertation study with two 

female physicians. The three physicians in my prior study 

posed a number of questions which were not addressed in the 

original study, for example, the issue of "females making a 

difference" and "listening more" and issues of empathy. For 

these reasons, I decided to undertake this particular 

qualitative study with two female physicians. The 

historical background of female physicians in the following 

section also demonstrates the need to continue the gains 

made by the female physicians in the past and to continue 

to solicit support from all members of the medical 

community in these endeavors. 

Historical Background 

Early History as Healers 

It was one of the first and happiest fruits of 

improved medical education in America that [women] 

were excluded from practice; and it was only by the 

united and persevering exertions of some of the most 

distinguished individuals our profession has been 

able to boast, that this was effected. (Channing, as 

cited in Walsh, 1977, p. 9) 
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Historically, the path for women in medicine, 

analogous to the paths for women in other professions, has 

been a slow and torturous one, intertwined with the 

political, social and religious ideologies of the era; 

however, the position of women in medicine has a particular 

significance, because it was spawned in the darkest, most 

tragic period in the history of the western world—the 

Inc[uisition. The status of these women in medicine, like a 

thermometer, registered the prevailing attitudes of all 

women and paved the road for the sexism and discrimination 

that is still present in our society today. 

As Garza (1994) suggests, when we chart the progress 

of women, we " . . . construct a zigzagging path, plunging 

down to almost zero and them moving up and down again 

without apparent reason" (p. 9). There were decades when 

women couldn't even work at the art of healing or 

midwifery, because no schools would train them and the fear 

of working illegally was even greater. 

Women have always been in the medical arena, either 

as healers or midwives, or as nurses. Records document that 

as early as 5000 years ago, in the state of Sxamer, in 

Mesopotamia, near present day Iraq, the people sung praises 

to the goddess Ishtar; "Where you cast your glance, the 

dead awaken, the sick arise" (Achtenberg, 1990, p. 16). For 

3000 years, the women in Sumeria aided the sick by 
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operating with tools carved from bronze, and using plants 

and extracts to heal wounds and ease pain; blamed for 

disease and defeat in their wars with other gods, they were 

eventually banned from practicing medicine. 

As early as 1000 B.C., women were working as healers 

and midwives in Siaun and China, but the pattern persisted. 

As soon as the people experience any problems, they "were 

pushed out by the men" (Garza, 1994, p. 11). In 146 B.C., 

captured Greek women healers were sold as slaves in the 

Roman markets. Records about women healers were non

existent, because Roman women who studied Greek medicine 

were instructed to "keep silent about their achievements" 

(Garza, 1988, p. 12). With the fall of Rome in 146 A.D., 

civilization was at its lowest ebb, with disease and poor 

sanitary conditions taking their toll on society, and when 

Europe recovered and people began to rebuild their lives, 

women became involved again in midwifery, teaching and 

sewing. 

The pattern persisted, and when war raged during the 

Crusades, women were among the first to come to the aid of 

the diseased and dying; however, when guilds were formed, 

doctors excluded men and women who, according to them, 

" . . . did not meet the criteria" (p. 15), but when their 

own treatment methods were examined, there was no 

difference among them. 
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In the centxiries following the Crusades, Garza 

(1994) posits that the majority of women healers took 

refuse in the church, rather than suffer multiple births 

and "virtual enslavement by tyrannical husbands'* (p. 17) ; 

however, they received no favored treatment from the church 

fathers and instead were singled out to be the cause of 

every inconceivable ill in society. According to 

Achtenberg, "To justify what was being done to women in 

order to maintain the power of the Church, it had to be 

demonstrated that women were inferior" (1990, p. 67). 

Women Healers Targeted as Witches 

What followed was the bloodiest period in the 

history of women, with women targeted as witches and burned 

at the stake; Achtenberg (1990) argues that women were 

targeted "because they were women—not men, nor 

philosophers, nor priests, nor physicians—any 

manifestation of their healing practices were deemed the 

work of demons" (p. 75) . It is docxamented that from 1479 to 

1735, approximately "nine million people were executed as 

witches and heretics. Many were healers and midwives" 

(Garza, 1994, p. 21). 

Incited by philosophers revered for centuries as the 

fathers of modern science, millions of women healers were 

slaughtered. According to Garza (1994), men like Bacon and 

Thomas Aquinas, "with good intentions of sorting out 



superstition from science, categorized some work as either 

the work of God or the work of the devil (often a woman)" 

(p. 18); however, the plagues in 1346 brought with them 

starvation and diseases, and physicians themselves carried 

the diseases with them to patients. 

By the next century, with a scarcity of male 

physicians and thousands of people severely sick and 

wounded, there was no choice but to allow women healers to 

pass an examination and practice medicine. Unfortunately, 

an act of Parliament in England brought a closure to their 

medical practice in 1422, although there were 15 licensed 

women doctors still practicing in Germany. In England, in 

1511, all-male medical guilds were formed, as well as the 

prestigious all-male College of Physicians and Surgeons, 

but according to Garza, "this did not improve medical care 

by one whit" (p. 19). Women healers continued to practice, 

under the constant fear of imprisonment or death if a baby 

they delivered was deformed or dead. Although many of the 

male doctors refused to treat the indigent, the women 

physicians or as they were called "wise women" (p. 19) went 

out to the poor and were actually "preferred" by patients 

because of their empathic care and herbal remedies. 

Ironically, the male doctors, outraged that women were 

preferred by their patients, insisted the women were 

practicing without a license, and "the devil could only be 



the source of their abilities" (p. 20). In an effort to 

"get rid of the competition" (p. 20), doctors began to file 

more unfounded charges against the healers, and set the 

stage for the darkest period in our history. 

During this tumultuous period of history, the 

Renaissance was born, with its fresh beginnings of 

scientific discovery and enlightenment; the church, under 

attack for its policies against the peasants, aligned with 

the doctors, and together they spread the flames of the 

Inquisition throughout Europe. They accused women healers 

of " . . . inciting the minds of men to inordinate passion 

c h a n g i n g  m e n  i n t o  b e a s t s  w i t h  t h e i r  m a g i c  a c t s  . . .  o f  

stealing placentas and umbilical cords for their magic and 

murdering infants or offering them to the devil. The more 

beloved and talented a midwife, the more her life was in 

danger" (p. 21). 

According to Garza (1994), the seeds of hatred and 

distrust for all women, even those not accused of being 

witches, were spawned in the flames of the Inquisition: 

"Although they no longer feared for their lives, women were 

viewed everywhere with distrust, had no citizenship rights 

and suffered low status (p. 22), and "designated as 

inferior persons in law, in education, in theology, in 

church affairs and in political and property rights" 

(Walsh, 1977, p. 16). 



Very few records of women doctors before the 

American Revolution exist; however, Walsh (1977), in her 

comprehensive book on the history of women doctors and the 

gender discrimination they encountered during the years 

from 1835-1975, cites evidence written by Warren (1860) in 

which he discussed the assiunptions of Channing's argument 

against admitting women as midwives to practice medicine as 

men. Walsh (1977) maintains that Channing, not unlike 

others at that time, felt that women should stay at home, 

not because they were "... intellectually inferiors of 

men" [but because their] "... moral qualities . . . 

render them in their appropriate sphere, the price, the 

ornament, and the blessings of mankind" (Warren, as cited 

in Walsh, 1977, p. 9). Walsh also notes that success for 

women was related to their role as midwives, not as 

physicians. 

In 1750, women midwives were barred from using 

forceps by the family that invented this instrument, and 

soon after, the medical guilds, also refused to train women 

midwives in the use of the forceps. 

Gender Discrimination Continues into the I9th Centurv 

Although women patients did not go to "male-midwife 

physicians," because of embarrassment, propaganda against 

women midwives convinced them that their deliveries would 

be safer and "scientific" at the hands of male physicians 
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(Garza, 1994, p. 27) The same pattern prevailed—women 

midwives were blamed for any problems in birth, and 

consequently, fearful of possible complications, midwives 

restricted their practices to "the most routine procedures" 

(Achterberg, 1990, p. 129). 

By the middle of the nineteenth century, the status 

of midwifery in England and the United States had lost its 

original spark. In Boston, Channing, a professor of 

Obstetrics at Harvard Medical School in 1820 argued that 

women's sensibilities are different than men, and women 

belong at home, in the private sphere, while men's place 

should remain outside, in the public realm. Moreover, he 

advocated that physicians must be licensed to practice in 

their profession, but this license was not an option for 

women midwives. Ironically, in 1817, when a few doctors 

were contemplating training midwives in Washington, D.C., a 

pamphlet written by Dr. Channing changed their minds. 

Kerber and De Hart-Mathews (1987) %rrite that he thought 

" . . . women's moral character disqualified t;hem for 

medical practice" (p. 73), and "... they do not have the 

power of action, nor the power of mind which is essential 

to the practice of surgeon" (Channing as cited in Kerber & 

De Hart-Mathews, 1987, p. 73). 

Garza (1994) argues that this "Cult of Domesticity" 

or "cult of true womanhood" (p, 38), which limited women's 



activities to the home, ironically, also served to open the 

doors for women to be health reformers and go out in the 

community to aid the poor and illiterate and those in 

slavery and prostitution. The nineteenth centviry, albeit 

chaotic from the standpoint of the ills of society, i.e., 

horrible conditions in prisons and mental hospitals, 

inequality in terms of voting rights for women, actually 

proved to be favorable for women doctors (Garza, 1994; 

Morantz-Sanchez, 1985; Smith, 1985; Walsh, 1977). The 

women's movement was charging full steam ahead, and these 

early reformers, men and women, later named 

"abolitionists," were clearing the path for women doctors 

to enter medical school (Garza, 1994). 

By the middle 1800s, several medical schools opened 

up in the U.S. and accepted female students, but it was 

still difficult to enter the hallowed halls of the male 

hierarchy, as there were strict quotas on female 

applications (Bickel & Kopriva, 1993). Although the women 

believed that co-education would be beneficial to both male 

and female students, it was difficult to convince men of 

the advantages, and many women decided to take training in 

Europe or establish their own women's medical institutions. 

Many women were advised to disguise themselves as 

men if they wanted to attend medical school, and one such 

woman, Dr. "James" Barry, actually joined the British army. 
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became a famous surgeon, and the fact that she was a woman 

was never known until her death at the age of sixty-eight 

(Garza, 1994; Greer, 1993). 

Elizabeth Blaclcwell, the first women to enter 

Genever Medical College, a coed medical school, in 1847, 

graduated with the highest honors in her class. She was one 

of the first women to argue for "the spiritual power of 

maternity" which she believed could be found in both men 

and women (Morantz-Sanchez, 1992, p. 59). According to 

Morantz-Sanchez, Blackwell argued against "objectivity" as 

the "best" form of knowing (p. 51) and worried that the 

emphasis on laboratories and scientific evidence would 

result in a diluted patient-doctor relationship with less 

empathy and less interest in the psychosocial aspects of 

disease. Moreover, she held a strong conviction against 

vivisection, which she believed would cause doctors to 

treat patients as objects rather than whole individuals. 

Her concerns for dissection and its relation to empathy 

continue to prevail today in some medical schools (Spiro, 

1993). 

Blackwell and her sister Emily, also a physician, 

insisted that women doctors had a unique role in medicine, 

a role that would compliment men physicians (Morantz-

Sanchez, 1985); however, she refused to be associated with 

the feminist movement, and when male doctors voted to 
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outlaw midwifery, she sided with them as well. She stated 

that the kindness and recognition she received from male 

doctors were the basis for her reasoning on this issue. 

However, both Blaclcwell sisters viewed their role in 

medicine as a "connecting link** between the science of the 

medical profession and the everyday life of women" 

(Blackwell as cited in Morantz-Sanchez, 1985, p. 61). Many 

physicians reached out to the community by publishing books 

on hygiene, speaking to women's groups and aiding the sick 

and poor in the slums by teaching them proper hygiene and 

diet. 

Breaking Down the Barriers 

Women medical doctors, not welcomed by their male 

counterparts, opened their own schools of medicine, but 

found they were still rejected by their male counterparts 

and the community; they were barred from medical societies, 

including the prestigious American Medical Society, and 

plagued by financial difficulties and problems in obtaining 

internships in hospitals. They finally closed their doors 

at the end of the 19th century. In 1970, The Women's 

Medical College of Pennsylvania became co-ed. It was the 

last women's medical school, and Laura Innselman Guy, in an 

article in the Barnard Alumni Magazine, recalled her 

medical training in 1966: 
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I never experienced negative feelings towards me 

about women in medicine .... I attended a woman's 

medical college where everyone is equal, where 

competition was kept minimal but yet standards were 

high, and where it was shown everyday that women, 

femininity, medicine, careers, husbands and children 

can all exist happily and healthily in the same 

household (Guy, as cited in Morantz-Sanchez, 1985, 

p. 350). 

However, fierce opposition to women entering medical 

training continued; 

They praised women's abilities as nurses but 

rejected their competence in medicine: they offered 

their arguments for female inferiority, 

vulnerability, and dependence alongside their claims 

for women's superiority and domestic responsibility. 

(Morantz-Sanchez, 1985, p. 64.) 

In 1873, Dr. Clarke's infamous book, entitled Sex in 

Education: A Fair Chance for Girls, in which in all 

seriousness he decried the biological factors that women 

have to contend with "... those grievous maladies which 

torture a woman's earthly existence "... amenorrhea 

. . . dysmenorrhea . . . prolapsus uteri . . . hysteria 

. . . neuralgia . ..." He concluded this discourse with 

results which he believed could occur if women went on to 
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higher education . monstrous brains and puny bodies; 

abnormally active cerebration and abnormally weak 

digestions; flowing thought and constipated bowels" 

(Morantz-Sanchez, 1985, p. 64). This was the rallying cry 

for the feminists, and according to Walsh (1977) "perhaps 

no other on the limitations of the female system evoked 

such controversy" (p. 124). Women doctors were joined with 

the feminists in the community, and it appeared everyone in 

the country was reading his book! One bookseller claimed he 

sold 200 copies in one day, and he was reported to have 

said; "The book bids fair to nip coeducation in the bud" 

(Walsh, 1977, p. 124). However, a number of female 

physicians began to research his claims about menstruation 

and the nature of women and higher education; their studies 

were added to the research that was growing in the 

scientific arena and according to Morantz-Sanchez (1985), 

challenging this thesis in a scientific manner was "one of 

the biggest contributions women physicians made to the 

feminist movement in the nineteenth century" (p. 65). Mary 

Putman Jacobi was one of those women physicians, and her 

essay, "The Question of Rest for Women during 

Menstruation," written and researched with scientific data 

and statistics, won her the highly prized Boylston Prize in 

Harvard Medical School. M. Carey Thomas (1908) the first 

president of Bryn Mawr, and one of the strongest supporters 
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of female physicians, recalled: "We did not know when we 

began whether women's health could stand the strain of 

education. We were haunted in those days, by the clanging 

chains of that gloomy specter. Dr. Edward H. Clarke's Sex 

in Education'* (p. 68). 

Women physicians continued to believe in the 

benefits of co-education, and in the late 1880's, when John 

Hopkins Medical School found themselves in a financial 

bind, they were rescued by four Quaker women, M. Carey 

Thomas, Mary Gwinn, Elizabeth King and Mary Elizabeth, who 

provided the necessary endowment. They insisted, however, 

that women should enjoy the same medical advantages as men 

students (Chesney, 1943). Raising the standards of higher 

education, they also stipulated that the incoming students 

have baccalaureate degrees and be able to read in German 

and French. Although this was a major victory for women and 

sparked a wave of optimism in feminists in the medical 

community, few medical schools followed Hopkins' decision. 

Harvard didn't open its doors for women until 1945, and 

this was only because of the shortage of men medical 

students in WWII; although the women were admitted, they 

found themselves isolated and as Eisenberg (1996) notes, 

"They confronted a profoundly gendered profession" (p. 8). 

A quota system in the 1930s, dampened the optimism they 

enjoyed in the beginning of the century, but despite this, 
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they continued to gain admittance to medical schools until 

the end of WWII, when the soldier returned home and they 

resumed their internships in the hospitals; women were 

relieved of their clinical appointments during this period, 

and even the service of Rosie the Riveter was no longer 

necessary. The situation of women medical doctors began to 

spiral downward. 

Status of Women Physicians Today 

Women physicians achieved their biggest gains during 

the years between 1950 and late 1960; the social protest 

and civil rights movement, and the rise of the feminist 

movement all contributed to their acceptance into co-ed 

medical schools on the same level as men (Eisenberg, 1996; 

Garza, ±9%%; Walsh, 1977). However, discrimination 

continues to exist within the walls of these institutions, 

with the "old boys' network," difficulty in finding 

internships (Abram, 1985, p. 242) , increased stress, sexual 

harassment, challenges in raising a family, and a slower 

rate of promotion than their male counterparts (Tesch, 

Wood, Helwig, & Nattinger, 1995). 

Women physicians today continue to make a positive 

difference in our medical schools, with noticeable changes 

in curriculum, i.e., the institution of a women's health 

curriculiim is already beginning to take form in many of our 

medical schools mentoring programs for women to ease their 
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isolation, and programs to reach out to the homeless and 

disadvantaged. In the past, Affirmative action programs 

have enabled women and students from diverse backgrounds to 

gain entrance to o\ir medical schools; however, initiatives 

to eliminate these programs have already been effected in 

two of our states. Women and men in our medical community 

and outside must continue to join forces to protest against 

these measures that disregard the gains made over three 

decades ago. Finally, although we are reaching a critical 

mass, women in our medical institutions have to forge 

support groups with men—equity issues are everyone's 

issues. Improvement of conditions for women, like the 

domino effect, improves conditions for men physicians, 

improves the care for the patients, the environment in our 

institutions, and ultimately, the society in which we all 

live. 

The majority of women physicians in the nineteenth 

century perceived their role in medicine as preventive as 

well as curative and believed in the importance of a strong 

patient-family relationship (Morantz-Sanchez, 1985) and the 

importance of psychosocial and holistic aspects of the 

practice of medicine which continues to this present day 

(Achterberg, 1990; Bickel, 1995; Cohen, Ferrier, Woodward, 

& Goldsmith, 1991; Eisenberg, 1996). 
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Design of the Study 

I used a qualitative case study approach in this 

investigation (Merriam, 1988}. I chose two female 

physicians as the focus of the case studies, both of whom 

work in the field of Obstetrics and Gynecology, but are 

involved with different aspects of their specialty. One 

physician is employed in the hospital as an academic 

physician in the field of Maternal Fetal Medicine, and the 

other physician is a clinical physician in a group practice 

in the community. The qualitative research design was 

chosen because it is " . . . concerned with process, rather 

than simply outcomes or products (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 

31) and along with this belief is the assumption that there 

are "... multiple realities—that the world is not an 

objective thing out there but a function of personal 

interaction and perception (Merriam, 1988, p. 17). 

I conducted multiple observations in these two 

physician's clinics, hospitals, and in the case of one 

physician, in her classroom as well. I also conducted three 

semi-structured interviews with each physician. Case 

studies are used extensively for teaching purposes in the 

fields of medicine, nursing, business, social work, and 

psychoanalysis (Reinharz, 1992), and this same methodology 

used in my prior pilot study was also employed in this 

detailed dissertation study. 



Limitations of this Study 

There are several limitations to this study that 

should be acknowledged. First, the length of the study is 

limited to five months in which I observed and conducted 

interviews with the participants and I completed the data 

analysis. A longitudinal study would provide a richer 

portrait of their lives and enable me to see if any of the 

changes they envision for the curriculum and for the 

department of Obstetrics and Gynecology actually develop. 

Although I included comments by patients and other 

hospital personnel working with my two portraits, this 

study was limited to the perceptions of the two physicians. 

Finally, the demographics are another limitation as both 

participants in the study live in the same area of the 

Southwestern United States. Related to this limitation is 

the fact that both physicians trained at the same medical 

school. Although Dr. Byrd graduated ten years before Dr. 

Tehrani, both of them experienced a similar curriculum and 

were taught largely by the same instructors. 

Glossary of Medical Terminoloav 

I have included a glossary to clarify the use of 

several terms and expressions used by people in the medical 

profession. These definitions are simplified and meant to 

render the dissertation easier to read by people not in the 

medical field. I have tried to describe in my field notes 
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the exact flavor of the moment, using terms that today have 

become common in our language, i.e., fib, obs. commonly used 

for obstetrics, and Gvn. commonly used for gynecology. 

Before I define some of the commonly used terms in this 

study, I would like to describe the origins of the words 

Obstetrics/Gynecology and Cesarian Section. The entire 

glossary then follows. 

Obstetrics: The term is derived from the Latin obstetrix. 

or "to stand by" or "in front of." This term 

possibly could have been changed from the original 

adstetrix. which refers to the woman rendering aid, 

with ad changed to ob. However, in a communication 

with Temkin (cited in Cunningham, MacDonald, Gant, 

Levano and Gilstrap, 1993), Temkin suggests that 

obstetrix refers to "the woman who stood by the 

parturient" and this might be the midwife, as "the 

term" midwifery was used as early as 1483 until the 

end of the 19th century when the term obstetrics was 

commonly used. The term "mid" refers to "with" and 

wif meaning wife, and both terms are from Middle 

English. 

The specialty of obstetrics deals with the 

management of labor, delivery and puerperium in 

circvimstances that are both "normal and abnormal 
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. . . with the reproduction of a society . . . all 

the physiological, pathological, psychological and 

social factors that profoundly influence both the 

quantity and the quality of human reproduction" 

(Cunningham, et al, 1993, p. 1). 

Gynecology or Gynaecology (early English spelling used in 

Canadian and English texts): Operative surgical 

procedure performed on women. The term is taken from 

the Greek work avnaios for women and loaia meaning 

science. The word "surgery" meaning hand and work is 

also from the Greek words, cheir and eraon (Thompson 

& Rock, 1992, p. xi). According to Moscucci (1990), 

there are two other origins for the word; the first 

view, was used by Schurig, a physician in Dresden in 

the eighteenth century to discuss the medical, 

social and legal problems related to sex in his book 

Gvnaecoloaia. The other view, posited by Professor 

Lotichus, also in Germany, in 1630, describes the 

nature of women. Moscucci (1990) suggests that 

"Gynaecology was the study of the 'whole woman;' it 

thus fused the physical, the psychological and the 

moral aspects of femininity" (p. 103). 

Cesarian Section, or C. Section or Cesarean birth: There 

are a number of explanations for this term. Although 

it is commonly thought that it was named for Julius 



Caesar, Katz and Clark (1988) eliminate this 

explanation because at the time of Caesar, most 

women did not survive a section, and Caesar and his 

mother were writing to each other 30 years later. As 

early as 1581, Rousset referred to it in his 

treatise on cesarian birth, and in 1598, deliveries 

in this fashion were called "sections" by Jacgue 

Uillimeau. Both words were used together after that 

time. A third explanation is that the term in Latin 

is caesones or to cut (p. 3). A number of techniques 

and variations of this operation are commonly used 

today. 

Antepartum: Designates pregnant patients who are not in 

labor; some of these patients are in the hospital 

because of complications, so they would be on the 

labor floor. 

Congenital anomalies: Inborn defects in the fetus; can be 

both anatomical and chemical. 

Covering, covering the floor: A term used when the 

residents are on call, and they are responsible for 

the patients in their department. 

Doppler: The doppler used by the two physicians is a hand

held mobile instrument used to detect and record 

fetal heart rate. This is described during my 
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observations of their prenatal patients in their 

respective clinics. 

Endoscopy: A diagnostic procedures used in many specialties 

to visualize intraabdominal anatomy. In gynecology 

it is used to visualize the intraabdominal and 

intraluminal surfaces of various pelvic organs and 

as an adjunct in performing surgical procedures 

without the use of incisional opening of the 

abdomen. 

Intraluminal: Visualizing the surfaces of various organ 

systems. 

Maternal Fetal Medicine: A subspecialty of Obstetrics and 

Gynecology, involved with the physiology of abnormal 

and normal pregnancy, both of mother and fetus. 

MRI: An instrument which uses nuclear electromagnetic 

fields to create specific images on a screen or x-

ray plates for diagnostic purposes. 

On-call: A term used by doctors when they are responsible 

for patients in their department or in their group 

practice. The time varies with each doctor and each 

specialty, but it is commonly understood that in the 

field of obstetrics and gynecology, they are on-call 

more often than in other specialties. 

Postpartum: Patients who have already delivered. 

Puerperium: The postpartum state. 
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The board: A board on the obstetrical floor, which lists 

the patients admitted in labor, their stages of 

labor and their doctors, and also the patients who 

are antepartum and have been admitted because of 

complications. 

"The Wheel"; A plastic disc with months and days inscribed 

on it. It is used by obstetricians to calculate the 

expected date of confinement (EDC). 

Transducer: Main headpiece of the ultrasound machine, used 

to create the image on the screen of the fetal or 

gynecological objectives attempting to be 

visualized. 

Trimester: Pregnancy is divided into three trimesters, each 

consisting of three month intervals. 

Ultrasound or obstetric sonography: One of the most 

important tools used in the practice of obstetrics 

by both the obstetrician caring for "normal" or 

routine births, and by the specialist, or 

perinatologist treating "high-risk" pregnancies. Its 

use in obstetrics is related to the anatomy, 

physiology and the well being of the fetus. In 

gynecology, its main use is to demonstrate abnormal 

and normal pathology of the female genital tract 

(Reece, Goldstein, & Bobbins, 1994; Seeds & Cefalo, 

1986). It operates by the use of ultra frequency 
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sound waves, which reflect back from the object from 

which they strike to create an image on a screen 

which can be used for identification purposes. 

Significance of the Study 

By the time children reach our classrooms, they have 

been socialized by the media, by the attitudes and 

expectations of their parents, and by the society around 

them (Trepanier-Street & Romanatowski, 1991), and according 

to Manthrope (1982) "... girls learn to conform to a 

stereotype of femininity, a learnt role of such attributes 

as passivity, dependence and sentimentality" (p. 67). 

Parents and well-meaning family unconsciously reinforce 

attitudes they think are "appropriate" for their children -

dolls for little girls and the mechanical toys and blocks 

for little boys. Even the way we cuddle our girls when they 

fall, and let them cry, but tell our little boys that 

"crying is not for boys that want to grow up to be strong 

men," sends stereotypic messages to both of them. 

As early as the age of five, kindergarten children 

have stereotypical gender beliefs and attitudes 

(Schlossberg & Goodman, 1972), and a recent study by 

Stroefer (1994) of her kindergarten children, their choice 

of careers, and beliefs related to gender also reveals that 

in the children's pictures of themselves, they drew 

themselves in traditional uniforms, i.e., girls as nurses 
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and singers, and boys drew themselves as doctors, truck 

drivers, policemen, and football players. One girl drew a 

girl as a doctor, because "our doctor is a girl" and one 

drew a girl as a doctor, because "I like helping people" 

(p. 101). Stroefer (1994) attributes their reasoning to the 

experiences and role models they have been exposed to, and 

found that children from low SES backgrounds chose more 

traditional careers for themselves and for the other 

students. Their beliefs lead girls to take courses that do 

n o t  p r e p a r e  t h e m  f o r  c a r e e r s  i n  s c i e n c e  a n d  m a t h ,  " . . .  

because they believe that they are incapable of performing 

them" (p. 102). 

Discrimination continues to exist in the areas of 

leadership in academic medicine and the various challenges 

continue to be present for married female physicians with 

families. 

The use of case studies for examining the lives of 

teachers, students, and families have been widely 

docximented (Allen, Michalove, & Schockley, 1993; Fine, 

1991; Grossman, 1990; MacLeod, 1987; Taylor & Dorsey-

Gaines, 1988; Thorne, 1994) in literature in the 

educational field. The use of case studies for teaching 

purposes is used extensively in the fields of medicine, 

nursing, business, social work, and psychoanalysis 

(Reiharz, 1992), and it seemed "right" that this 
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methodology should be used for this pilot study. However, I 

have not read of any case studies exploring the perceptions 

of female physicians. The significance of this case study 

offers new directions not only in the field of feminist 

theory in regards to the need for gender reform in our 

educational institutions, but also for the medical field, 

in the areas of curriculvun reform in the medical schools, 

the need for elimination of gender discrimination in the 

academic areas of the institutions, the need for mentoring 

and the inclusion of women in leadership roles. Related to 

these concerns is the significance of the need for greater 

flexibility in childcare and maternity leave and a 

restructuring of a residency that is termed by everyone as 

"horrible" and "debilitating" and one which has lead to 

harm to patients because of interns and residents who are 

exhausted and deprived of sleep. 

I believe that the major significance of this study 

is to explore the problems these two physicians discuss and 

begin the necessary investigations to change the conditions 

in these areas. There are medical institutions that have 

begun to change their curriculum, and there are a number of 

others which have initiated mentoring programs and 

flexibility in the workplace. Marion (1991) writes about 

his painful experiences as an intern and resident and 

pleads for a more humanistic and caring environment and 
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training in how to deal with life and death issues. He 

points out the need for "forums for continuing dialogue 

concerning the h\man and emotional aspects of patient care" 

and that the inclusion of these topics "like biochemistry, 

physiology and pathology [should be] made a mandatory part 

of medical education" (p. 271). The two physicians in my 

case study research and the many educators and physicians 

in my literature review agree that changes must be made. 

Dr. Byrd, one of the participants in my study, has already 

started changes in her department. All of these individuals 

would agree with Marion (1991) when he concludes his story 

with the following statement: "There's no question that 

such changes are necessary; my experiences, and those of my 

colleagues, are evidence that the revolution is long 

overdue" (p. 272). 

In Chapter 2, I review the literature related to the 

three theoretical perspectives that informed this study: 1) 

gender discrimination in the schooling of girls; 2) 

feminism in the medical school and medical workplace; and 

3) the literature of caring and connectiveness as it is 

related to the field of medicine. In Chapter 3, I describe 

the methodology I used for his qualitative research study. 

I also discuss in more detail the pilot study which 

initiated this dissertation. In Chapter 4, I introduce the 

two participants and describe their personal background and 
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early influences influencing their decisions to choose a 

medical career, their experiences in the workplace, special 

responsibilities of their field, and their final 

reflections. In Chapter 5, I discuss the similarities and 

differences in the perceptions of these two participants 

and use these variables to make a cross-case comparison. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, I conclude this study with 

recommendations for medical institutions and future 

research possibilities. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The focus of my dissertation study is to explore how 

female physicians perceive their professional roles. In my 

review of the literature, I will discuss theoretical and 

research perspectives in the following areas: 

1. Gender discrimination in the schooling of girls; 

2. Feminism in medical institutions; and 

3. The literature on caring and connectiveness in the field 

of medicine. 

Gender Discrimination in the Schooling of Girls 

Overview of Gender Discrimination 

The recent research reveals that "... our school 

system is failing to meet the needs of girls .... The 

wealth of statistical evidence must convince even the most 

skeptical that gender bias in our schools is shortchanging 

girls—and compromising our country" (AAUW Report, 1992, p. 

V). Although the passage of Title IX over twenty-five years 

ago prohibits gender discrimination in our schools, the 

research reveals that there are many teachers in our 

classrooms who continue to practice gender bias, not 

b e c a u s e  t h e y  d e l i b e r a t e l y  s e t  o u t  t o  d o  s o ,  b u t ,  " . . .  

because they often do not know when gender is exerting an 

influence" (Houston, 1994, p. 124). 
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Sexual discrimination still continues to operate in 

our schools (SadXer & SadJcer, 1982, 1994; Streitmatter, 

1994; Harris & Pickle, 1992; Tetreault, 1989; Ramsden, 

1990), and "girls and boys continue to learn the powerful 

messages about separate and unequal opportunities based on 

gender" (Sadker, Sadker & Long, 1989, p. 103). A review of 

the literature reveals that the issue of gender 

discrimination is highly complex and is grounded in 

theories related to Marxism and feminism (Lather, 1994), 

feminist pedagogy and perspectives from the realms of 

psychology, philosophy, history, and curriculum theory 

itself (Stone, 1994). A common thread running through the 

issues of gender in our schools is the issues of race, 

social class, social bias and sexual harassment (Thorne, 

1993; McKellar, 1993; Mac an Ghali, 1993). 

There is considerable evidence that teachers' 

interactions, teachers' expectations, the language they 

use, the "hidden curriculum", curriculum materials, choice 

of textbooks and strategies in the classroom, e.g., 

cooperative learning techniques, can either counter gender 

equity or promote gender equity. These influences have a 

major impact on the students' self-identity and self-

esteem, their choice of colleges, and their choice of 

careers as well (AAUW Report, 1992; Ginott, 1972; Sapon-

Shevin & Schneidewind, 1992; Streitmatter, 1994; Sadker & 
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Sadker, 1985, 1994; Harris & Pickle, 1992; Rogers, 1993; 

Houston, 1994). 

These attitudes and expectations of teachers about 

their students affects the time the teachers spend with 

their boys as well as the girls (French & French, 1993; 

Streitmatter, 1994; AAUW Report, 1992). "... [B]oys 

dominate the physical space of the classroom and the 

playground too, and from our own experience, dominate the 

teachers' time too" (Anti-sexist Working Party, cited in 

Measor & Sykes, 1992, p. 136). During play-time, the 

teachers gave boys longer, more thoughtful explanations and 

information in answer to their questions, and the girls 

received simple, short replies (Sadker & Sadker, 1982, 

1994; Streitmatter, 1994; Houston, 1994). According to 

Hodgeon (cited in Measor & Sykes, 1992) "... [T]heir 

interactions with boys were more complex and more likely to 

foster cognitive development" (p. 18-25). Another report by 

Hall and Sandler (1982) calls attention to the practice of 

teachers asking boys more higher order questions and giving 

them more "wait-time" than girls (Sadker & Sadker, 1982; 

Krupnick, 1985). 

Sadker and Sadker (1994) have spent over twenty 

years documenting how schools from grade school to grad 

school unwittingly shortchange girls and relegate girls to 

be merely spectators, not equal participants in the 
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education experience. In their most recent important book 

on sexism in our schools, they comment on the differences 

of criticism given by teachers to boys and to girls. When 

teachers criticize girls on their performance in a math 

test, they said, "I'm afraid you didn't do too well on that 

math exam" (p. 96), but with boys, they said, "I'm afraid 

you didn't do too well on that math test. I know you can do 

it. Just turn off that TV and study a little more" (p. 96). 

Girls pick up on these comments and internalize them and 

attribute these comments to a failing of themselves. "I'm 

just not smart in math [or science]" (p. 97). When girls do 

succeed, they attribute their success to their hard work, 

but when boys succeed, they attribute their success to 

their ability (AAUW Report, 1992; Sadker & Sadker, 1994). 

In an effort to discern whether teachers did elicit 

more conversation from their male students, French and 

French (1993) recorded a conversation as part of an 

ethnographic study in a class of ten to eleven year old 

students in a primary school in Britain and found that not 

all boys take more turns than girls, but a small subset of 

a few boys take the most turns. They also maintained that 

"unsolicited contributions from pupils are sanctionable 

events. It is the teacher's responsibility to allocate the 

turns, and the prerogative of the teacher to decide whether 
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they be let pass . . . suppressed ... or accepted, 

endorsed and developed" (p. 104). 

The research by French and French (1993) reveals 

that "the responsibility for gender imbalances rests 

l a r g e l y  w i t h  t h e  t e a c h e r "  ( p .  9 6 ) ,  a n d  t h i s  w a s  " . . .  

seen to result from his/her being socially and 

psychologically predisposed to solicit contributions to the 

lesson from the boys (by directing questions to them, for 

example) at the expense of involving girls" (p. 96). 

Sexism in Choices of Curricula/Textbooks 

If girls were less visible in the classrooms, they 

were also less visible in the textbooks. A test for this 

was done by Sadker and Sadker (1994) in which they asked 

students, elementary through college, to name 20 famous 

women, any famous women, but none in sports or the 

entertainment field. Very few could name ten or even five. 

Some fifth graders were so desperate, they put "Mrs." in 

front of the names of some of our presidents! 

As Sadker, Sadker and Long (1989) point out, there 

are six forms of bias in our textbooks that teachers must 

be aware of when evaluating materials for "gender equity": 

1. Linguistic bias. One of the easiest to eliminate, 

because it refers to the use of masculine terms in 

textbooks and other curriculum materials. 
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2. Stereotyping in textbooks. Portraying boys as creative 

and ingenious and girls as fearful and docile. Heikkinen 

(1978) in discussing sex bias in chemistry also suggests 

that "... female characters are not only portrayed less 

frequently as major characters, but are also depicted as 

being passive, compliant, unimaginative and generally less 

self-reliant than males" (p. 18). 

3. Invisibility, as previously mentioned by Sadker et al. 

(1989), or omission of females in texts. They cite a 1972 

study by Weitzman and Rizzo of science, history, spelling, 

and social studies textbooks in which the percentage of 

female illustrations decreased with each grade, and of all 

the illustrations, only 33% were of females. 

4. Fragmentation. A common form of gender bias that puts 

the contributions of women in sidebars. "Fragmentation 

communicates to readers that women are an interesting 

diversion, but that their contributions do not constitute 

the mainstream of history or literature" (Sadker, et al., 

1989, p. 160). 

5. Imbalance. Perpetuates gender bias by presenting only 

one side of an issue, "... mostly minimizing women" (p. 

108). For example, history books have more information on 

the lengths of the skirts of women than on the relevant 

issues that women were involved in at this period of time. 
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6. Unreality. This form of bias is perpetuated by avoiding 

topics that are controversial and "glossing over" (p. 108) 

other topics of importance, e.g.* prejudice or 

discrimination, or issues of divorce, even though one third 

of children live in homes with one parent. In this form of 

bias, children are presented with unrealistic pictures of 

the two parent home, in the suburbs, with one child, and 

one dog. 

Recent studies have shown that more females are 

represented in science textbooks, but history books still 

minimize contributions of women (Noddings, 1992). Noddings 

(1992), in her comprehensive discussion of alternatives for 

the social studies curriculum, acknowledges that there has 

been an increase of references about women and blacks and 

an increase of pictures about women as well, but the 

pictures and references to women are not relevant to the 

stories. She argues that men would not be mentioned for 

these achievements, and this is "demeaning to women and 

trivializes history under examination" (p. 232) . 

Noddings (1992) points to our political history and 

asserts that the focus of our political history has been on 

war and war heroes, not on peace and the sacrifices both 

men and women have made for peace and causes associated 

with women. To prove her point, she cites the 1946 Nobel 

peace prize winner, Emily Balch, whose name was never even 



mentioned in our encyclopedias in the fifties. The 

encyclopedias gave ample coverage though to Generals 

Pershing and Patton. She feels Balch is included in the 

late seventies because the publishers feel they must 

include more women and not because they realize the 

importance of women in our society. She also suggests that 

the cause of pacifism is not respectable for men, but it is 

for women. 

Interest in the ways girls learn in school, and the 

approaches and strategies teachers create that affects a 

nurturing and challenging atmosphere for girls (and boys as 

well) has enjoyed great popularity recently. 

Gender Differences in Moral Judgments 

With the seminal work by Gilligan (1982) and 

Gilligan, Ward, Taylor and Bardige (1988), another 

dimension has been realized; they found a differentiation 

between males and females in forming moral judgments. 

According to Gilligan et al. (1988), "The two moral voices 

that articulate these visions, thus, denote different ways 

of viewing the world" (p. 8). According to Gilligan, the 

feminine voice of care responds to moral judgments with 

connectiveness, networking, and relationships and the 

masculine voice sees relationships as "hierarchical or 

contractual" (p. 8) with a focus on justice and equality. 

With Gilligan's challenge of the work by Kohlberg and his 
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model of moral reasoning, by proving that his work was 

based on the male sample, the stage was set for further 

investigation into the behavior of girls and women. 

Although Gilligan maintains that men base their 

behavior through a model of justice and individual rights, 

and women base their reasoning on a model of caring and 

connection, other researchers feel that there should be a 

balance in this thinking. This area will be discussed 

further in the third section of this chapter; however, it 

is worth noting that several researchers have explored 

these differences and have found that girls and boys are 

more similar than different (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1987; 

Thorne, 1993) and educators should be careful of 

generalizations or as Thorne suggests, "the tyranny of 

averages" (p. 58). According to research by Maccoby and 

Jacklin (1987) on young children, the differences are in 

the area of assertiveness and the situation, i.e., when 

girls play with girls, they are assertive, but when they 

play with boys, they become more passive. Sadker and Sadker 

(1994) maintain that the "interpretation of these 

differences seem to be in the eye of the researcher . . . 

[and] "the magnitude of any sex differences can be altered 

by education" (p. 229). 
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Middle School Crisis 

Middle school is a trying tine for boys and girls 

alike, but according to the newer research, it is more 

difficult for girls. Girls have loss of confidence, tend to 

repress their own knowledge either because they feel they 

do not want to show how bright they are (Sadker & Sadker, 

1995) or because boys grab center stage and dominate the 

discussions, and girls are not given the opportunity to 

have "voice." Rogers (1993) suggests that girls "show a 

tendency to be vulnerable to certain psychological losses 

as they move from childhood into adolescence: the loss of 

clarity, or self-confidence, of voice itself" (p. 271). 

In a study of ten middle schools in Connecticut, 

Shmurak and Ratliff (1994) found surprising results: there 

was more gender discrimination in social studies and 

language arts classes than in the mathematic and science 

classes which were the most equitable. The authors 

conjectured that the format of the lessons in math classes 

had something to do with this finding, e.g., calling 

students to the blackboard to work out problems and examine 

their answers. The inequity in the language arts class 

could be explained by the open-ended discussions, and the 

teachers calling on the first hand seen and not giving more 

wait-time to the girls. 
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Ironically, other factors are involved, because 

girls' confidence in their math ability continues to drop 

from sixth grade on through high school. This factor, 

according to Featherstone (1968), is very significant, 

because achievement in mathematics in eleventh grade is 

dependent on how confident the students are about their 

abilities in the eighth grade. The relationship between 

self-image and achievement is very strong. In another study 

by Roberts and Petersen (1992), it was revealed that both 

boys and girls with higher math and science averages had 

higher self-images. Interestingly enough, girls with A's in 

math had no change in self-image, but those with D's or 

lower had lower self-images in grades seven and eight. 

The area of science is also affected by issues of 

gender identity in middle school. In a report by Clewell, 

Anderson and Thorpe (cited in Shmurak & Ratliff, 1994), at 

the age of 14, girls already see science as a male-

dominated subject while boys viewed it as a masculine 

subject at the age of 11. A good example of this issue is 

described by Orenstein (1994), a journalist who 

investigated two eighth grade classes in two middle 

schools, both culturally diverse, and interviewed students, 

teachers, and parents, in an effort to find out how girls 

think about themselves. In one incident during a walk with 

the students, one of the boys found a spider and was going 
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to bring it to class for extra science credit. Orenstein 

(1994) discusses her own frustrations at her reactions in 

front of the kids: 

But I felt the pressure too; a real girl, who wants 

a boy to like her, runs screaming from spiders. The 

more she likes a boy, the more she allows him to 

terrorize her, and the more helpless she pretends to 

be. Showing any real interest in spiders would be 

imprudent for the girls, a denial of their newly 

important femininity, (p. 22) 

She suggests that adolescent girls emerge from 

middle school with lower self-esteem and lower self-

confidence than the boys because of their interactions and 

lowered expectations of their own parents and teachers. 

These girls also have an obsession about their body and 

appearance. She faults the media, the cosmetic industry and 

our educational system for these problems. 

Orenstein (1994) argues that more boys have 

computers at home; science toys are marketed for boys; the 

achievement gap is widening in math between boys and girls 

and girls achievement is slipping. According to Orenstein " 

. . . a loss of confidence in math usually precedes a drop 

in achievement, rather than vice versa" (p. xvii). The loss 

of confidence manifests itself in the choice of careers: 

fewer females choose mathematics, science, or careers in 
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non-traditional areas (Oakes, 1989; Avery & Walker, 1993; 

Shnurak & Ratliff, 1994; Wilgosh, 1993). 

However/ the role of the teachers in creating a 

classroom in which the voices and experiences, and opinions 

of girls are not overlooked or silenced in our quest to "be 

balanced" is a challenging and difficult one, and workshops 

on gender equity training have become increasingly popular, 

as have the myriad of articles and books on strategies to 

enable parents and educators to inspire and help empower 

girls to make the right choices, to postpone having a baby, 

and to encourage girls themselves to end gender 

discrimination in their own schools and in their homes. One 

example of this is the February 1996 issue of Voices from 

the Middle, entitled Girls, with contributions from various 

teachers and researchers around the country, which, the 

editors point out, all agree that the problems our girls 

face are complex and they worry "... if girls are not 

articulating their real feelings, not pushing themselves 

into new challenges, and not daring to debate the class, 

consensus, then their learning is being stymied" (Barbieri 

& Rief, 1996, p. 2). 

Pipher (1994) has also written a remarkable, 

compelling and insightful book on the struggles of growing 

up female. As a therapist and clinical psychologist, she 

was bewildered as to why so many of her patients were young 
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girls who came to her because of extremely serious 

problems, such as anorexia, bulimia, self-mutilation, drug 

and alcohol addiction, sexual violence and sexually related 

diseases, i.e., herpes and genital warts; some even took 

the most extreme of measures and choose suicide as a way 

out of their despondency. 

Pipher, close to this issue because her daughter is 

also an adolescent, quickly realized that her daughter and 

her friends were "... riding a roller coaster. Sometimes 

they were happy and interested in their world; other times 

they just seemed wrecked. They were hard on their families 

and themselves" (p. 11). These problems disturbed her, and 

in her introduction, she expresses her total astonishment 

that girls today are beset with a myriad of problems—you 

would think that the feminist movement paved the way for 

girls to enter any field they choose—careers their 

grandmothers and mothers could only dream of, yet they are 

pressured to be only a part of themselves, a part that 

society dictates, and like "saplings in a hurricane" (p. 

22), they are vulnerable to whatever changes befall them. 

She calls the message in her book "a hurricane warning, a 

message to the culture that something important is 

happening. This is a national Weather Service bulletin from 

the storm center" (p. 28). 
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The cultiire in our society is the key to her theme 

and as characterized by Pipher, it is a "a girl-poisoning 

culture" (p. 12), a culture that is saturated with sexist 

ads, sex and violence in music, TV and movies, a culture 

that pressures girls to be thin and beautiful, to be 

popular and get boyfriends and use chemicals to help them 

be sexual. She points out, "as they navigate a more 

dangerous world, girls are less protected" (p. 12), and the 

dilemma persists; on one hand, we want them to be assertive 

and independent, yet we are afraid if they go out alone, 

they will be raped or kidnapped. She recalls her own 

adolescence and her friend's adolescence—they also had 

troubled times, but none resorted to running away or to 

starving themselves or committing suicide. 

Rather than blame the culture that undervalues their 

intelligence, suppresses their self-esteem and stifles 

their creativity, adolescent girls are confused and blame 

themselves and their parents. Sexual harassment problems, 

swept under the rug for many years, have finally surfaced 

in society with chilling public accusations of harassment 

from women employed in all areas of business, teaching, the 

military, to public accusations of harassment, sexual abuse 

of students in elementary school through high school, 

college and medical school. Students are not harassed in 

private—they are harassed in hallways, gyms, playing 
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fields, classrooms, and there are witnesses, witnesses who 

are not only other students, but teachers, janitors and 

coaches as well. Schools do nothing to stop the escalation 

of sexual harassment. Some girls say the harassment is so 

bad that their grades have dropped and they don't even want 

to go to school. In the 90's, it has been documented that 

the harassment is more intense in junior high school from 

teasing and rude gestures and remarks to actual assault. 

According to the AAUW (1992) report Hostile Hallways. 70% 

of girls experience harassment in their schools and 50% of 

girls experience sexual touching in school which is not 

wanted. 

Pipher offers strategies that nurses, counselors, 

parents and educators can use that will strengthen girls 

against this storm. She remarks that communication is the 

key to good relationships with our daughters; communication 

"encourages rational thought, centered decisions and 

conscious choices" and enables girls to "learn what they 

can and can't control" (p. 286). Equally important, parents 

must also be good role models and treat their daughters 

with respect and work towards trust and equality in their 

home. They have to be educated about their school and 

become involved in the classes, especially math and science 

classes and become knowledgeable of issues relating to 
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decision-meiking, sex, dating, drugs, social pressures, peer 

relationships and STD. 

Pipher argues that schools have a tremendous role in 

encouraging gender equity and describes junior high as "not 

user-friendly for adolescent girls" (p. 289), because they 

"often ignore what is happening to students as they are 

herded from one class to another" (p. 290) . She points out 

that equity training for teachers is necessary because they 

do not realize when they are not being gender-fair, and 

policies for sexual harassment and physical harassment 

should be clear with written guidelines that teaching 

students how to "say no" (p. 290). She also argues that 

language should be all inclusive in all classes, and 

textbooks should be examined for gender bias. Girls should 

be in the limelight with all girl's clubs and awareness 

training for students in avoiding sexism, racism, and 

lookism, which is the concentration of the importance of 

appearance. 

Pipher concludes that adolescent girls have to be 

helped with "long-term plans" which involve " . . .  

rebuilding a sense of community in our neighborhoods, 

fighting addictions, changing our schools, promoting gender 

equality and curtailing violence" (p. 293). When girls 

suffer discrimination and harassment in their schools, they 

lose not only their confidence and self-esteem, but their 
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ability to concentrate, eat properly, excel in their 

academic coiirses. They become withdrawn, suffer panic 

attacks and become physically as well as emotionally sick 

and blame themselves. Many drop out of school, and as 

Pipher suggests "... suffer from a thwarting of their 

development, a truncating of their potential" (p. 292), 

McCracken (1996), one of the contributing writers in 

a recent issue of Girls, describes the science classes of 

two teachers, Kelly Wilson and Donald Evans, and the 

different approaches and strategies they use to help middle 

school girls "resist the negative effects of gender-

binding" (p. 4). The small, all-girls class of Kelly Wilson 

is in Hathaway Brown School, Cleveland, Ohio; her girls are 

in middle school, and they don't compete for her attention. 

When she prepares them for a test, she gives each group a 

charade to act out, and the planning for this charade gives 

the girls a chance to act out and they describe it as "fun" 

(p. 5). She answers each hand that is raised, and when 

girls speak out, she tells them to "be confident" (p. 5). 

Prior to teaching in an all-girls school, she taught 

science in a co-ed school and found that in the 7th grade, 

the boys were very loud, but by the 8th grade, they were 

less boisterous; she attributes this to the "calming 

effect" of the girls. She changed to an all-boys school and 

found the boys very physical and because of the "goading 
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and pushing,*' she had to resort to more structxired 

approaches to her teaching. 

When she switched to an all-girls K-12 school, she 

realized that there would be differences, but Wilson said 

that she "... was surprised during the course of the 

year to find that many of my assumptions about girls were 

false, and that more important differences surfaced" (p. 

6) . She had expected mild mannered girls, and instead she 

encountered girls who were independent and the "catty" 

behavior that she anticipated, never surfaced; these girls 

had different problems relating to social conflicts. 

Conflicts arose because of friendships, the "best friend 

syndrome" (p. 6). They become moody and found it difficult 

to concentrate. She spent a great deal of her time 

listening to their problems. The approaches that worked for 

her included group work and providing open-ended, 

integrated experiences which enabled them to make 

connections to their material. 

Donald Evans has been teaching science for thirty-

two years. He teaches in a large co-ed middle school, 

Austintown Middle School, in the northeastern part of Ohio. 

He is also the advisor and founder of the all-girl group, 

"The Glass Slippers." They meet weekly and discuss gender 

stereotyping and give presentations on TV and radio for the 
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community about breaking the barriers of gender that 

prevent girls from entering fields of science and medicine. 

His involvement with this group began when he needed 

some emergency dental work and he describes the scenario: 

When I saw that in place of my male dentist, a young 

female dentist had been scheduled to do the work, I 

was panic stricken. I realized that day that no 

matter what I was saying in my science classes every 

year, I was a chauvinist in my thoughts. I decided 

it was time to do something besides talk, so when a 

group of girls in my class suggested a club, The 

Glass Slippers began (p. 7). 

The school has 500 students, but only 13 of them 

belong to The Glass Slippers and to be accepted in the 

group, boys or girls (at this point, there are only girls), 

the student must have A's and B's and be " . . . committed 

to helping break the glass ceiling" (p. 7). Evans admits 

that it takes a lot of work and that the group has had 

difficulty promoting gender issues in the school. 

Surprisingly, he has received little support from the 

teachers themselves, and thus far, when he requested that 

the Glass Slippers come to their classes and discuss their 

purpose of the group, none of the teachers responded. 

Evans points out that the girls in his class are 

assertive, and adds that "... they don't have to wait to 
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be called on, nor do they turn the experiments over to the 

boys to do 'with man's hands'" (p. 7). He encourages both 

boys and girls in his class to speak well and to "know they 

are doing it right" (p. 8). He expresses concern that when 

he retires, no teacher has offered to replace him as 

advisor to the group. 

Another contributor to the same issue of Girls is 

Bishop (1996). Bishop, a doctoral candidate, recalls her 

own journal writing eased the pain and loneliness she felt 

when she moved away from her friends during her eighth 

grade "... the eighth grade was a time of crisis for me 

—a time when I did not know not who I was or what I 

wanted, only what I 'should do' and be . . . the pale blue, 

quickly filled book I carried to school everyday was an 

antidote for the silence the world outside required of me" 

(p. 11). Journal writing can be beneficial to both boys and 

girls in the classroom, but Bishop feels journals are not 

used effectively today, because teachers are reading and 

grading the journals. When we write in journals, we are 

writing for ourselves, "... girls can speak into a 

journal without fear of judgment or reprisal; they can 

write things they fear expressing in the outside world. But 

even more important, journals also require girls to listen 

to themselves . . . " (p. 13). 
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She suggests that students should be advised by 

teachers if their journals are going to be shared and who 

their audience will be, and give them time to explore 

various topics. She adds that she "designs prompts that 

encourage girls to explore ideas they are afraid to explore 

outloud" (p. 14). For example. Bishop asks them to "think 

about what they write if they could burn the page as soon 

as they were finished" (p.14). She also suggests that when 

journals are not graded, a non-competitive atmosphere is 

created in the class, which allows "... girls to 

luxuriate in an idea for its own sake" (p. 14). She 

suggests that students themselves should select the 

journals they want to be public and which they want for 

their own private audience. Finally, Bishop points out that 

when teachers use journals in this non-threatening way, it 

denotes a " . . . commitment to the psychological well-

being of girls—a commitment based on the belief that when 

girls are connected to themselves and able to express their 

ideas freely, they are better able to learn and meet the 

challenges of the classroom" (p. 15). 

The crisis described by Bishop (1996) when she was 

an adolescent, when she questioned herself and her own 

identity, is discussed fully by Brown and Gilligan (1992) 

in their research with hundreds of adolescent girls during 

the years of 1986-1990 at Laurel School for girls in 
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Cleveland, Ohio. Laurel School is a private day school with 

the majority of the girls from white, upper middle class 

backgrounds and the rest, about 20%, from families 

characterized as working-class; some are on scholarship and 

14% are girls of color. 

One would think these girls have it all, and 

academically, their test scores reveal they are doing well 

when they finish. Brown and Gilligan did find that the 

girls were able to be more independent, and "... more 

appreciative of the complex interplay of voices and 

perspectives in any relationship, more aware of the 

diversity of human experience and the differences between 

societal and cultural groups" (p. 6), yet they found that 

in this so-called Utopia for adolescent girls, a 

"developmental crisis" an undercurrent of painful 

"disconnections or dissociations which leave the girls 

psychologically at risk and involved in a relational 

struggle" (p. 6). In their quest to be the "perfect girl" 

(p. 58), the "good girl" or nice girl who keeps her true 

feelings to herself "... the girl who speaks quietly and 

calmly and who is always nice and kind, never mean and 

bossy" (p. 59), these girls bury their true selves and 

silence their real thoughts. Teachers, unfortunately, 

contribute to this silence by praising girls for their 

quietness, making choices for them rather than allowing 
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them to take risks and allowing them to disagree with their 

own point of view. 

Another important area the researchers discussed was 

the modeling of perfect behavior by the female teachers and 

the teachers' fear of showing anger or sadness in front of 

the girls "... it seemed easier and also safer for women 

to try and model perfection for girls-perfect women, 

perfect relationships—and yet women's images of perfection 

were at odds with what girls know of women and experiences 

in relationships" (p. 230-231). This myth of the supermom, 

the "superwoman," what girls and women "should be" to be 

popular and liked is explored by Brown and Gilligan; female 

teachers listening to the girls agreed that they should 

bring more of themselves into their teaching, and agreed it 

is difficult. One girl expressed that she preferred male 

teachers because they "treat us like people" (p. 231) . 

Their interviews with these girls revealed that 

relationships are "crucial for girls' development, for 

women's psychological health, and also for bringing women's 

voices fully into the world . . . " (p. 7). 

The girls interviewed by Brown and Gilligan (1992) 

were looking for mentors, for friends, for teachers they 

could candidly confide in and trust, and ironically, in 

their all-girls school, a "room of their own," in which 

they can be free to express themselves, and feel better 
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about themselves and their overall ability to do well, 

these girls suffered from pressure to be good and quiet, 

and to be liked. 

Pat Flanders Hall, one of the sixteen participants 

in a retreat with psychologists, teachers and 

administrators, undertaken with Brown and Gilligan and 

other women in the Harvard Project, pointed out the 

emotional impact experienced by these teachers when they 

heard what the girls said about their relationships with 

them in the classrooms: 

It was first with a sense of shock and then a deep, 

knowing sadness that we listened to the voices of 

girls tell us that it was the adult women in their 

lives that provided the models for silencing 

themselves and behaving like "good little girls." We 

wept. (p. 221) 

If these sad incidences of oppression of girls' 

experiences, feelings, and silencing of girls' voices can 

occur in a private school, what can we expect in a large 

co-ed school, where there is little hope for girls' voices 

to be heard above the roar of the boys clamor for teachers' 

attention and equipment, and within a culture that 

continues to define girls in terms of their sexual 

perfection and beauty? If the culture does not change, can 

educators expect to take on the challenge and confront 
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these gender discriminatory practices in elementary school 

prior to the vulnerability of the critical period of 

adolescence which permeates the souls and psyches of girls 

and causes them to become depressed and give up? 

Single Sex Schools vs. Co-ed Schools 

The jury is still out regarding the merits of single 

sex physics classes for girls, co-ed schools and all-girls 

schools, in regards to self esteem, risk-taking and 

interest in non-traditional courses, i.e., math, physics, 

chemistry, economics, and choice of careers. 

The big debate centers around the controversy of co

educational schools versus single sex schools, and the 

benefits for both sexes in terms of academic achievement, 

personal success, behavior and attitudes towards academics, 

and behavior and attitudes towards members of the opposite 

sex. The role of the teacher in relation to interactions 

and expectations and as mentors are key considerations in 

this controversy as well. 

An important study by Bryk, Lee and Holland (1993) 

supports the premise that an all girls Catholic school 

" . . . [that] combines a strong emphasis on academic work 

with a caring ethos that demands personal responsibility 

and the good efforts of all participants" (p. 326) and that 

the "... basic value system, of Catholic schools, 

expressed through a philosophy of person-in-community, is 
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compatible with core American democratic ideals" (p. 338). 

Some of the findings in their study include: 

1. Students in the girls' school expressed positive 

interest in math and English, had statistically significant 

gains in science and reading during their sophomore through 

senior years and spent more time doing homework. In fact, 

the progress of girls in single sex schools doubled. 

2. The girls academic achievement was higher in all areas 

and in their choice of colleges—they chose more selective 

schools and were satisfied with their choices. 

3. Their self esteem was higher and they exhibited less 

stereotypic attitudes. They also had higher aspirations for 

their education. 

The conclusions in the book are taken from an 

earlier national longitudinal study "The High School and 

Beyond" study, which compared the effectiveness of Catholic 

schools and public schools and their impact on the 

students. Shields (1993), in his review of this study, 

points out that although the early Catholic schools 

prepared women for their roles for marriage and homemakers, 

the trend now is on gender equality and independence and 

intellectual achievement and "... contemporary feminists 

find themselves in a paradox of demanding gender equality, 

but recognizing the clear benefits of girls being educated 

separately from boys" (p. 12). 
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Why would the presence of boys in a class detract 

from the girls' academic success? Recent research reveals 

that girls have many advantages in single sex schools, not 

only in those run by the Catholic schools, e.g., more 

positive attitudes towards academic achievement, more time 

spent on homework, and more interest and confidence in the 

subjects that are traditionally in the domain of males. 

They also have better self-concepts of themselves and hold 

less stereotypic views of themselves as well (Bone, cited 

in Grossman & Grossman; Harvey, 1985; Lee & Bryk, 1986; 

Marsh, 1989; Sadker & Sadker, 1995). As Block (1984) points 

out, "the recent shift towards coeducation may be 

disadvantageous for women, particularly for those with 

strong intellectual orientations" (p. 208). As previously 

discussed, studies in mixed classes reveal that boys demand 

more time with the teacher, dominate science equipment, get 

more constructive criticism and praise from teachers 

(Kelly, 1985; Orenstein, 1994; Sadker & Sadker, 1985, 

1994) . 

Tannen (1990) cites research that reveals that men 

and women use language differently. "Girls sit and talk and 

tell secrets, but for boys, activities are central—giving 

orders and exhibiting their skill, displaying their 

knowledge to seize center stage" (p. 221). Even telling 

girls to "jump in" and answer questions without raising 
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their hands takes tine to evolve. At Elizabeth Seton 

Academy, the president tells the girls to be risk-takers 

and in a survey commissioned by the Coalition of Girls' 

Schools in 1990, the girls reported their experiences gave 

them more assertiveness and self-identity. Daganis et al. 

(1994) report that in their experimental all girls' class 

for physics at the Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy 

in Aurora, the girls experienced a sense of freedom, felt 

empowered, and were free to take risks and admit their 

mistakes, but when Workman, the physics teacher working 

with the researchers in this experiment, tried to replicate 

the same environment of collaboration in his coed class of 

physics, the boys dominated the class and blurted out 

answers. 

In the science area, girls who attend single sex 

schools are less likely to see physical sciences as the 

domain of boys (Callahan, 1991; Jimenez & Lockheed, 1989; 

Kahle, 1985; Pollina, 1995; Vockell & Lobonc, cited in Lee, 

Marks & Byrd, 1994), and they are more likely to choose 

nontraditional careers and have female teachers as role 

models. 

At the Dean's For\am Presentation in 1995, Marasco, 

in her discussion about the longitudinal study of the all 

girls physics classes, points out that "... the positive 



attitudes of the girls was not due so much to the absence 

of boys, but the strong presence of girls in the class" 

Stowe (1991) reports on an interesting experiment by 

the physics teachers in Choate Rosemary Hall, a private 

coeducational institution, in which they segregated all the 

boys and girls in the introductory physics class. The 

results showed the girls perceived they participated more, 

enjoyed physics more, and in the 9th and lOth grade, were 

more interested in physics related careers. In the follow-

up questionnaires, both boys and girls felt that the 

classes helped them participate more freely, but on the 

negative side, the classes were more rowdier. Stowe (1991) 

explains this by noting that the students know each other 

very well and were not afraid of misbehaving in front of 

them "... girls are a little more obnoxious with just 

their other girl buddies" (p. 381). The students also said 

that the classes were not as enjoyable, but Stowe is not 

sure if they really felt this lack of enjoyment and cites a 

study by Miner in which this was avoided by having the 

students choose to be in the separate physics class. 

There are some researchers who cite flaws in the 

studies by Lee and Bryk (1986) and Lee and Marks (1990) in 

which they looked at attitudes and aspirations of girls at 

Catholic schools, but they did not document if the girls 

followed in these nontraditional paths (Shmurak, 1994). 
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According to Tobias (cited in Shnurak) 40% of those 

planning a career in science, dropped this idea after their 

freshman year and she suggests perhaps looking into the 

effects of college on women, rather than secondary schools 

would be significant. She also cites the data from studies 

by Riordon of Catholic schools in which educational 

attainment is measured by years of completed schooling and 

not on "higher educational attainment" (p. 8). Shmurak also 

discusses the increase of the number of women entering 

medical and dental school and reports they are coming from 

coeducational settings, which have "... given girls 

skills and knowledge to compete with males in college" (p. 

11) . 

Advocates of mixed schooling argue that evidence 

which reports that students are happier and more social in 

single sex settings is still not proved conclusively 

(Jones, Shallcross & Dennis, 1972; Riordan, 1994). Willis 

and Kenway (1986) argue strongly against the premise that 

girls in single sex classes will no longer be in 

competition with boys so they can choose math and science 

options, and they will interact more freely if boys are not 

in the class. They write that focusing on academic 

achievement of girls without changing the attitudes of boys 

and teachers and changing the curriculum will take too much 

of our energies and will not change perceptions of the 
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teachers and students. Garner (cited in Willis & Kenway, 

1986) also criticizes the ability of women teachers to be 

role models and encourage girls in science, because the 

women teachers themselves have been the victims of 

d i s c r i m i n a t i o n  i n  s c h o o l  a n d  d o  n o t  h a v e  " . . .  

experiences to tackle science in their classroom" (p. 146). 

Willis and Kenway (1986) suggest that teacher 

preparation courses are the best way to combat sexism in 

the classroom, and "... although changes must be made in 

official curricula, where they exist, the real curriculum 

is in the hands of the teachers and students" (p. 147). 

Teachers must continue to participate in workshops, 

conferences and become knowledgeable about the positive 

aspects of both settings. Hands-on activities and mentoring 

are positive strategies to use in the classroom for either 

setting. Pollina (1995) contends, "They must have an 

understanding of the way girls learn science, and not 

change the way they do learn, but ' ... be ready to let a 

feminine approach to science inform our pedagogy . . . '" 

(p. 33). 

At this point, there are a number of questions to 

consider. If we consider single sex classes for girls, 

should they only be confined to nontraditional subjects, 

such as math or physics, and at which stage of development 

would they be more appropriate? Would separate schools lead 
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to sexism among students themselves? Research on single sex 

physics classes in public school settings is at the 

beginning stages at this time, and more data is needed 

before we make quick judgments on its merits. The important 

issue is the eradication of sexism in our schools, and an 

increased sensitivity to the underachievement of the girls 

in our science classes. 

Coeducation will probably be with us for awhile, but 

the option of single sex classes for physics hold a great 

deal of promise and has, "... already helped to level 

the playing field" (Deganis, et al, 1994, p. 33) by giving 

girls an increased sense of responsibility for their 

classmates learning and their own learning, increased self 

confidence and a " . . . special rapport" (p. 33) with the 

students and teachers. 

Feminism in Medical Institutions. Related 

Issues of Gender Discrimination. Sexual 

Harassment. Professional Development. Mentoring. 

and Multiple Role Conflict 

Definition of Feminism 

What is feminism? Attempts to define feminism, 

according to Wear (1994), is very "tricky," because " . . . 

it does not exist, even though most people have an opinion 

of its meaning and those who espouse it, due in part to 

living in a patriarchal culture and being exposed to a 
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media that caricatures women" (p. 43). Yet, she does 

provide the reader with her definition of feminism as a 

••political movement^^ "... fueled by the overlapping yet 

iinigue concerns of women of color, working class women, 

lesbians and heterosexual women, and disabled women" (p. 

43). Feminists from the various realms of sociology, 

psychology, education, science, and theology as well, have 

argued that it is a perspective that recognizes the 

diversity and multiple voices within all of us (Reinharz, 

1992; Middleton, 1993; Wear, 1994) and the multiple ways of 

knowing and connecting (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & 

Tarule, 1986). Women who are feminists use their diverse 

positions as a basis to understand the experiences and 

perspectives of women in our society, and "... use 

theory in three different relations to explain data, to 

generate theory and to test theory" (Reinharz, 1992, p. 

246). Whether they critique the institutions from within to 

explain sexism and the need for social change, either from 

a Marxist viewpoint, a liberal stance, a socialist feminist 

ideology, or a radical ideology, they are in agreement that 

" . . . women are in a subordinate position in society 

. . . and that it is a goal of feminism to pursue the 

changes necessary to accomplish this" (Sherwin, 1992, p. 

29) . 
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Feminism in the medical workplace, as described by 

Wear (1994), is reflected in sexism and gender bias, which 

starts from t he time students begin training " . . .  in a  

rigid hierarchy, a caste system of power and authority with 

the physicians at the top (and as we have seen, those 

particular physicians are almost all men), and medical 

students near the bottom" (p. 46). Beliefs, norms and 

cultural values before entering medical school are weaved 

into this scenario, and women find themselves in 

experiences and situations in which conditions are hostile 

and degrading (Bickel, 1988; Lenhart & Evans, 1991; 

Dickstein, 1993; Hostler & Gressard, 1993; Balk, 1995). 

Gender Discrimination in Professional Development 

Although is has been more than three decades after 

the powerful sweep of a major women's movement, 

discrimination continues to exist for women today, not only 

in our medical institutions, but in all our major 

institutions (Waxman, 1988; Lenhart, 1993). On the coat-

tails of this women's movement, we have also been witness 

to the most dramatic phenomenon in medical history—women 

medical students now comprise more than 40% of the entering 

class, and the numbers are increasing every year. Pressman 

(1991) suggests "n\imbers do not add up to equality" and 

although there is more concern and sensitivity for gender 

issues today, in actuality, the research reveals that women 
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doctors feel little has changed in areas that concern them 

the most: advancement in leadership positions (where are 

the women deans?), inequity in salary, promotion and 

tenure, need for female mentors (Schaller, 1990; Bennett & 

Nickerson, 1992; Dickstein, 1993; Hostler & Gressard, 1993) 

and sexual discrimination and harassment in the workplace 

(Conley, 1993; Schiffman & Frank, 1995). 

For many women physicians, barriers continue to 

exist in the workplace, in the form of lack of support for 

physicians with children, lack of adequate childcare and 

lack of adequate maternal and parental leave from their 

institutions (Waxman, 1988; Lenhart, 1993; Eisenberg, 

1996). 

Dickstein (1996) points out that in the past . 

women have been overly encouraged and mentored to enter 

primary care fields where they can enhance patient care by 

using their more acknowledged skills of better 

communication," but they have "... been discouraged to 

train in more technical and higher remunerative fields of 

the subspecialties of surgery and medicine." However, for 

the first time in medical history, in 1994, women have 

outnumbered men in obstetrics and gynecology (Ulsted, 1993; 

Dickstein, 1996), although surgery continues to be 

"extremely low" (Kirshstein, 1996, p. 82). The academic 

field is still "where the boys are," and the barriers 
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remain. Schaller (1990) describes reasons why these 

barriers or difficulties remain for women in academic 

medicine: 

. . .  b e  t h e y  c o n s c i o u s  o r  u n c o n s c i o u s ,  b i a s e s  

against women and minorities remain widespread, 

despite the best efforts of many people of good will 

to interact with others in an egalitarian fashion. 

Women are simply not expected to be as competent or 

effective as their male counterparts ... (p. 

1854) 

She argues that women are "... referred by their first 

names . . . and described as 'emotional,' 'immature', 

'unreliable' . . . . •' When children are involved, women 

are the ones to assxime most of the burden for caring for 

them. Schaller also adds that sexual harassment and 

discrimination remain in our universities and hospitals and 

" . . . Women too often face a burden of professional 

loneliness rather than the comfort of supportive collegial 

relationships that bolster the careers of men." She 

concludes that "... there is a pervasive lack of faith 

in the ultimate professional capacity of women and a lack 

of will or know how of senior faculty to mentor and to 

sponsor women in the same ways they mentor and sponsor men" 

(p. 1855). 
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Depending on who's writing the article, these issues 

or barriers have prevented women from the top leadership 

roles, and have been labeled a "glass ceiling," gender 

discrimination, or sexism or gender bias. Dickstein (1996) 

describes this barrier: 

. . .  a s  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  t h e  l e x o n  c e i l i n g .  L e x o n  i s  

a bulletproof plastic which at 1/4 inch is stronger 

than steel. Thus, women cannot break through the 

assumed glass ceiling, but instead must collaborate 

with "men of good conscience," i.e., men with power 

and understanding that women should and could assume 

leadership roles, (p. 7) 

Dickstein adds that men and women should work together to 

remove this ceiling. 

Lenhart (1993) discusses the impact of gender 

discrimination on women physicians and provides some 

definitions o f these terms. According t o  Lenhart, " . . .  

gender bias is a generic term referring to differential 

treatment of men and women, the impact of which may be 

positive, negative or neutral. Where the impact is 

negative, the more specific term discrimination is 

appropriate." Gender discrimination is described as: 

behaviors, actions, policies, procedures, or 

interactions that inversely affect a woman's work 

due to disparate treatment or impact, or the 
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creation of a hostile or intimidating work or 

learning environment. Certain forms of gender 

discrimination are illegal and addressable via legal 

or other procedural routes. Other forms, although 

not illegal, are nonetheless destructive, (p. 156) 

She describes sexual harassment as ** ... a specific form 

of gender discrimination characterized by unwelcome sexual 

advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or 

physical contact of a sexual nature where submission to 

such conduct i s made explicitly o r  implicitly . . . "  (p. 

156) . 

Sexual Harassment 

Werbinski (X994), a gynecologist in a large hospital 

in the midwest, describes her presentation of sexual 

harassment to a group of doctors at a staff meeting. First 

she defined sexual harassment as "domination rather than 

love or sex" (p. 6) and gave examples of this to the group. 

She discussed the two types of harassment—"Quid Pro Quo," 

which she described as "a threat of adverse employment 

action or a promise of favorable action if the employee 

participates in sexual activity (p. 60) and the other 

scenario is the "hostile environment," i.e., touching, 

jokes, or anything which would affect a performance in the 

workplace. She concludes with guidelines for the 

institution and strategies physicians can implement if they 
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think they are being harassed, e.g., speaking to 

supervisor, legal help, documentation. 

Schiffman and Frank (1995), in their paper on this 

subject, not only describe the different interpretations 

and characteristics of what is "intimidating, hostile or 

offensive" (p. 207) but also discuss the implications of 

sexual harassment to students, male and female in a 

"medical system where power and prestige have historically 

depended on masculinity" (p. 210). The psychological 

effects of sexual harassment have also been documented 

extensively (Lenhart, 1993), e.g., sleep disorders, 

depression, sexual dysfunctions, physical complaints and 

anxiety disorders. 

Gender discrimination is also reflected in the lack 

of gender fairness of the environment. In an effort not 

only to ascertain the nature of the perceptions of 

inequality in the medical environment, but to create a more 

equitable environment, Hostler and Gressard (1993) 

described the survey of faculty, male and female students 

and housestaff in the University of Virginia School of 

Medicine. The survey revealed that sexist remarks were 

heard in the classrooms, on rounds and women faculty 

perceive "significantly more inequity and sexism than women 

housestaff or students" (p. 51). This is reflected in the 

salaries of the women on the faculty. 



The findings of a recent study by Tesch et al. 

(1995) reveal that it teUces women longer to get promotions 

in schools of medicine, and although gender bias, whether 

intended or unintended, is not a new finding (Eisenberg, 

1989; Conley, 1993; Lenhart, 1993), it continues to exist 

in academic medicine despite the increase in numbers (Brown 

& Klein, 1986; Nadelson, 1989; Bennett & Nickerson, 1992). 

The study surveyed 153 women and 263 men, and after 

11 years, only 5% of women achieved rank of full professor 

compared to 23% of men. The study also revealed that a 

supportive mentor is a key factor in career advancement 

(Levinson, Tolle & Lewis, 1989; August, 1993; Ulstad, 

1993). 

The dismal fact remains—women are not promoted to 

positions of power and authority within the medical 

institutions because as Bickel (1996) suggests, "they are 

slow to realize that hard work is usually not enough to 

ensure advancement" (p. 15). This is due to three main 

factors: lack of effective networking skills, lack of 

negotiating skills, and most important, lack of a 

supportive mentor in their early career (Bickel, 1996). 

Clearly, women are not offered the same support in their 

research or the "same level of patronage and mentoring" as 

their male counterparts (Jones, 1996, p. 65). 
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Mentoring 

The importance of female role models and mentors 

(both male and female) in the field of science and medicine 

has been docxmented extensively in the literature (Waxman, 

1988; Levinson et al., 1989; Asch-Goodkin, 1994; Wear, 

1994; Tesch, et al., 1995) and yet, very few schools have 

set up mentor relationships for their students. 

In the recent annual meeting of the American Medical 

Women's Association in Boston, Sayantani DasGupta received 

"special recognition" for her essay on "Models, Mentors and 

Motherhood: Bringing up Future Female Physicians." She 

received the Janet M. Glascow essay award, and I received a 

copy of her published essay and listened to her speak at 

the recent American Medical Women's Association conference. 

DasGupta, a third year medical student, enrolled in 

the dual MD/PhD program at John Hopkins University, writes 

of the sexism and gender discrimination she experiences in 

her surgical rotation and the "culture of medicine [which] 

remains heavily entrenched in the tradition of the "old 

boy's network." We can almost feel her tears on the paper. 

She intuitively suggests that even the mentoring in 

medicine "... like the nature of being a good doctor, 

remains patriarchally defined" (p. 4). 

She describes her relationship with her mother in 

Bengal, a feminist and a writer, and her "strongest mentor" 
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and envisions a similar relationship with an older woman 

physician in Hopkins; instead, she has been fortunate to 

find female mentorship in the scznib nurses, the 

housekeepers, the secretaries who encourage and support 

her. Although DasGupta writes of the sexism, emptiness and 

loneliness in a school which does not address these issues, 

there are a number of schools in Canada and the U.S. which 

have initiated a vast array of activities, ongoing programs 

and approaches that close this gender gap. 

Bickel (1996) and her committee in the Association 

of American Medical Colleges describes a nximber of the 

medical schools that have responded to this challenge. For 

example, the University of Arkansas College of Medicine, 

has a pilot program on mentoring, sponsors leadership 

training for junior faculty, and distributes a newsletter. 

Loma Linda University School of Medicine has a successful 

mentoring program for first year students; University of 

California-Davis has an experimental mentoring program for 

second and third year students and sponsors workshops on 

conflict resolution negotiation, sexual harassment and 

self-defense. Stanford University School of Medicine has 

established a faculty/student Council of Diversity which 

instituted their Faculty Mentoring Program, and the oldest 

successful program at Yale University School of Medicine 

has established an Office for Women in Medicine, which 
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sponsors workshops on sexual harassment, negotiating 

skills, and provides mentors for women students and 

faculty. 

The Association of American Medical Colleges lists 

dozens of other schools that have initiated successful 

programs similar to the ones mentioned above. Women's 

issues are everyone's issues and the support of the male 

faculty is crucial in building a successful program in the 

school. 

Strain of Multiple Roles 

According to the literature, the major challenge or 

barrier facing women today in medical and non-medical 

careers, is the balancing of careers and family, the 

difficulties getting childcare, maternity leave policies, 

and stresses related to pregnancy. In medical school and 

residency these difficulties are more pronounced (Waxman, 

1988; Asch-Goodkin, 1994; Ducker, 1994). Asch-Goodkin 

(1994) in her survey of women pediatricians found that "The 

anguish over this issue is age-related, most acute for 

women with young children at home" (p. 60). One woman 

candidly commented, "there's no wiggle room in my life. I'd 

like to reduce my schedule and get more household help, but 

I don't even have time to look" (p. 60). 

Studies reveal that approximately 65% of women 

physicians had children and half of whom had their first 
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Child by the time they finished their residency programs 

(Levinson, Toole, & Lewis, 1989; Bernstein, 1993; McEvoy, 

1993). McEvoy (1993) a pediatrician and a free-lance 

writer, takes issue with the "Mommy track," which she terms 

a "concept used as a ploy for frustrated employers dealing 

with fast-track women" (p. 9). She advocates the need for 

flexibility on the part of the workplace in their 

acknowledgement of the needs of children. Waxman (1993) 

suggests medical schools should introduce the concept of 

"temporal flexibility," which "... may require stopping 

the tenure clock" during times of pregnancy, childrearing 

or an illness in the family. (This last strategy applies to 

males as well.) Some of the creative strategies suggested 

by the women surveyed by Asch-Goodkin (1994) include 

"sharing residencies, taking older kids to meetings, 

working only on week-ends or evenings and "requesting 

promotion on the basis of overall productivity, without 

regard to part-time or full-time status" (p. 60). 

In recent years, there also has been an increase of 

articles related to residents and pregnancy, because more 

women are becoming pregnant while in training and the 

issues related to pregnancy and having children have become 

prominent (Phelan, 1992; Silva, 1992; Rodgers, Shakin 

Kundel & Field, 1994). Associated with this decision or 

"non-decision" as it turns out for many of the residents. 
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are the issues of stress, support, fatigue, maternity 

leave, on-call coverage, long hours, and the impact of the 

pregnancy on their colleagues in their program. In 

addition, many studies have begun to focus on the stress 

and lack of sleep after the baby is born, and the arranging 

of dependable childcare (Sirridge, 1982, 1996; Wilson, 

Carpenter, Radius & Oski, 1992; Desper, 1992; Alfano, 

1994) . 

Alfano (1994), a family practitioner in Michigan, 

recalls that when she was a young girl, she was told 

"... it was absolute impossible to be a doctor and a 

mother at the same time" (p. 77), and this non-supportive 

attitude continued throughout her residency when she became 

pregnant: 

. . .  I  t r i e d  t o  a r r a n g e  m y  s c h e d u l e  s o  I  c o u l d  b e  

on call more in the beginning and less in the end, 

as I got closer to my due date, but they wouldn't 

let me do it. There wasn't much understanding of 

what it's like to be pregnant. You're still expected 

to be up for thirty-six hours, running around the 

hospital, (p. 77) 

After the baby was born, she suffered the usual 

fatigue, but she had to return to work when he was only ten 

weeks old. Her mother-in-law was able to take care of him, 

and she found that breast feeding and leaving the milk for 
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her baby was a way that gave her a feeling of connection to 

him when she was gone then when she went back to work. 

Alfano writes that "the biggest challenge continues to be 

arranging childcare" (p. 78), but she was lucky to get a 

caring college student who was "on call" for her when she 

had to leave in the middle of the night. She contends that 

"there is absolutely no reason on earth to believe that 

being a doctor and raising a family aren't compatible" (p. 

78) . 

Sirridge (1982) describes difficult circumstances 

raising her four children, "none of them planned" (p. 161) 

while her husband started his private practice in Cleveland 

and the necessity of interrupting her medical career 

because of her pregnancy. In the late forties, a pregnant 

resident was not exactly looked upon with favor, and 

although she applied for a Hematology residency, she had to 

leave after six months because of her first born. Blaming 

herself for not finishing, "We didn't have any money. I had 

no one to leave my child with. We had no family here, and I 

basically thought I shouldn't leave my child—I had guilt 

feelings" (p. 161). Although she and her husband were 

struggling to keep their heads above water, with no family 

and no support from family, and getting pregnant every time 

they moved, she still said that it is possible to be 

committed to both jobs, a mother and a career, and do it 
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well, but it takes good organizing. She loved being a 

mother when her children were little and growing up, and 

never brought her work with her when she came. She looked 

for part-tine residencies, but could find none. She was 

fortunate that she met an amiable pathologist who gave her 

the opportunity to work with him during the day. 

In her recent contribution to Women in Medical 

Education (1996), Sirridge reflects on the treatment she 

received in the hospital when she was pregnant because of 

her gender: 

The real difference for me because of my gender 

began when I became pregnant in my first year of my 

residency and realized that I was not going to be 

"one of the boys." I had never known a pregnant 

resident and I asked myself how I could provide care 

for a child and continue my training. The answer, at 

that time and under those circumstances, I couldn't 

(p. 161). 

Klauss (1996) joins Sirridge in her diagnosis of the 

system's attitude towards pregnant residents and agrees 

that in Sirridge's time, "pregnant residents were not 

acceptable" (p. 92) and in her pediatric residency program, 

there are a few pregnant residents and comments that 

" . . . even the biggest guns have to be committed to the 

idea that babies are important" (p. 92). However, she does 
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acknowledge that the programs still haven't figured out how 

to accommodate pregnant residents or get coverage for sick 

residents: 

. . . there's a macho idealogy that gives points 

for working when you're sick. So taking time off to 

stay home with a sick child is really against the 

rules, and ends up loading more work on your already 

overloaded fellow residents, which in turn creates 

animosity toward people with children, (p. 92) 

Nichols (1994) reports on a study of obstetrics-

gynecology graduates from 1983 through 1994 at Oregon 

Health Sciences University that was undertaken to determine 

if a change in the curriculum would decrease the level of 

stress in the pregnant female and lower the overall 

resentment of her colleagues in the program. Ninety percent 

of the pregnant residents said they scheduled their "less 

stressful rotations" (p. 1660) around the time they 

expected to deliver, and the residents themselves also 

discussed their pregnancy plans with their colleagues in 

the program so they all didn't get pregnant at the same 

time. In this way, they could avoid problems such as missed 

call, before they happen. 

The change in the curriculum itself was the creation 

of a "night call rotation" (p. 1659), which helped all the 

residents overall because it allowed the second year 
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residents to get more sleep and come to work rested. The 

researchers found that resentment toward pregnant residents 

was "significantly greater" in the years between 1983 and 

1987 than the years after 1987 and the male residents were 

more resentful toward the pregnant resident than the female 

residents. However, the pregnant residents were not aware 

of the resentment of the other male residents in the 

program, possibly because they never revealed their 

resentment openly. The study suggests that a change in the 

workload and flexibility in planning pregnancies can reduce 

stress and resentment in the program. 

In an earlier related study, Wilson, Carpenter, 

Radius and Oski (1991) explored the attitudes of male and 

female pediatric residents toward having children during 

their residencies and compared the "perceived barriers" of 

those who "had had children" with those who "had not" (p. 

771). The study revealed the complex results: The married 

female pediatricians with no children "were significantly 

more likely" (p. 771) than the male pediatricians to 

perceive that children would not have a positive impact on 

their careers, i.e., problems associated with childcare; 

the ones who "had had" children felt childcare arrangements 

were not difficult and perceived children as a positive 

impact in their careers and both male and females residents 

agreed to this statement, "If I could do it again, I would 
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definitely have a child during residency" (p. 771). The 

authors suggest the need for further exploration of 

programs that offer childcare and more flexibility for the 

residents in terms of parental leave and scheduling. 

Desper (1992), an obstetrician-gynecologist who had 

five children while going to medical school, points out 

that it is a known fact that residency alone is stressful. 

When pregnancy is added to this, the woman could have 

nausea, lack of support from colleagues in her program, and 

increased fatigue. There is also the scheduling of visits 

to doctors. Added to this is increased stress after the 

baby is born, with more lack of sleep and childcare 

problems, breastfeeding, not the best time to have a baby 

(Balk; Young-Shumate, Kramer, & Beresin, 1993). 

She offers some suggestions to reduce this stress, 

i.e., support from spouse and family, adequate daycare 

facilities in the hospitals, and equally important, written 

policies for maternity, paternity and family leave, because 

"stress levels increase when there are no written policies" 

(p. 76). When the hospital has a written policy, it shows 

the residents that they recognize that they do become 

pregnant, and "removes the crisis situation" that could 

exist without a policy (p. 76). 

At the time of writing, Desper reported that in 15 

hospitals in the Boston area, only 66% had written 
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maternity leave policies and noted two common findings: 

maternity leave was put in the same category as sick leave 

(in Boston area, this was 23%) and 11% of maternity leave 

was associated with disability. After the residency, she 

found that many departments do have maternity leave 

policies, i.e., in the Society of Chairmen of Academic 

Radiology Departments, only 79 out of 144 members had these 

policies. 

In a detailed study of these issues, Sayres et al., 

(1996) sent out a questionnaire to three groups of people 

in Harvard Medical School: pregnant residents, who were 

pregnant over the past ten years, program directors and 

"other" residents (nonpregnant women residents and men). 

The survey covered attitudes of all the participants 

towards pregnant physicians, and their experiences as 

pregnant residents. Their study compared the results of the 

study of 1983 by the ad hoc Committee on Women Physicians 

of the American Medical Association, but this present study 

included data related to maternity leave and board 

certification requirements for their particular specialty. 

One important area addressed by this study was the 

perceptions of the experiences of pregnancy as viewed by 

the three different groups. 

The researchers found that the pregnant residents 

who thought their experience was "pleasant," associated it 
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with the support given to her by the program director and 

the other residents, and . an expression of interest 

and a minimization of open hostility or denial of the 

pregnancy . . . open discussions of pregnancy in the 

residency group and a return to work on a part-time basis 

at first (instead of full-time)" (p. 420). They also 

concluded that their data does not differ from the earlier 

study in 1983, i.e., women have always been pregnant in 

residencies and have been able to keep up their 

responsibilities, and programs have been able to 

"accommodate pregnancies" (p. 420). However, they commented 

on a number of additional findings. They found that men and 

women residents can get sick, women get pregnant, and 

family members can get sick or die, but "... Residency 

scheduling currently does not take into account any of the 

inevitable events of life that affect both men and women 

and result in lost time for the program," and these events 

cause "... considerable stress in an already high-

pressured program" (p. 420). This stress turns into 

resentment and hostility when those not pregnant have to 

take added call and when maternity leave is not planned. 

However, this hostility was perceived more by the pregnant 

residents, than by the program directors or the others in 

the study. 
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The researchers added that pregnancy should not 

present any problems in a program if policies and coverage 

are discussed in advance. Pregnancy is a natural occvirrence 

but stress and scheduling conflicts can be avoided with 

open communication from the onset. 

In an effort to address these concerns of women 

medical students and residents related to maternity leave 

policies, childbearing and parenting issues, Janet Bickel 

and the Committee of the Association of American Medicine 

Colleges (1991) composed a detailed handbook that serves as 

a resource for the faculty, medical students and program 

directors. It is organized into three sections; the first 

section gives "facts of life" for parents, i.e., when is a 

good time to start a family, legal rights, shared residency 

slots; the second section discusses the specific maternal 

and parental policies and the third section talks about 

childcare arrangements. This invaluable handbook is 

organized in the form of six questions, and the authors 

answer with their own observations. 

Finally, Ducker (1994) describes the feminist 

perspective in her research on women with multiple roles 

and suggests that "... the first source of conflict was 

between the demands of the two statuses of wife-mother and 

professional" (p. 79) and this resulted in "role strain" 

(p. 79). She discusses the "scarcity model, which assumed 
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that women have a finite amount of energy and resources, 

and that when spent in one area, less is available for 

other areas'* (Goode, cited in Oucker, 1995, p. 79). She 

also suggests that "past findings should be understood 

within the context of the values that shaped them—values 

that led to emphasizing negative outcomes," and researchers 

should start looking at strategies to help women balance 

their roles, and not ask if it is "good or bad" (p. 81). 

Ducker concludes with the suggestion the institutions 

should be made "more hospitable for women with multiple 

roles" (p. 81). 

The Literature on Carina and Connectedness 

in the Field of Medicine 

Empathy; Definitions and Diverse Interpretations 

Although physicians and nurses alike acknowledge 

that empathy is crucial in the care of patients, many of 

them continue to wrestle with the complexities related to 

empathy and the approaches physicians can implement that 

would enable them to truly listen when they ask patients 

"how do you feel" (Connelly, 1994; Halpern, 1993; Lynn, 

1993; Spiro, 1993; More & Milligan, 1994). How can we 

define empathy? Can the concept of empathy be taught in our 

medical schools? Are all of us capable of being empathic? 

When is empathy deleterious to the practice of medicine? 

Can the concept of empathy be resuscitated once it is lost? 
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Will the increased number of women in medicine influence 

empathic understanding in the field of medicine? Spiro 

(1993), in his introduction to his collection of essays on 

empathy, asks " . . . [if] some patients are more 

'empathogenic' than others"—are there some patients or 

doctors, "... who cannot love, whom no one can love?" 

(p. 4). 

In their introduction to their diverse anthology of 

essays related to the concept of empathy. More and 

Milligan (1994) explain that they chose the medical 

profession as their focus "... because the centrality of 

the scientific paradigm of objectivity and distance makes 

the practice of empathy especially challenging for 

physicians" (p. 6). With these thoughts in mind, they 

shaped their concerns into five general areas: The 

definition of the term "empathy', how it differs from 

sympathy, and what does it mean "to be empathic," "how 

empathic should healthcare workers be;" how is empathy 

practiced and is our ability to be empathic affected by our 

gender, race and culture, and social class, and finally, is 

it possible to be learned? (p. 6). 

More discusses the historical context of empathy and 

points out that the term was originally used in the late 

nineteenth century in the "psychology of aesthetics," by 

Robert Vischer. Gaus (cited in More, 1994) states that he 
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chose the word Einfuhlung, or "feeling-into,'• which was in 

contrast to sympathy, or "feeling-with" and in 1909, the 

term "empathy" was used by Titchener, a psychologist, and 

then by Freud in his theory of psychoanalysis (Margolies, 

cited in More, 1994). Subsequently, the term was used by 

Gilligan (1982) and Miller, (1976; 1986) in their research 

on psychology of gender and also used in essays on feminism 

by a number of researchers, among them Nicholson (cited in 

More, 1994; Keller, 1985). 

The term sympathy has been used for centuries prior 

to the term empathy, but by the late nineteenth century, 

the meaning had become "steadily sentimentalized, 

feminized, and marginalized ..." (p. 20), and More 

argues that "... efforts to foster empathic 

professionalism are often held hostage to the conflicting 

meanings assigned to empathy within Western culture— 

meanings shaped by gender" (p. 19). For example, the term 

"feminine" and "feminine intuition" are traits we commonly 

associate with the "emotional attunement and identification 

with the feelings of others" (p. 19). Yet, when it is 

associated within the scientific realm. More points out 

that these "feminized" definitions are ignored, and 

instead, it has been interpreted as a " . . . technical, 

discursively male-gendered practice" (p. 19). 
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Shortly before his death from cancer, in 1926, Dr. 

Francis Weld Peabody made his much quoted address to the 

incoming medical students in Harvard, appealing to them to 

have "sympathetic understanding" in the care of the 

patients. His classic paper. The Care of the Patient, 

reprinted for over sixty years, describes how doctors 

should get to know their patients, the patients' families, 

their patterns of family life, and this information should 

be integrated with the results obtained from the patients' 

tests and examinations. Lederer (1994) suggests that with 

this address, he made a plea for "the medical profession to 

revive the art of therapeutic care" (p. 26), and called for 

"a blending of medical science with the sympathetic 

understanding o f the life o f the patients . . . "  (Landau, 

1993, p. 106). 

Nuland (1988), in his introduction to the lives of 

physicians and scientists who have shaped the field of 

medicine as we know it today, comments that Peabody's 

address alerted "medical students to the dangers of 

allowing the science of medicine to interfere with the art 

of medicine" and "... they are not antagonistic . . . 

but supplementary to each other" (p. xxi). In his epigraph 

to his introduction, the last three lines of Peabody's 

speech are quoted: 
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The good physician knows his patient through and 

through, and his knowledge is bought dearly. Time, 

sympathy, and iinderstanding must be lavishly 

dispensed, but the reward is to be foiind in the 

personal bond which forms the greatest satisfaction 

of the practice of medicine. One of the essential 

gualities of the clinician is interest in humanity, 

for the secret of the caring of the patient is in 

caring for the patient. (Peabody, cited in Nuland, 

1988, p. XV) 

The various definitions and characterizations of 

empathy encompass the feeling that "... empathy is not a 

psychological or emotional experience, nor a psychic leap 

into the mind of another person, but an openness to, and 

respect for, the personhood of another" (Levasseur & Vane, 

1993, p. 83). According to Katz (1963), "when we experience 

empathy, we feel as if we were experiencing someone else's 

feelings as our own. We see, we feel, we respond, and we 

understand as if we were, in fact, the other person" (p. 

26). Zderad (1969) writes empathy is "... a kind of 

vicarious experiencing; the emphasizer 'tastes' the other 

person's experiences (p. 660). Levasseur and Vance (1993) 

agree that healthgivers are especially concerned with this 

"mode of caring," because "... illness is a threat not 

just to a person's interest but to the very possibility of 
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having interests of the sort that make a human life worth 

living" (p. 82). 

Spiro and his colleagues at Yale's program for 

Hiomanities in Medicine have collected a number of essays 

concerning the practice of empathy, the theory of empathy 

and empathy in teaching. This anthology came about after 

the positive response he received from physicians after 

they heard his paper entitled "What Is Empathy and Can It 

Be Taught?" In his introduction, he comments, "Physicians 

can still be active healing agents: disease which is what 

diagnostic equipment displays, needs science for cure, 

whereas illness, the patient's suffering, needs the 

physician for care" (p. 2). 

Spiro points out that technology in medicine today 

has reduced doctors to " . . . mere conduits of power that 

they no longer think of themselves as healing agents . . . 

" (p. 3). Patients expect the CT scan, the x-ray, the 

newest antibiotic, the team approach to their illness, but 

this approach, whether in a group practice or in the 

hospital, can affect doctors in a deleterious way. Spiro 

feels that "... many think it is a waste of time, 

destructive even, to get emotionally involved with their 

patients" (p. 3). Doctors are too busy now, and he points 

out that Sir William Osier, the first Professor of Medicine 

at Johns Hopkins, extolled the virtues of equanimity, and 
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this model of detachment is taught to the medical students 

from the beginning, when they start their dissections in 

their freshman year. 

Medical students begin their education with the dead 

body and the living cell; they learn that the 

patient is passive and that the cells are alive, 

Dissection of a cadaver in medical school teaches 

primacy of the eye over the ear, for cadavers do not 

complain, and no one has to listen. It is then that 

the students learn to harden themselves against 

empathy, (p. 9) 

It is worth noting that in Osier's oft-quoted speech 

to medical students in 1889, Aeouanitas. he strongly urged 

them to " . . . Cultivate then, gentlemen, such a judicious 

measure of obtuseness as will enable you to meet the 

exigencies of practice with firmness and courage, without 

at the same time hardening the 'human heart' by which we 

live" (Osier, cited in Lederer, 1995, p. 60). 

However, this is not an easy task, and Klauss (1994) 

wrestles with the complexities of detachment and clearly 

recalls every detail of a case she had when she was a 

medical student. She writes that a woman was brought in who 

had attempted suicide. "... it was a serious attempt, 

very nearly successful" (p. 157). They had to put a 

nasogastric tube down her throat immediately, insert large 
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IV's into both her arms, and send her off to the intensive 

care unit. When they found out that she was a doctor, from 

another Boston hospital, they were all shaken and very 

affected by the case "... most especially the women" (p. 

157), and she explains her feelings about the case: 

I am not, have never been, inclined toward suicide. 

But to find myself working over a body about the 

same age as my own, the body of a woman who was 

successful in my own chosen profession, who had been 

reduced to such despair that she had tried to end 

her life—how could this not shake my foundations? I 

could not help thinking, as I helpfully pulled back 

on the big syringe, aspirating the contents of her 

stomach, of what may have driven her to this, of 

pressures which might someday drive me, or my close 

friends, to despair, to madness, to self destruction 

. . . the patient was too familiar, too close to 

home, we were handling the blood and the body fluids 

of someone who was exactly one of our own. (p. 157) 

Klauss describes the problems she foresees if 

doctors become over involved with their patients while 

taking care of them: 

The nitty-gritty detail of being a doctor requires a 

certain amount of detachment. You cannot put down a 

nasogastric tube if you are imagining too 
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graphically the passage of that tube into your ovm 

throat; if you're busy gagging, you don't have a 

steady hand . . . (p. 157) 

She adds that a doctor may sympathize with a patient 

when they lose a family member, but they should not let 

themselves "feel the pain" "... you keep yourself 

detached. You protect yourself . . . the patients steadily 

remind you of the frailties of the flesh, of the thinness 

of the line between normal life and tragedy" (p. 158). 

Although she feels that identification with a patient's 

problem can help promote empathy, she suggests that you 

cannot practice medicine if you "experience each pain, each 

disaster, each death ..." (p. 158). However, responding 

with compassion, as a professional, not a friend, will not 

only comfort the patient, but allow the doctor to continue 

working everyday. 

Klauss, a pediatrician and a novelist, writes that 

her experience w ith her own two young children . . .  of 

raising children, living with children, loving children, 

enables her to offer parents more assurance that their 

children's lives are "... in the hands of medicine, but 

also in the hands of parents, who understand how you feel 

and what you want," (p. 169). 

The changes brought about in the practice of 

medicine, over the past few decades, with the reliance on 
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the technological aspects of curing a patient, the 

expensive antibiotic, the MRI scan, the x-ray, computerized 

endoscopy machines which enable doctors and nurses to 

classify patients as "cases" or diseases, and not as whole 

people with families and loved ones, have distanced 

patients further from their caregivers and squeezed empathy 

out of the doctor-patient relationship (Horowitz, 1993; 

Reiser, 1993; Spiro, 1993). Spiro observes that "Doctors 

and nurses are so busy in the hospital that there is no 

time for contemplation, only for delight in the correct 

diagnosis, the mystery solved, death delayed. Empathy would 

only get in the way" (p. 3). 

In addition to our reliance on the magic of medicine 

(although it is necessary and saves lives) is the 

escalation of the managed care system, with its focus on 

cost containment, reducing hospital stays to a minimum, 

down-sizing of hospital staff, and expecting that all 

workers in their system be "more productive" (Bickel, 1995, 

p. 889). Where is there time to sit with a patient, hold a 

hand, listen to their stories, comfort the family of a 

dying loved one? 

Reynolds Price^s story—From Despair to Hope 

Reynolds Price (1994), the James B. Duke Professor 

of English at Duke University, has written a scathing 

account of his unsympathetic treatment during his 
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hospitalization for agonizing spinal cancer. Bickel (1995) 

in her review of his book, A Whole New Life, suggests that 

a challenging endeavor for our medical schools is to 

develop empathy simultaneously with the teaching of 

technical skills. In the following excerpt. Price descries 

the treatment he received from his "frozen oncologist" (p. 

143) ; 

My present oncologist saw me as seldom as he could 

manage. He plainly turned aside when I attempted 

casual conversation in the halls; and he seemed to 

know no word or look of mild encouragement or 

comradeship in the face of what, as I later learned, 

he thought was hurried death . . . Did he shy from 

involvement with one more face that was hungry for 

life though already stamped Dead? My best guess from 

here is, he didn't now how to act otherwise, and he 

hadn't tried to learn . . . but what I wanted badly, 

from that man then, was a frank exchange of decent 

concern. When did such a transaction between two 

mammals require postgraduate instruction beyond our 

mother's breast? (p. 56) 

In his first meeting with his oncologist, he was 

told about his tumor "... with all the visible concern 

of a steel cheese grater . . . " (p. 40), and feels that 

patients should expect to receive better care than he 
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experienced. In contrast, he recalls the doctors of his 

youth; 

the less technologically sophisticated but generally 

more humane doctors of my childhood and youth— 

doctors with the legendary 'bedside manner' . . . 

surely a doctor should be expected to share—and to 

offer at all appropriate hours—the skills we expect 

of a teacher, a fireman, a priest, a cop, the 

neighborhood milkman or the dogpound manager. Those 

are merely the skills of human sympathy, the skills 

for letting another creature know that his or her 

concern is honored and valued . . . such skills are 

not rare in the natural world (p. 145-146) 

Price not only experienced excruciating chronic pain 

from his spinal cancer, but also pain resulting from 

several spinal surgeries. Because of his severe 

disabilities, he suffered bouts of deep depression and deep 

fear, but he received no sympathy from his caretakers, 

instead he observed that they kept their distance from him, 

and this distance prevented him from seeking biofeedback 

training in a department which was just a few floors from 

his own hospital bed; however he finally received this 

training, which enabled him to cope with the pain and go on 

with his life. He does write he encountered two women who 

cared about him—one was a physical therapist, with a sense 
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of hvunor and a great deal of sympathy and the other was a 

female resident from India. He described her as the "most 

humane person in radiation oncology" (p. 55). 

Bickel (1994), in commenting on Price's 

observations, remarked that medical students do not enter 

medical school with "... the communication skills 

maturity and empathy necessary to effectively comfort a 

frightened person in pain (especially a person of authority 

or someone who reminds them of a parent or a grandparent" 

(p. 888) . She suggests that the "main teachers of 

detachment are probably the physical and emotional rigors 

of clinical training and a health care system that 

encourages undertreatment of uninsured people" (p. 888). 

Bickel argues that the role models in medical school should 

be discussing issues of ethical concerns and "clinical 

distance" (p. 888) and these teachers should be carefully 

selected as the medical students themselves. 

Clinical distance and detachment are perpetuated 

when the faculty only teaches about the classification of 

diseases, and disregards approaches that strengthen and 

enhance empathy, i.e, the teaching of the hximanities, 

courses in literature, understanding of diverse cultures, 

teaching through case discussions and conversation with 

patients (Horowitz, 1993; Reiser, 1993; Spiro, 1993; 

Matheisen & Alpert, 1995). Faculty who mentor students but 
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teach students science but resent the students because they 

themselves could not get into medical school (Horowitz, 

1993) perpetuate detachment as well. 

Horowitz sadly comments that our premedical 

education does little to foster empathy, and "those 

premedical students who emerge with personalities have 

learned that skill on their own" (p. 74). However, Click, 

head of the Center for Medical Education at Ben Gurian 

University of Medicine, in Israel, has a plan for his 

medical students which integrates both science and 

humanism. 

He describes this paradigm, which has as it 

foundation "compassion, that is where it all starts, and 

without this basis one cannot be a true physician" (p. 90) 

and adds "... a failure of compassion will inevitably 

lead to poor science in medicine because it ignores data 

critical to the patient's care" (p. 91). 

Strategies to Enhance Emoathv in Doctors 

ftn<a Metrical ipstjtyitiQP? 

Click proposes the "biopsychosocial model," which 

begins with compassion, which lead to examining and 

gathering of " . . . all the data necessary to reach 

conclusions," i.e., in a homeless man, who presents with 

pulmonary edema, " . . . it is scientifically incompetent 
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to miss a pertinent electrocardiographic finding, but it is 

no less egregious a scientific error to ignore the sodium 

intake of a derelict, forced by poverty and absent dentures 

to subsist on canned soup loaded with salt" (p. 91). 

That scientific information, combined with the 

social history and compassionate concerns of the physician 

"synergistically" exist together and provide humanistic and 

compassionate care for the patient; however, Click, along 

with other physicians, agree that this cannot be effective 

if the treatment the students and residents receive in this 

environment "... is callous and inconsiderate ..." 

(p. 93). 

Spiro (1993) also faults the institutions that train 

our medical students and residents for their lack of 

collegiality with each other—residents who are "abused" 

will learn to care less for others (p. 11). He describes 

the atmosphere in our institutions as less than user-

friendly for our medical students and residents: 

Work is everything, so little time remains for 

contemplation, and none remains for the humanities 

... in clinical medicine, we talk about the 

'case,' and not about the person..the style of 

medical writing is 'objective' and impersonal, where 

that which can be seen is given more importance than 

what can be heard, (p. 10) 
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Connelly (1994) explores the role of stories on 

enhancing empathy, and writes "Communication, verbal, and 

nonverbal, between the patient and the physician affects 

the potential development of an empathetic relationship" 

(p. 171) and she feels "everyone has the capacity to be a 

'listener'" (p. 173). She acknowledges this is difficult 

for doctors, because they have been taught to ask questions 

which are specific, and according to studies by Beckman and 

Frankel (cited in Connelly, 1994) this stops the "flow of 

information" (p. 174). 

Connelly reflects that "listening is the key" (p. 

177) to making an accurate diagnosis and recalls how she 

accidently came upon this revelation while she was a third 

year medical student in the emergency room, and a patient 

was admitted with recurrent brittle Diabetes. Although the 

other physicians could not explain why the patient had a 

recurrence of this over the past four months, Connelly 

found herself listening to the patient's story. The patient 

told her of her marital problems and her fear of losing her 

husband who was having an affair with another woman "When I 

am ill, my husband is so caring ... My insulin—you know, 

if I don't take it, what happens" (p. 177). After listening 

to her, Connelly realized the real reasons for the woman's 

unstable diabetes. 
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After her residency, she worked in a large emergency 

room and found that sometimes she could diagnose patient's 

shortness of breath, chest pains, even abdominal pain, 

simply by looking at them, and decide if it was asthma or 

congestive hart failure. However, she learned more by 

"... listening to the rapid, forced, or high-pitched 

quality of the speech which suggested that anxiety was the 

likely cause of the presenting symptom" (p. 177), and adds 

that "Confirmation required that I listen to a story" (p. 

177) . 

Women Doctors and Emoathv 

Can women make unique contributions to the field of 

medicine because of their "accepted" qualities of caring, 

empathy, and nurturing? Do women doctors listen more, ask 

more questions, and care about a patient in a more 

"holistic" way? 

In Katherine Bateson's biography about five 

extraordinary women who made unique changes in their lives, 

Ellen Bassuk, a psychiatrist and friend, comments to her 

about the concept of caring "... growing up with the 

capacity to care for people or communities or ideas depends 

on the early experience of receiving loving and effective 

care" (p. 159). She then discusses her experience with the 

residents in the E.R: 
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I actually gave some residents a hard time around 

their inability to take care of people. The bottom 

line is that there are people who are good 

caretakers and some that you wouldn't want taking 

care of your horse (p. 159). 

Bateson (1989) ends her chapter on caring, with her 

comment "attention and empathy are skills. Caring can be 

learned by all human beings . . . " (p. 161). Yet, diverse 

opinions continue to emerge "... women are biologically 

different; we are socialized with different values . . . 

women value human, social and preventive aspects more . . . 

women are traditionally socialized with emphasis on 

sensitivity, empathy, and nurturance" (Ulstad, 1993, p. 

75) . 

As Carol Gilligan (1979) points out: 

. . . women not only define themselves in a context 

of human relationships but also judge themselves in 

terms of their ability to care. Woman's place in 

man's life cycle has been that of nurturer, 

caretaker, and helpmate, the weaver of those 

networks of relationships on which she in turn 

relies, (p. 440) 

Recent studies reveal that women doctors themselves 

feel they listen more, take more time with patients, are 

more nurturing, and empathetic (Asch-Goodkin, 1994; Welsh & 
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Finley, 1994), think more of the broad perspective when 

caring for patients (Shapiro & Miller, 1994) and according 

to Hojat et al. (1995) "view health and illness from the 

broader perspective of a psychological paradigm, rather 

than a restricted biomedical model" (p. 305), and because 

of these differences are dramatically changing the face of 

medicine (Ulstad, 1993). 

But is this a "female trait," one we are born with, 

or have women been socialized to be this way?" Williams, 

Pierre and Vayda (1993) conclude, "Either by nature or by 

nurture, it has been suggested that women physicians have a 

more humanistic and patient-centered approach to medical 

practice" (p. 115). 

Research in Canada in this area also concludes that 

girls are more compassionate and nurturing (Deaux, 1985; 

Mackie, 1987), and these characteristics are expected to 

have significant influence on the medical profession, 

because of the increased numbers of women entering the 

field. Are women physicians more interested in psychosocial 

aspects of medicine, and more h\unanistic than their male 

counterparts, and if this is the case, what would the 

implications of these patterns be for future medical 

delivery services? In a study of gender differences of male 

and female physicians in private practice in Canada, Cohen, 

Ferrier, Woodward 6 Goldsmith (1991) found that women used 
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more counseling and psychosocial services in their 

practices, which may have a positive impact on medical care 

in the future, in regards to decreased niimber of visits to 

physicians, but this speculation is not known at this time. 

Other practice patterns revealed by this study found that 

women saw more women in their practices, saw fewer patients 

than male physicians, and more women worked part-time. 

More (1994) cites work by Greenson (1960) in which 

he argues; 

. . . empathy and intuition are related .... One 

emphasizes to reach feelings; one uses intuition to 

get ideas .... You arrive at the feelings and 

pictures via empathy, but intuition . . . picks up 

the clues that empathy gathered .... Since 

empathy originates in the early-mother-child 

nonverbal communications, it has a definite feminine 

cast. For men to be empathic, they must have come to 

peace with their motherly component, (p. 28) 

Surrey and Bergman (1994) discuss work by Miller, a 

psychiatrist and founder of Wellesley College's Stone 

Center for Developmental Services and Studies. Miller has 

designed a "relational perspective on woman's psychological 

development" in which she proposes a "self-in-relation 

model [which] encompasses a sense of 'self and also a 
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sense of the 'other' and a sense of the relationship" (p. 

113) . 

According to Miller's model, they posit that a 

person's main desire is for connection and "... Healthy 

growth takes place through and toward connection" (p. 113); 

as Gilligan suggests, these differences are found in the 

way moral judgments are formed, with females exhibiting 

stronger tendencies towards relationships, connectiveness 

and caring and males exhibiting more tendencies towards 

equality and justice (Gilligan, 1982). Bergman and Surrey 

suggest that Miller's model reveals that an analogy exists 

between the doctor and patient relationship and the male-

female relationship, a relationship which "... does not 

foster relational mutuality" (p. 113). 

Surrey believes that "..empathy is a 'crucial 

feature' of a self-in-relation model of woman's 

development'" . . . [which has] "... profound 

implications for the gender differences and impasses on the 

doctor-patient relationship" (Surrey, cited in Surrey & 

Bergman, 1994, p. 114). 

They cite studies by Jordan, also in the Stone 

Center, who suggests that "... rather than an 'earth 

mother' or 'essential' feminine quality, empathy is 

something learned and practiced in relationships, supported 

by a cultural norm" (Jorden, cited in Surrey & Bergman, 
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1994, p. 115). According to Surrey and Bergman, women 

"regard the expectation of interaction and relationship as 

a process of mutual sensitivity and mutual responsibility" 

and when women meet the "male" style of relationship, they 

"may be speaking two different languages" (p. 116, 117); 

however, they are optimistic that this interaction, this 

"power imbalance" can be "altered" (p. 117). They consider 

male doctors as "agents of disconnection . . . medical 

students, especially men, learn to become agents of 

disconnection" (p. 1190) because of the competitive 

atmosphere in medical school, where "they are taught to 

learn in isolation and grow in isolation" (p. 119). Despite 

efforts to "teach them empathy," they still have difficulty 

in "breaking the cycle at the heart of their psychological 

development" (p. 119). 

Research has revealed that society is patriarchal 

and medicine reflects this hierarchy, but this can be 

altered if physicians "put themselves in the other 

persons's shoes," i.e., a physician asking "if you were in 

that situation, would you write a prescription to kill 

yourself" (Surrey & Bergman, 1994, p. 129). Other 

approaches can be the formation of gender groups in the 

medical school that works on "differences" "... and that 

it can be taught and learned, and that it might best be 
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learned not denying difference but by encountering it" (p. 

130) . 

With the increase of women in medical school, more 

women are choosing female doctors, especially in the areas 

of gynecology and family practice (Blake, 1990; Fennema, 

Meyer, & Owen, 1990; Graffy, 1990; Cockburn, & Bewley, 

1996) because of the expectation that women listen more 

(Connelly, 1994), and communicate better (Tannen, 1992). 

Studies also reveal that women doctors are inclined to be 

more humanistic in their attitudes than their male 

counterparts (Burkett & Kurtz, 1981; Williams, Pierre, & 

Vadya, 1993; Bickel, 1994). 

However, a study by Dufort and Maheaux (1995) 

reveals that these attitudes do not continue throughout 

medical school. The researchers compared humanistic 

attitudes of 1,247 male and female students in three 

medical schools in Canada, in which the majority of 

students were female, and found that female students were 

more interested in hiamanistic, psychosocial approaches of 

their role than their male counterparts in the first level 

of their training. However, their interest became less 

pronounced as they approached the end of their training, 

and by the end of their training, they were at the same 

level as the males in their class. 
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They describe the theory by Kantor, which proposes 

that the number of people in a group "is critical to 

shaping interactions'* (p. 4), i.e., if the women were a 

majority, they would be able to influence behavior and 

attitudes, but this positive impact could only occur if the 

institutions themselves were favorable to the influence of 

female students. According to Kantor's theory, the 

"weakening of the gender differences' is not explained by 

the strengthening of humanistic goals by the men, "which 

could have emerged under the influence of women in more 

favorable institutional context" (p. 5). The female 

students did not have any impact in their institutions and 

research in Canada and the U.S. reveal very few women are 

in decision making roles or key leadership positions in 

their institutions (Lorber, 1991; Bickel, 1996) and receive 

less attention from their teachers than their male 

counterparts (AAUW Report, 1992). 

In an important related study of gender differences 

in medical students in the U.S., Bickel and Ruffin (1995) 

report the data obtained from the Medical School Graduation 

Questionnaire (GQ), and the Matriculating Student 

Questionnaire (MSQ) which examined the following: 

psychosocial attitudes in medical school, gender 

discrimination and sexual harassment in medical schools, 

career plans, and issues related to curriculum, i.e.. 
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teaching of domestic violence problems, HIV and AIDS, 

patient education, humanities in the curriculvim, preventive 

medicine and the role of community medicine. 

The researchers divided their questionnaires into 

four sections: career plans, financial and demographic 

considerations, attitudes about medicine, experience in 

medical school and found that female and male students are 

more "alike that different" (p. 555). This similarity 

between male and female students has also been discussed in 

research by Eisenberg (1983). For purposes of this section, 

attitudes and experiences will be discussed. 

The researchers found that a higher proportion of 

women students were more interested in community service, 

psychosocial issues and patient education, although both 

genders "continue to rank highest the opportunity to make a 

difference" (p. 556). The male students were more 

interested in prospects of high income, higher social 

status, and making decision under pressure. This research 

has also been found in gender comparison studies by Hojat, 

Gonella and Zu (1995). The female students were more 

interested in working with the indigent population and they 

cite research in a medical school in Australia which 

revealed that women were more interested than men in 

"working with people and improving society" (Feather, cited 

in Bickel & Ruffin, 1995, p. 556). According to Bickel and 
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Ruffin, this is also a finding in a 1993 poll of college 

freshman in which they found that a higher proportion of 

women than men were interested in "helping others who are 

in difficulty," (72% and 52%) and "influencing social 

values" (47% and 37%) (p. 556). 

The authors also found that women students are more 

interested in a curriculum that emphasizes ethics and 

humanities and they cite the work of Hafferty (1991) in 

which he studied first year students' reactions to patients 

who were terminally ill and also reactions of students 

during their dissection experiences; he found that "women 

were more sensitive to emotions of others," and more 

concerned about their responses in situations. When they 

were assigned women as partners in dissection, some of the 

male students complained that "women are simply too 

emotional" (Hafferty, cited in Bickel & Ruffin, 1995, p. 

557) . 

They conclude with a clear message to the 

institutions that will improve empathic care for patients 

and benefit both male and female students: provide a 

nurturing and humane environment, give women the same 

access as men to develop their skills and most important, 

concentrate on ways to develop an ethic of "social 

responsibility," which is found in a higher proportion of 

females (p. 559). 
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Cockburn and Bevley (1996) meOce a salient point 

about women's preference for women doctors and remark: "The 

critical issue is not whether good performance is gender-

related, but whether performance overall can be improved" 

(p. 3). They suggest that there is some evidence that 

training can improve clinical performance, and "doctors of 

whatever gender should strive to achieve the highest 

possible standards and empathy towards their patients" (p. 

3) . 

Nuland (1988), in discussing the influence of women 

in the field, recalls a comment made by the Reverend 

William Coffin on the influence of the women's liberation 

movement in medicine: "The woman who most needs liberating 

is the woman who lives inside of each man" (cited in 

Nuland, p. 429). He remembers his training as a resident 

in a hospital and the philosophy of his teachers: 

We residents thought of ourselves as so many 

intrepid Spitfire pilots, roaring skyward in our 

efficient fighter planes to do battle with the 

forces of disease. The disease was the enemy, the 

cure was the victory, and the patient, I am ashamed 

to say, was too often merely the environment in 

which the encounter was fought. We had been taught 

to see it that way. It was necessary to learn the 

lesson well, in order to protect ourselves against 
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the pain of others, and to abort any insidious 

tendency to identify with their sorrow, (p. 429) 

He points out that their teachers were strongly 

against any "emotional involvement" with patients; however, 

he adds that the residents treated the patients with 

kindness, and respect, "... even with a kind of 

formalized dignity ... we kept our distance ... We were 

as gentle as we knew how to be. But we were men apart—we 

towered over the sick as an adult towers over a child" (p. 

429) . 

Now he realizes that his "teachers were wrong—not 

only are we not compromised by allowing ourselves to feel 

what a patient feels, but we are often strengthened by it," 

and writes that everything related to the patient is 

crucial for recovery, i.e., the place the patient became 

ill, the patient's own hopes to get better, "the rending of 

his soul, the anguish of his family." All this knowledge is 

as important as the knowledge gleaned from his lab results. 

He writes that doctors are "better nurturers now" 

and the "thing that is being liberated from inside 

ourselves is something that society has always seen as 

feminine quality. To our astonishment, we are proud of it" 

(p. 430). 
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Nuland remarks on the changed atmosphere in the 

hospital over the past few years, and credits the women for 

teaching this empathy to the other physicians; 

They have made us less like centurions of cure and 

more like shepherds of sustenance . . . they have 

shown . . . that it is not necessary to be reticent 

in our personal devotion to our patients . . . even 

ward rounds are different than they used to be; 

residents have more empathy with their patients and 

with themselves. Medicine is much more the healer's 

art than it has been since it first threw in its lot 

with science ... we are no longer afraid to 

nurture. In nurturing our patients we nurture 

ourselves and make ourselves better doctors, (p. 

431) 

Eisenberg (1983) examine the gender differences of 

"femininity" ascribed to women, and asks if these 

differences are "... decisive for professional role 

performance" (p. 534). She reiterates the problems women 

assume in marriage and careers, i.e., the "asymmetry of 

relationships in traditional marriages" (p. 539), the 

challenges and responsibilities women undertake when they 

are committed to their professions and committed to their 

marriages as well, and the sacrifices and sharing which 

would benefit both women and men. Eisenberg (1983) 
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concludes with the suggestion that the medical profession " 

. . . must do more than pay lip service to the importance 

of sensitivity, compassion and caring. If these traits are 

indeed feminine, then the task in educating doctors is to 

make all graduates, men as well as women, more feminine in 

these respects" (p. 540). 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

The purp6se of this study is to describe the 

experiences of two female obstetrician-gynecologists 

through their own unique perceptions and understandings, 

and open the door to their world of academic and clinical 

medicine. Significant to this study is the complex issue of 

gender which frames my study; I pose it as a question: 

"What's gender got to do with it?" The theoretical and 

research perspectives that informed this study were: 1) 

gender discrimination in the school of girls; 2) feminism 

in medical institutions and related issue of professional 

development; and 3) the literature on caring and 

connectiveness in the field of medicine. 

My role as a participant-observer in this study was 

to choose the settings for my observations, write field 

notes on these observations, conduct interviews and collect 

documents. I realized from the onset that conducting 

observations with obstetricians and their patients might be 

a bit constraining to the patients; I would be observing 

how the participants related to their patients, but my 

presence might cause them embarrassment. In my prior study, 

the physicians told the patients that I was a researcher in 
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the university and also a nurse, and asked them if they 

would allow me to observe the interaction between them and 

when they had a private examination, I would leave. This 

worked well in this study for my dissertation and the 

patients were very willing to chat and tell me their 

reasons for going to female doctors (and this was before I 

asked them). 

Qualitative Research 

The use of case studies for teaching purposes is 

used extensively in the fields of medicine, nursing, 

business, social work and psychoanalysis (Reinharz, 1992). 

The methodology used in my prior pilot study was also 

employed in this detailed study of two female physicians. 

In Composing a Life. Bateson (1989) writes: 

Women's lives offer valuable models because of the 

very pressures that make them seem more difficult„ 

Women have not been permitted to focus on single 

goals but have tended to live with ambiguity and 

multiplicity. It's not easy. (p. 184) 

In order to understand more fully the complexities 

and meanings of the multiple lives of these two women 

doctors, I have decided to use the qualitative case study 

approach in this study, because as a researcher I am 

interested in what the world of medicine means to these 

women, and what their lives and experiences are like in the 
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settings in which they work and live. Qualitative research 

is . concerned with process, rather than simply with 

outcomes or products" (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 31), and 

along with this belief is the assumption that there are 

"... multiple realities—that the world is not an 

objective thing out there but a function of personal 

interaction and perception" (Nerriam, 1988, p. 17). My 

objective in this study was to understand how female 

physicians view their professional roles, and as a woman, I 

recognize the concept that "... for feminist 

researchers, females are worth examining as individuals and 

as people whose experience is interwoven with other women" 

(Reinharz, 1992, p. 241). 

In my case study approach for this study, I planned 

to analyze the data inductively, by thinking about the data 

or "theorizing" (Merriam, 1988, p. 140) about the data, and 

putting together a picture that is not painted in advance 

by the researcher, but only begins to take form and shape 

through the semi-structiared interviews and conversations, 

the observations of the participants, and the field notes 

in which categories and key themes and patterns begin to 

integrate and emerge. The data in my study were collected, 

categorized, color-coded (as described by Middleton, 1992) 

and continually being collected and coded. This theoretical 

framework, as described by Glaser and Strauss (1967) is the 
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" . . .  p r o c e s s  w h e r e b y  t h e  d a t a  g r a d u a l l y  e v o l v e  i n t o  a  

core of emerging theory," or the method referred to as the 

"Constant Comparative Method" (Glaser & Strauss, 1978, p. 

55) . 

The Key research question that I was concerned about 

is: What are female physicians' perceptions of their 

professional roles and what's gender got to do with it? In 

the next few sections, I discuss my plans for my study, the 

sources for my data analysis, the selection of cases for my 

study and the decisions, methods and procedures I used to 

gain access to my research sites and contact my 

participants. 

Selection of Cases 

In this study, I planned to contact two female 

physicians, one in clinical medicine, in the field of 

Obstetrics and Gynecology, and the other in Academic and 

Clinical Medicine, a professor at a College of Medicine. I 

planned to shadow these two women, either in their offices, 

hospital, or medical school, and conduct, in the form of a 

conversation, three semi-structured interviews, and two or 

three observations, in the above mentioned settings. 

Pseudonyms were used for both participants and the names 

were discussed and agreed upon by the participants. A 

pseudonym was also used for the mentors of the 

participants. These interviews and observations were 
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conducted over a period of three to four months, and the 

women were interviewed individually because each woman has 

a schedule of her own and work in different hospitals. At 

certain times, there were emergencies and "on call" 

situations, and I had to adjust my time accordingly. 

My two participants were selected not only on the 

basis of how they could contribute their insights and 

understandings to my main research questions and sub 

questions, but also on their diversity relating to cultural 

background, years of practice, age, and choice of 

specialty. According to the literature review, and the 

findings from my previous study of women physicians, 

different experiences and the context in which they were 

experienced shaped their views and interpretations of their 

situations. 

Accessibility for my choices were another major 

concern. The participants' interest and time they had for 

interviews and observations was a major consideration of 

most case study researchers. My first choice was a young 

Obstetrician-Gynecologist, in her middle thirties, married 

a few years, with two children, one a few months old and 

the other almost two years old. She was born in the Middle 

East, but she is American. She is personable and energetic 

and rapport was no problem. She was pregnant during 

residency, and according to the articles in the literature, 
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this is a major concern for women in medical school and 

residency, and she readily discussed her feelings about 

this issue for my research. I did not envision any problem 

with access for a number of reasons: 1) as a woman, and as 

a nurse, we share common bonds, and 2) my access in the 

hospital was easier because of my background as a nurse. I 

planned to be open, not confrontational and I employed a 

"cooperative style" with both my participants and others in 

my fieldwork (Bogden & Biklen, 1992, p. 80). 

My other participant was a woman in Academic and 

Clinical Medicine in her forties, unmarried, practicing 

medicine for over fifteen years and internationally 

recognized as an expert in her field. She is very well 

liked and respected by all the students she teaches, and I 

planned to meet with her in a few days. My initial 

telephone call was received very well, and both she and the 

other participant read and signed a consent form which; 1) 

described my background, and the research I intended to do, 

and 2) by signing indicated that they have been informed of 

the nature of my study, their agreement concerning the 

interviews and observations, and 3) they do not foresee any 

risks or discomfort to them or to their patients. A copy of 

this agreement is included in the appendix at the end of 

this study. 
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Methods for Data Collection 

I planned to conduct, in the form of a conversation, 

three semi-structured interviews two to three weeks apart 

with my two participants (as previously mentioned). Patton 

(1980) suggests that the purpose of the interview is "not 

to put things in someone's mind (for example, the 

interviewer's perceived categories for organizing the 

world), but rather to access the perspectives of the person 

being interviewed" (p. 196). According to Merriam (1988), 

"a good informant is one that can express thoughts, 

feelings, opinions, his or her perspective, on the topic 

being studied" (p. 76). He adds that the interaction 

between both interviewer and the participant in "a complex 

phenomenon" and that biases and attitudes are part of this 

endeavor. At the end of this section, I address some of the 

biases that I hold in regards to this study. 

Interview One 

The first interview related to their background, 

their "pre-medical experiences," why they wanted to go into 

medicine, who were their support systems, what advice were 

they given by their teachers and parents. This is basically 

an interview to get to know the participant, establish 

rapport, make her feel comfortable and generate some 

understanding of what it means to be a woman in the field 
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Of medicine. Some of the examples of questions in this 

interview are described below. 

• Can you tell me some of the reasons for entering 

medicine? (Movies, stories. Were these influences on your 

choice to enter medicine?) Did you have support from 

family, friends, or teachers? 

• What were some of the influences that played a role in 

your decision to choose your specialty? 

• How did having a baby during the last year of your 

residency affect your duties in the hospital? What advice 

would you give medical students and residents considering 

motherhood during their schooling and training? (This 

question is for the doctor who was pregnant during her 

residence). 

• What are some of the characteristics you would look for 

in searching for a mentor? 

• When you look back at your earlier schooling, how would 

you describe your classes? I'm interested in learning about 

differences in the way girls and boys learn. Can you recall 

any strategies the teachers used in class that made a 

positive influence on your learning? 

Interview Two 

In the second interview I discussed some 

experiences in the medical school, hospital and classroom 

with students, (for the doctor in Academic Medicine) and 
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also talked about experiences as a physician now and what 

they feel about issues relating to women in medicine. Some 

of the questions in this interview are described below. 

• You have chosen to do research, teach your specialty and 

to care for patients (delivering and operating on patents). 

How would you describe your multiple experiences? (This 

question was for the doctor in academic medicine.) 

• You have chosen to do clinical medicine. How would you 

describe your experiences in the office and the hospital? 

• What are some ways women are influencing and changing the 

way medicine is practiced today? 

• Why do you think more women are choosing the field of 

medicine? Would you recommend your specialty to your 

daughter? 

• How do you think your experiences as a mother influence 

your relationship with your patients? (This question was 

for the doctor with two small children). 

Interview Three 

In the third interview, I asked the participants to 

reflect on the experiences of both previous interviews and 

reflect on their past experience in their professional and 

personal life. 

1. Given what you have said about your interactions with 

your patients (and students for the physician who teaches), 

what advice would you give to students in your specialty? 
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2. Thinking about what you said about the challenges women 

face in raising a family and coping with her professional 

commitments, what approaches would you suggest that would 

give you a less complicated and at the same time 

comfortable and satisfied life? 

3. Given what you said about your experiences in medical 

school, would you suggest any changes in the way your 

courses were taught? 

4. Given what you said about the challenges in your 

academic work and yovir clinical work with patients, what 

advice would you give a woman who is contemplating a 

similar career? (This question is for the doctor doing both 

academic work and clinical work). 

5. What do you see yourself doing professionally in five to 

ten years? 

The three interviews were approximately 90 minutes 

in length, "in depth" interviews (Seidman, 1991, p. 9), 

which helped me to gather my data and develop my 

understanding of my participants' experiences. The 

interviews were audio-taped and transcribed. 

I observed my two participants at their settings in 

the office, hospital and school and gathered documents 

related to their work, i.e., schedules, conferences they 

attended or plan to attend. My observations were that of a 

non-participant observer in the classroom, but I planned to 
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speak to patients in the office, therefore, in that 

particular setting, I was a participant observer. I planned 

to gather field notes, collect "rich data" or "rich 

fieldnotes" (Bogden & Biklen, 1992, p. 121) of my 

observations and my perceptions of my experiences in these 

settings and take note of the office, i.e., pictxores on the 

walls, design of office and consultation room (does it have 

"a woman's touch?"), decor, color schemes, and lighting as 

well. According to Reinharz (1992) observations (one of the 

components of ethnography, along with interviewing, 

analysis and participation) described in this fashion might 

be interpreted as "alternative methods," because they 

" . . . focus on interpretation, rely on the researcher's 

immersion in social settings, and aim for intersubjective 

understanding between researchers and the person(s) 

studied" (p. 46). 

As Seidman (1991) points out, gender issues can be 

problematic, with either same sex interviews or different 

sex interviews, and Reinharz (1992) discusses the issue of 

trust as an example of one of these problems. She suggests 

that "... a bond of sisterhood must be earned. 

Differences exist in socioeconomic status, life-style, 

sexual identity, marital status, and more, and must be 

overcome to gain access to the views of a diverse range of 

women (p. 64). I had no problem with interviews or 
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observations, and felt comfortable with both of my 

participants. 

I collected docximents (legal and personal) and 

sorted them out into categories for data analysis. 

Schedules of appointments and calendars are like windows to 

the world of these women, and they are extremely important. 

What meetings do they attend? What meetings are canceled 

out due to conflict with family commitments? These are all 

important considerations. 

I have also attended meetings and seminars of women 

students in medicine here and out of state, and have 

listened to tapes of the different workshops. 

Data Analysis 

As Merriam (1988) pointed out, "Data collection and 

analysis is a simultaneous activity in qualitative 

analysis. Analysis begins with the first interview, the 

first observation, the first document read (p. 119). As 

Bogdan and Biklen (1992) suggest, I planned to continue 

reading literature while during the process of data 

collection, and "force myself" (p. 154) to "narrow the 

scope of my data collecting" (p. 154), keep separate files 

on my participants and reassess the questions that I 

decided to use in my study. As discussed previously, I 

planned to look for issues that I consider "key" issues 

that I used for categories and patterns in my conversations 
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with these women, and then look for similarities and 

contrasts in their support systems, fsunily backgrounds, 

goals, expectations, challenges and thoughts on how they 

perceived their professional roles. 

When I observed certain themes during my interviews 

and observations, I used them for cross-case analysis 

(Merriam, 1988, p. 153) and then made a comparative study 

of the variables that I found. I also planned to keep memos 

about my experiences in my course and during my 

observations. '• I shared the case studies with my two 

participants, looked at documents, and took note of what 

was "omitted," i.e., was there any reference to women 

doctors in the mission statement of the medical school or 

any reference to gender bias? 

Ethical Considerations 

I used audiotapes for all interviews and transcribed 

the interviews myself to ensure confidentiality. The two 

participants signed a Consent Form (a copy of this will be 

included in the Appendix), before the interviews and 

observations and were told about the nature of both 

interviews as well. I used pseudonyms for all the 

participants to protect their privacy. They were pleased 

with the names. 

As a researcher undertaOcing qualitative research and 

dealing with my perspectives of a situation and presenting 
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it in an honest and trustworthy fashion, I must also 

consider the issues of reliability and validity. Although 

Guba and Lincoln (1981) write that "... it is impossible 

to have internal validity without reliability" (p. 120), it 

is still crucial that the results of the data make sense, 

and they suggest the terms "consistency" or "dependency" 

(p. 288). This can be achieved with three strategies: 1) 

the researcher explaining his or her theories and 

describing the participants chosen for the study, and the 

reasons they were chosen (Goetz & LeCompte, cited in 

Merriam, 1988, p. 172); 2) triangulation, which is also 

used as a means to ensure validity; and 3) an audit trail, 

which is so descriptive in details of collecting data and 

describing all decisions of analysis and collection so any 

researcher could "... use the original report as an 

operating manual by which to replicate the study" (Goetz & 

LeCompte, cited in Merriam, 1988, p. 173). 

Strategies to Increase Internal Validity 

Triancmlation 

In their discussion on triangulation, Hammersley and 

Atkinson (1992) point out "... triangulation is not a 

simple test .... What is involved in triangulation is 

not the combination of different kinds of data per se, but 

rather an attempt to relate different sorts of data in such 
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a way as to counteract various possible threats to the 

validity of our analysis" (p. 199). 

Member Check 

My participants read the case studies about 

themselves and offered comments. Member check is a very 

sensitive area for the researcher as well as the 

participants, but necessary to " . . . increase validity" 

(Merriam, 1988). According to Guba and Lincoln (19;83), it 

would be a good idea to get feedback throughout the 

research, but it is my opinion that this may be a 

disruptive influence for both parties. This was difficult, 

as both doctors were extremely busy. 

The Pilot Study 

My interest in writing a dissertation about the 

perceptions of women doctors developed during my class in 

Qualitative Methods in Education which I took with my Co-

chair, Dr. Fox. I explored the various possibilities that 

interested me, and chose to write on this topic because I 

felt that I wished I could have had more support and 

choices for my career when I was growing up, and like 

Ramsden (1990), I sense that "... all is not quiet on 

the gender front" (p. 51). My interest in gender issues and 

girls in science also developed in the class I took with my 

other Co-chair Dr. Horak. The seeds for this dissertation 

were planted in these two classes, and I found myself 
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reading as much as I could about the education of girls in 

school and their choices of non-traditional careers, i.e., 

science and medicine (p. 9). 

During the spring of 1995, I chose three women 

doctors for my pilot study; I chose these particular women 

because of the differences in their races, their marital 

status and choice of specialty. I also interviewed two 

medical students for the purposes of triangulation and 

compared their responses to the three female doctors This 

pilot study was limited to six weeks imposed by my class, 

but I was able to conduct two interviews with each 

participant and observe the physicians in their offices and 

clinics. 

The results of the study revealed that women doctors 

perceive they "listen more" and feel they have more 

"dialogue" with their patients and that the biggest barrier 

they have to overcome is the "time constraints" and the 

competing commitments of family and professional career. I 

wanted to pursue this study further with a longer time for 

observations and investigate areas these doctors wanted to 

elaborate on, i.e., differences women doctors are making in 

the medical field, competing commitments of raising a 

family and having a career, and the role of family and 

teachers in their decisions to choose medicine. This pilot 

study provided me with the background to engage in a 
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fuller, more complex study and address questions posed by 

my research and the participants in the study. 

Acknowledgement of Recognized Biases 

There are several biases that should be addressed in 

this study. For example, although I have not worked 

professionally as a nurse for over four years, I continue 

to hold my own biases regarding the nursing profession and 

the medical profession. However, I am married to an 

obstetrician-gynecologist, and my biases are not similar to 

nurses who are not related to physicians. For example, 

Klauss (1996) points out there are nurses that resent 

doctors, male or female, but are "harder" on female doctors 

(p. 80). I have never believed that I am part of that genre 

of nurses. In addition, I am a feminist educator, and view 

the world through the lens of a feminist. I perceive that 

there are multiple ways of knowing and multiple ways of 

telling the story and that feminism cannot be clearly 

defined. However, I can say, along with other educators, 

that it is woven into the fabric of social class, race, 

sexual orientation and political orientation as well 

(Lather, 1994; Reinharz, 1993; Sherwin, 1995; Wear, 1996). 

In other words, I do empathize with Dr. Byrd (one of 

my case studies), when she tells me that her values are 

different from the male hierarchy in academic medicine and 

when she says, "why does my head hurt? It's because you're 
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banging it into a wall, honey, or a glass ceiling, or 

whatever you call it.** I do empathize when I read that 

fewer students from diverse backgrounds are being accepted 

into medical schools. But I do cheer the two students in my 

class, one male and one female, both from diverse 

backgrounds, who tell me they have initiated a women's 

health clinic for the homeless women! And I do cheer the 

president of the local medical student's organization who 

has started to gather information for a Women's Health 

Curriculum for our medical school. 

Delease Wear (1996), a professor of Literature in 

Medicine at Northeastern Ohio University, laments that 

today's generation of medical students, male and female are 

not comfortable using the "the F-word." She argues that 

they "criticize, if not eschew, the word feminism along 

with the women who espouse it . . . . It is a label they 

often use derisively or even sarcastically, even 

quizzically sometimes" (p. 13). She suggests that they are 

"third-generation feminists" and characterize feminism with 

"victim" feminism; however, they believe the use of the 

terms "women doctors" . . . "more politically acceptable 

and personally satisfying to them . . . " (p. 13) . She 

posits that by ignoring the "... myriad problems women 

face living in a sexist culture—[doctors] implicitly or 

explicitly generate the dominant ideology that may be the 
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source of their patients' suffering" (p. 14). I am also 

empathic when I listen to Dr. Byrd tell her story about the 

sexist culture she is working in, and the problems she 

finds in the medical institutions on a day to day basis. 

Conclusion 

Over the past few years, this research had 

continually evolved in an informal way through my 

conversations with doctors, nurses, and medical students. 

At this point there were a number of considerations 

relating to questions for my participants, time of 

interviews and observations which had to be worked out with 

my participants. 

In Chapter 4, I will introduce the participants in 

the study, Dr. Tehrani and Dr. Byrd, and weave my 

conversations of their experiences into four sections. The 

first section describes their personal background and their 

influences in choosing their specialty; the second section 

describes their experiences in the workplace; the third 

section was unique for the two physicians, i.e.. Dr. Byrd, 

in academics, was observed with her students, and Dr. 

Tehrani was observed in the hospital on rounds. An added 

caveat on my observations in the hospital with Dr. Tehrani 

was that a patient of hers went into labor and I was lucky 

enough to be at the hospital at the same time. In the 

fourth and final section the participants reflect on their 
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challenges that they cope with everyday, explore some of 

the experiences we discussed and offer some reconunendations 

for changes they would like to see in their field. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CASE STUDIES OF TWO FEMALE PHYSICIANS 

In this chapter, I introduce my two case studies and 

open the door to the world of obstetrics and gynecology as 

viewed by two women physicians. The stories of these two 

doctors are divided into four sections and the data in 

these sections have been obtained from my semi-structured 

interviews with these two physicians, my field notes on 

observations of their classes, clinics, hospital activities 

and their interactions with other physicians and patients 

during consultations and procedures. I weave my informal 

conversations with patients, nurses and other hospital and 

office personnel throughout my case studies of these 

physicians. 

In section one, I describe their personal background 

and their influences in choosing their specialty. This will 

include their memories of their childhood and support from 

family and friends before entering medicine, their past 

experiences in elementary school through medical school, 

any perceptions of "barriers" to get into medical school, 

their role models in medical school and residency, and 

their thoughts on choosing a mentor. 

In section two, I discuss their experiences in the 

workplace. The two physicians will describe their own 
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specialties, i.e., "on-call", complicated schedules, "best 

experiences" they remember, issues of gender and 

discrimination and the challenges of competing commitments 

of parenting and medicine. These issues respond to my 

subquestions: 

Would these characteristics differ from 

characteristics needed by other women in different 

areas? Are there any differences in the ways women 

physicians take care of patients, and the ways male 

physicians take care of patients? What are the 

biggest challenges facing women in medicine today? 

What are some of the ways women are changing 

medicine and influencing the way medicine is 

practiced today? 

Although both physicians practice clinical medicine 

(both are Obstetricians and Gynecologists), one physician 

is an academic as well, with added responsibilities and 

commitments, i.e., teaching of medical students and 

residents, research and writing articles and books. 

Therefore, for this physician involved with both clinical 

and academic medicine, I added a third section, special 

responsibilities of her field, in which I describe my 

observations of teaching seminars with students and 

residents in the class and "working rounds." In this 

section, I describe a wonderful experience witnessed in the 
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hospital with the other physician who is involved solely 

with clinical medicine. 

In section fotir, I focus on the final reflections of 

the participants as they explore their earlier comments 

related to their experiences, the meaning their experiences 

have for them, and the challenges they have to cope with 

everyday. Would they recommend their field to other women 

or to their own daughters? Do they think women physicians 

"listen more" to patients? What changes would they like to 

see in the medical school curriculum? In addition, what 

changes would they recommend in the academic setting that 

would encourage more women to enter this area? Finally, 

what are their plans for the future? These questions 

revolve around my original research question: What are 

female physicians^ perceptions of their professional roles 

and what^s gender act to do with it? 

I use direct quotes by my participants, their 

patients and by the other hospital and office personnel. 

These quotes are cited with the number of the specific 

interview or observation and the page it is found on, i.e., 

I #2, p. 21. This refers to the second interview and page 

21 of the transcription and O fl, p. 2, refers to the first 

observation, on p. 2 of my field notes, written either in 

the hospital, office, clinic or lectxire room. The first and 

second interviews with Dr. Byrd had to be continued at 
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another time, therefore the continuation of the interviews 

is noted as Cont. of 1 #1, p. 3. The medical terminology 

used in this study is defined in my introduction under the 

section Glossary of Medical Terminolocrv. This is done to 

help people in the field of education who are not 

acquainted with many of these terms. 

Presented here is a brief review of my selection of 

women physicians from this ethnographic case study. 

Although both of my participants are in the same field, 

each has a different perspective because of the 

complexities in their lives. 

Dr. Byrd is considered a specialist in her field of 

Obstetrics and Gynecology. She is a full professor and has 

been in this field for over 22 years. She is not married, 

but has a very supportive significant other who is also a 

physician in another area in academic medicine. Her 

subspecialty is Maternal Fetal Medicine, and she is 

nationally and internationally well known in this field as 

a speaker at professional meetings and as a researcher; she 

has written over forty journal articles, authored more than 

two dozen chapters for medical books in her specialty of 

ultrasound and has written two books of her own and two 

with the collaboration of other physicians Dr. Byrd also 

teaches and supervises the medical students and residents, 

practices Clinical Medicine in her specialty, i.e., 
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delivery of "normal" patients and "high-risk" patients, and 

operating on female patients. She is the head of Obstetrics 

in her department. She has a complicated "call schedule," 

which is described in detail in the following section. 

Finally, she is an active participant on various coninittees 

in the hospital and in her specialty and travels 

extensively to conferences as a lecturer or as an active 

participant. 

Dr. Tehrani is married and the mother of two young 

boys; one aged two and the other nine months. Her husband 

is also very supportive and not a physician. She is a 

practicing Obstetrician-Gynecologist, but does not have a 

subspecialty. Dr. Tehrani has been practicing for almost 

three years. She is in a practice with two other women, who 

also do Obstetrics and Gynecology. There is a male 

Gynecologist in the practice, who is the husband of one of 

the women. When they decided to begin their practice, they 

realized that "somebody has got to be home with the kids," 

and if both of them did Obstetrics, there would be no 

stability for the children, so since he liked Gynecology 

more than Obstetrics, he decided to restrict his practice 

to doing only Gyn. Although he is the one male in the 

group, the group is the first "almost all female" group in 

this area. 
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Dr. Tehranl's complicated life has an added 

dimension of a family with a husband a two young boys. She 

is also "on-call," delivering babies and operating on 

female patients. She sees patients in her office and also 

once a week in a downtown clinic. 

I listened to their stories as they placed their 

lives under the microscope for me and others in the 

education and medical field to view, and I focused on the 

crucial issues that were not only important to them, but on 

issues that also caused conflict in their lives. In teasing 

out these issues, I gained a greater understanding of the 

women physicians who work in our healthcare settings and an 

increased sensitivity to their place in "the system." 

When they are encouraged to tell their stories to 

us, some pleasant events remembers, some not so pleasant, 

new patterns and fresh insights emerged that not only 

illuminated their stories, but enabled them to open the 

door a little wider and think of creative approaches to 

problems that were dormant and never discussed. Although 

the "telling of the stories" is crucial to their 

reflections, listening is equally important, and Connelly 

(1995) discussing the dynamics of doctors listening to 

patients, suggests, "Listening helps patients tell their 

stories, and this telling in turn helps them discover their 
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personal voice as they become aware of themselves, their 

wishes and their choices" (p. 178). 

These stories are important to us, as researchers, 

but more important to the participants of my case studies. 

Harding (1986) posits, "[FJeminism . . . sees inquiry as 

comprising not just the mechanical observation of nature 

and others but the intervention of political and moral 

illumination" (p. 241-242). 

In the portrait of Dr. Byrd, the combination of the 

telling of her stories and the discussions of the 

interviewed questions enabled her to act on her decisions 

and "follow her choices." 

Reinharz (1992) devotes an entire chapter on the 

importance of Feminist action research and cites examples 

used by numerous female researchers to cite the importance 

of social change" . . . clearly for feminists, research 

that has action goals is at least as, if not more, valuable 

than 'basic research'" (p. 178). As a humanist and a 

feminist, there can be no goal more worthwhile than one 

that facilitates positive change not only in social 

relationships, but in our professional relationships as 

well. 

The importance of relationships, connectiveness, 

procedures, values, patient interaction and "time 

constraints" as viewed through the eyes, hearts and voices 
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of these two women inform their identities as women 

physicians and contribute to o\ir understanding of their 

perspectives of their roles in medicine, a field which is 

becoming increasingly complex, not only for the patients 

being care for, but the physicians doing the caring as 

well. 

Introducing Dr. Bvrd 

We got to get good at surgery—you can't say, '1 was 

I was a little tired, so I went easy on this 

surgery.' You have to have these standards of 

excellence . . . and if you care about your 

patients, hopefully, you will have that pretty 

deeply ... I never want to see anybody doing Ob-

Gyn in a half-hearted way. It's just not a good 

thing to do. You can hurt someone (I #3, p. 10). 

Personal Background and Earlv Influences 

When I met Dr. Byrd a couple of years ago, I was 

immediately captured by her exuberance, her spontaneous 

sense of humor and enthusiasm for her work. Her 

Administrative Assistant of nine years shared these 

insights with me during my initial interview at the 

hospital: 

She is a neat human being . . . she has style . . . 

she has class . . . something that can't be 

duplicated. Sometimes, when people get older, they 
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get affected. She is the only full professor, female 

professor, at the age of forty-one. If I didn't feel 

this way about her, believe me, I wouldn't stay with 

her so long (I #1, p. 1}. 

Dr. Byrd's father and older sister are both 

physicians; her sister is a dermatologist, married to a 

physician. Although her fzunily and friends were supportive 

when she revealed that she was interested in medicine, she 

does "... distinctly remember the time when my father 

said 'don't go into medicine,'" because there was a concern 

that she would not "... be happy" and "... that it 

wasn't a good choice for me . . . personally" (I #1, p. 3). 

He didn't remember saying this to her when she mentioned 

this comment to him years later. 

Her major in college was Philosophy, and after 

graduation, she decided to do some political work in New 

York City. Her interest focused on the effects of 

television on people, but when she saw people hanging out 

on the streets, homeless people, people she had little 

contact with before, her whole perspective changed, and she 

realized: 

. . . how basic some people's needs are . . . they 

don't sit around having conversations with each 

other on the niceties of how society is organized. 
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They hang out on the streets ... a lot of then are 

sick . .. (I #1, p. 2). 

At this point, her initial goal of understanding how 

people were influenced by television was put aside because 

of her desire to get people back into a level of **basic 

health" and "become the kind of people whom I would like to 

be around and be good company" (I /I, p. 22). In the 6th 

grade, she went into an advanced class in a public school 

for a year because her mother was teUcing training in 

Montessori. Her mother was an artist, but became a teacher 

after her children were grown. One of her mother's colorful 

landscapes are displayed on the wall in Dr. Byrd's office 

and recently Dr. Byrd also started to paint again. 

After sixth grade, she studied one year in a very 

small private school with about 30 kids total; two in the 

7th grade. She did projects and enjoyed it very much, but 

it was very difficult socially. "I got intense, personal 

attention ... I was on my own ... my own track and it 

was neat. That was probably the first time that I was 

challenged educationally" (I fl, p. 22). 

Her parents chose not to send her to a private high 

school, but she skipped 8th grade, and then went on to a 

co-ed Catholic school. Research on the positive academic 

affects of Catholic schools has been widely docvunented 

(Bryk, Lee & Holland, 1993; Callahan, 1991) and Dr. Byrd 
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describes her experiences in this school as . the 

most phenomenal teachers, nuns and priests ... a lot of 

support for being intelligent and a lot of encouragement" 

(I #1, p. 23). 

She spent two years in the Catholic school and then 

her parents decided that she should transfer out, because 

they weren't too pleased with her friends. She transferred 

into a large public high school and with her group of 

friends, "... the on-the-edge type of kids" (I #1, p. 

25) she had a terrific time, intellectually as well as 

socially. 

Her college education was in a small liberal arts 

college, in which she explored topics with professors in 

independent studies and wrote papers once a week on topics 

of her choice The seminar setting and tutorials was her 

favorite way to learn and she and other students in her 

major of Philosophy would meet the professors once a week 

to discuss issues. 

Clearly, Dr. Byrd had wonderful experiences at 

school and comments that she "really enjoyed school and got 

a lot of interaction with her teachers" (Cont. of I, #1, p. 

11). She is extremely aware of the recent research that 

reveals that teachers interact with boys more, or listen 

more to boys, but she doesn't remember witnessing any of 

it. Currently, in her own teaching of students and 
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residents, she realizes that "... these things are so 

siibconscious, that I wouldn't know that I was doing it 

myself ..." (Cont. of I #1, p. 10). 

Suggestions for changes in curriculum. In our 

discussion of ways she could suggest to change the 

curriculum in medical school, she pointed out that another 

physician commented that you only use "10% of what you 

learn in medical school" and adds: 

I do not remember much from medical school that I am 

using now . . . some of it becomes second nature and 

you are not aware of it, but it is like a hazing 

procedure . . . how much of this can you learn 

without a structure . . . without a meaningful core 

from which you learn . . . it's just flat out, 

"learn this well enough to give it back." (Cont. of 

I, n, p. 13) 

Or. Byrd continues with the problems she sees in medical 

school. The way the curriculum is set-up in most medical 

schools, the first two years the students are taught basic 

science, and then the next two years, clinical sciences; 

the basic sciences are taught by scientists who are not 

knowledgeable in pedagogy or in ways their sciences can 

relate to practice, so when the students start their two 

years of practice, they do not understand how to apply what 

they have learned. She believes that Harvard is beginning 
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some major innovations in small group teaching and 

"learning as a way of life," rather than memorizing and 

giving it back to the instructor. I sense that it is more 

of a case study approach, or "problem-based learning'^ 

approach, which helps the students see the whole patient, 

rather than the diseased part. 

Dr. Byrd admits the doctors in this school have 

never gotten any instructions how to teach, "... we just 

learn from other people and we teach the next," and she has 

some suggestions for the focus of the curriculum: 

. . . the focus should be on "how people learn, 

rather than how to teach people, because a lot of 

/ -
what medicine is, that the patients take care of 

A 
themselves and your job is to get them to that place 

where they can take care of themselves . . . there 

has been very little acknowledgement of the learning 

processes that ar good for humans and it's still on 

an apprentice level ... we spend a lot of time 

learning useless things even though they are 

interesting, they are not useful. (Cont. of I, #1 p. 

14) 

Perceptions of Gender Discrimination. Dr. Byrd did 

not experience any discrimination during the medical school 

process, but she tells me of a gender discrimination 
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incident, perpetuated by a female friend, who was very 

unhappy that Dr. Byrd was going into medical school: 

She didn't think that I should go to medical school 

because I was taking the place of man who could go 

to medical school and the men needed to go to 

medical school because they had to do the work and I 

didn't. I had a choice. (I, /I, p. 3) 

This reaction shocked Dr. Byrd at the tine, but then 

she found out that her friend's husband was trying to get 

into medical school, and he couldn't get in. In other 

words, she was taking the place of a man who could go to 

medical school. 

yeah, I was keeping him out and so the expectation 

by most people was that as a woman, I was not as 

productive long term as a man would be, and you 

know, underlying it all, is that he has to earn a 

living to support his family, and I don't. (I #1,. 

p. 4) 

A professor in college was more positive and 

suggested she go into medicine, rather than Philosophy, and 

Dr. Byrd laughingly suggested to me that it might have been 

his way to subtly tell her she would have a better chance 

of succeeding in medicine. Another older teacher suggested 

she go into nursing. But even more unbelievable was the 

experience she had with a loan officer, who, after she told 
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him she needed the noney to go to medical school, still 

insisted she needed it for nursing. He couldn't understand 

why she would want to "examine male patients,** and asked 

her, '*How can you do things that can be done on male 

patients, like rectal exams and stuff like that?" (I #1, p. 

6}. She finally convinced him she needed the loan to go to 

medical school, and she did get it, and although it was 

••fairly competitive" in the 1970s to get into medical 

school, she was accepted. 

Reasons for specialty choice. When I asked Dr. Byrd 

about the reasons she chose her own specialty of Obstetrics 

and Gynecology, she said she had another story again, and 

encouraged by my semistructured questions, she related the 

following story about her experiences during her first 

delivery in her preceptership in a hospital: 

. . .  I  j u s t  l o v e d  i t  . . .  I  l o v e d  d e a l i n g  w i t h  

patients. It was very clear to me that it was . . . 

there was a real connection there, and one of my 

major recollections was being in a delivery room 

. . . not really knowing how to deliver a baby, but 

being encouraged by the patient and by the midwives 

who actually took care of all these patients as 

outpatients and then they would supervise or assist 

with the deliveries at — ... that they were so 

pleased to be teaching me how to do this that they 
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really wanted me to now how to do it, and I remember 

looking up from a delivery, you know, deliveries are 

pretty powerful things anyway, I mean they are very 

magical and there's this other human being that is 

autonomous, slightly autonomous, and looking up from 

a delivery, being in the middle of a delivery, and 

realizing everyone was pleased with what was going 

on. There was this amazing experience of being on a 

team . . . committed to a good outcome . . . 

everyone working together . . . that there wasn't a 

s e n s e  o f  s u p e r i o r  a n d  i n f e r i o r .  I t  w a s  l i k e  . . .  i t  

was 'You do this, I'll do this, I'll do this, she 

does that,' and the end result is wonderful! There 

is nothing else I've done that even comes close to 

this, in term of, you know, job satisfaction! (I #1, 

p. 9) 

This last comment, of "job satisfaction," by Dr. 

Byrd was followed by a quiet laugh, and then she told me 

another story related to the reasons she chose her 

specialty of Obstetrics and Gynecology. Early in her 

clinical rotations, she thought that Ob/Gyn was something 

you could do "... if you're not too smart . . . " (I #1, 

p. 8). This was the stereotype doctors and nurses held 

about this field. She also admitted, "naively at the time," 

that "... this is what a doctor does among other things. 
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A doctor has to be able to deliver a baby in a pinch" (I 

/I, p. 8). Dr. Byrd realized that perhaps she does "fit 

that stereotype . . . maybe it's not so bad . . . and so I 

thought about it a bit more and as time went on I decided 

that's what I want to do. I tried it on, and I thought it 

would fit well and I think it did" (I #1, p. 10). 

Dr. Byrd's fascination with stories has a special 

significance in feminist research, in fostering trust 

between the interviewer and the participant (Reinharz, 

1992) and also allowing the women "... to raise 

additional topics over and above those she had prepared" 

(Wajcman, 1983), p. xiii). Hilary Graham (1991) concurs 

with this perspective and adds: 

In stories, data and interpretation are used, the 

story-line providing the interpretive framework 

through which the data are constructed. The story, 

moreover marks the boundaries of what the individual 

is prepared to tell. (p. 120) 

From a physician's perspective, stories told to them 

by their patients can help them decide on the right 

diagnosis, the right treatment, the right medication 

" . . . the 'Ah, ha' of medicine, the moment when the 

pieces of the puzzle fit and the clinical situation becomes 

clear (Connelly, 1994, p. 177). Medical students are taught 

to listen to their patients' stories, and many medical 
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students tell wonderful, sensitive stories of their 

experiences in the hospitals (Klauss, 1985; Marion, 

Morantz-Sanchez, 1985). When Dr. Byrd relates her stories, 

she uses her hands expressively, and her hazel eyes sparkle 

as she tells me stories that reveal patterns to her, 

patterns that have directed her decision-making, she 

recalls one incident of two attending arguing over 

something related to their area, and then decided: 

Academics is so full of this. I don't want to put up 

with this. I'm never going into academics, never 

going into academics, and this was so funny ... I 

started seeing this pattern—I was in college, I was 

never going into medicine, I went into medicine. I 

was in medicine, I was never going to Ob/Gyn, I went 

into Ob/Gyn. I was never going into academics . . . 

I would make these decisions, never going to do this 

and ... it opens up! (I #1, p. 11). 

Encouraged to go into academics by her teacher and 

mentor, Dr. Agram, she decided to do the two year 

fellowship in Maternal Fetal Medicine in the same hospital 

after her residency in Obstetrics and Gynecology, 

reasoning: 

Part of the specialty is learning how to do research 

and that was a struggle for me, although I have to 

admit I love research as well, I mean, I found 
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myself enjoying its glory and discovering new things 

and that is highly rewarding to me as well (I #1, p. 

12). 

Mentoring issues. Early on in her career, when she 

was undecided on her choice of academics, she asked another 

teacher about his reasons for choosing this specialty: 

Well, I like academics because I have a short 

attention span . . . you do some teaching, and then 

that gets a little boring, and then you do some 

research and that gets a little boring, so you do 

some clinical care and then that gets a little 

boring, so you do some teaching . . . and that works 

perfectly well with my attention span! (I #1, p. 

12). .  

At the time she thought it was "silly," but now, 

when she thinks back, she realizes that there is a great 

deal of variety in the work she does, and that this is 

"very stimulating" for her (I #1, p. 12). She also 

acknowledges that "all work" is not the best scenario for 

physicians, and the ones who are involved solely with 

clinical work, usually get involved in projects in the 

community. She concluded this topic by commenting: "You 

notice a sort of absence, and they you start filling it up" 

(I #1, p. 12). 
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She argues that some women think they don't need 

mentoring to succeed: 

You don't understand—you got mentored whether you 

know it or not . . . because you didn't get there by 

yourself . . . don't be so arrogant . . . you didn't 

do it by yourself ... (I p. l). 

Dr. Byrd realized the value of a mentor early in her 

career, and although she didn't actively "look" for one, 

she tells me there were two mentors in her life: one, her 

significant other, who was her teacher in medical school: 

"We fell in love and we dated and he's a very successful 

clinician and academician and very, very supportive of 

basically anything I want to do" (I #1, p. 26). 

The other mentor came into her life while she was a 

resident in the medical school and he was her teacher. He 

told her academics would "be appropriate" for her, and so 

she agreed and told him, "Ok, if that is what you think, 

and you're a wise man, maybe it's something I ought to 

follow up" (I #1, p. 11). Dr. Byrd characterized her 

mentor. Dr. Agram as a person who had: 

. . .  a  g e n u i n e  p l e a s u r e  i n  s e e i n g  a n o t h e r  d e v e l o p .  

It was just this delight that these people had, yes 

. . . you know it must be like some parents are. 

It's like they are so pleased to see their children 

grow up. That's the way the world should be, and 
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this just deep support of the young people . . . 

that's really what life is about. (I #1, p. 26) 

The discussion about mentors continued, and Dr. 

Byrd's tone was very emotional, because he passed away a 

few years ago. Dr. Agreun was loved and respected by 

everyone who knew him: 

Dr. Byrd: The story that people would tell about Dr. Agram 

was that he was a guardian angel. You really had the 

sense that there was somebody out there looking out 

for you. Kind of . . . making the way a little 

easier for you . . .ah, behind the scenes, just a 

general sense of benevolence, that was so wise, very 

intelligent and generous. 

SP: It must have been a shock to you when he passed 

away. 

Dr. Byrd; Yeah, in a lot of ways, you also have to make 

your own way, just like your parents . . . they 

don't want to teach you to be dependent all your 

life. 

SP: But your parents go also . . . you know . . . 

Dr. Byrd: Yeah, the parents . . . the children need to know 

how to exist without the parents . . . (I #1, p. 

26-27) 
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Dr. Byrd's relationship with her mentor inspired her 

to seek people who "... value other people . . . they do 

not become jealous as their young one starts to succeed 

. . . " (I #1, p. 27}. Unfortunately, since Dr. Agram left, 

her only mentors are her own peers, or as she describes 

them, her "guides," but there is probably only one woman in 

the system now that she can trust, someone in higher 

education in the university, who she describes as "very 

articulate," and who "has moved through the system very 

successfully . . . but most of the other people are very 

threatened" (I /I, p. 28) . 

Experiences in the workplace 

Dr. Byrd's discussion of mentors, and her tragic 

loss of her special mentor, her "guardian angel" as she 

calls him, led to her comments about "the system." In what 

would be a recurrent theme, she described her perceptions 

of the differences of values between male and female 

doctors in this academic world of Obstetrics and 

Gynecology: 

I  w a s  . . .  I  w a s  s h o c k e d ,  b e c a u s e  I  h a d  s o  m u c h  

support . . . actually encouraged to, ah, evolve, to 

become better at what I'm doing, to contribute to 

their welfare, ... I would be asked to be on 

committees, be asked to be on boards, ... it was 

sort of surprising to me when I started running into 
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resistance in this system as I moved up and 

ultimately, I was so shocked by the fact that there 

was so much resistance that I actually did not 

believe it was there actually. (I /I, p. 28) 

The negative response to her ideas made her 

initially realize that she was " . . . ok as long as I 

fitted into their model of a basically masculine model of 

success,'* but as soon as she started branching out, (I #1, 

p. 28), she ran into trouble. I asked her what she meant by 

this "masculine model" of success: 

Dr. Byrd: Hierarchical, self-interest motivated, highly 

autonomous, black and white. 

SP No grey areas? 

Dr. Byrd: No grey areas. Right and wrong, justice oriented 

actually, that is something I have learned ... I 

mean it is like Gilligan's work. 

SP: Yeah, you mean Gilligan's whole stuff on moral 

reasoning . . . how we talk about connections and 

interrelatedness. 

Dr. Byrd: Yeah, right, right, right, right, right, right, 

and as the years have gone by . . . there's a lot of 

reciprocity. There's so much there now, I recognize 

because I had to be taught. I had to learn it and 

people were gracious enough to teach it to me. (I 

#1, p. 29) 
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The frustration and anger in her voice, as she 

related these feelings to me, seemed to give her a sense of 

relief, and my understanding of Gilligan's work encouraged 

her to continue this train of thought, but I asked for a 

clarification of "reciprocity." According to Dr. Byrd, 

reciprocity means that people get positions "... not 

because they have the skills, or they are good at it, but 

. . . because 'I need them there, because they've done a 

favor for me' ... (I #1, p. 29 and this is "not on the 

basis of merit" (I #1, p. 30). When she points this out to 

them, and tells them that this person can't do this 

particular job, because they do not know how, they tell 

her: "I don't want to hear that they can't because I've 

made the decision that they will" (I #1, p. 30). 

Dr. Byrd's beeper went off while we spoke, and she 

got up immediately and quickly told me; "Gotta answer this, 

I don't want her to wait—"I'll be right back." This break 

gave me a chance to catch my breath. I was not prepared for 

this response, and it caught me by surprise. I looked 

around her small office, and recognized the familiar 

journals of her specialty, stacked next to articles and 

papers in stacks over 12 inches high, a number of them 

piled on boxes on the floor. I recognized the popular Mac 

for Dummies and this months' issue of Science magazine. The 

four bookshelves lining the back walls of her tiny office 
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were packed with books in her specialty, a number of them 

contained chapters she had written. I remembered the 

bulletin board outside her office, with over ten articles 

written by Dr. Byrd alone, or with the collaboration of 

another well-known perinatologist. 

I could not understand at this point why an 

internationally well-known and respected specialist in 

Ultrasound, who has written over 50 peer-reviewed articles, 

contributed chapters to more than a dozen books in her 

field, authored two books on her specialty, and invited to 

lecture in over 30 conferences all over the world, would 

not be taken seriously or respected in her own department 

by her male colleagues. She told me about another incident, 

in which a female physician was fired. Evidently the nurses 

didn't like the way she acted, and complained about her. 

She "had a personality that is not always nice" (I #1, p. 

30) and had gotten angry at the nurses. Dr. Byrd realized 

that male doctors had acted in a similar fashion when they 

were overworked in the clinics, but this did not happen to 

them: 

Dr. Byrd: And they were not fired. It was clear to me that 

this was not acceptable behavior in a woman. It's ok 

for a man to do. It's not ok for a man, but we'll 

put up with it. 

SP: So you actually think it is a "gender thing." 
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Dr. Byrd: Oh, I think it's a deeply gender issue, although 

I think the underlying unhappiness brings that out 

... In other words, it wouldn't be, if everybody 

were happy, the gender issues could be all over the 

place, but nobody would be upset about them. But 

here, we are forced into this pressure cooker, and 

stuff, you know, pops out that's really ugly and 

it's my sense that this woman was fired because the 

nurses didn't like her acting like that, and had 

complaints written about her (I #1, p. 31). 

Dr. Byrd did not anticipate that the head of the 

department would actually fire this woman on the basis of 

the nurses' complaints; 

A male doctor can yell at me and I can be upset and 

cry, but that's still more appropriate than if a 

woman doctor yells at me and makes me cry . . . 

everybody got the message that if you act like this, 

we can get rid of you (I #1, p. 36). 

Differences between male and female doctors. This 

understanding of a painful experience of gender 

discrimination in the workplace, perpetrated not only by 

the male physicians but the female nurses in her 

department, opened the door to the next conversation, in 

which she remembered a workshop on sexual harassment, and 

the discussions on the differences between males and 
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females. When the presenter discussed the specific 

characteristics that ve attribute to either male or female, 

she recalled that he said "... women are allowed to be 

emotional . . . men can't be . . . men can have anger, and 

women cannot have anger" (I /I, p. 37). Dr. Byrd connects 

the incident to what happened in her clinic to this line of 

"reasoning," that is, "Women cannot have anger. They can 

have all the other emotions, but they can't have anger 

. . . she's a bitch if she's angry" (I #1, p. 37). 

When I asked what they call a man if he's angry, she 

responded with a bitter laugh, "he's more of a man" (I #1, 

p. 37). 

Dr. Byrd recognizes that it is not only the men 

physicians who are threatened by the women physicians in 

her field, but some nturses also resent the female doctors, 

and gesturing with her hands, she explains what she means: 

yeah, there's resentment . . . Tannen or somebody 

says that you know women put themselves, so they 

equalize each other . . . kind of establish each 

other on the same level. The power base is flat, and 

you get men together and they do this (to help me 

understand this concept, she gestures with one hand 

over the other), you know, he was first, he was 

second. As soon as they get that figured out, 

they're ok, but they have to kind of feel that your 
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. . . 'I'm better than you are . . . ' 'ok yeah, you 

are' and they are set. If you have a woman, I think 

a woman who kind of lifts up out of the flat power 

base, there's a move by the other women to get her 

back down—'Get back down here'. You have no 

business up there. Get back down here and they can 

do it! They can be vicious about it, and it is 

something I've seen again working with nurses . . . 

Dr. Byrd recalls her earlier pleasant experiences 

with the nurses and midwives during her first delivery as a 

medical student, in which they were all supportive, "you 

are very important to this operation and you can make or 

break it and I really need you to do it" (I /I, p. 32), but 

realizes that some other nurses think differently: "What 

did you do to be a doctor, you know you have no business 

doing that . . . you're no better than I am." 

This last scenario, on the viciousness of other 

women towards each other helped her reflect on her past 

experiences with her "friend" from high school who asked 

her "... what are you doing taking up that medical 

school place?" (I #1, p. 34), and this understanding 

enabled her to draw the curtain a little wider: 

Dr. Byrd; . . . It's like the way the world should be. He 

should be doing that in that role. I should be doing 

that in this role. What's a woman doing there? 
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SP: And this stereotype of women's role is still held 

today by professional women who know there are more 

women now in medical school. Fifty percent of the 

women entering medical school are female, and they 

know they are going to be dealing with these women. 

Dr. Byrd: But they've grown up in a system that's very 

.  .  .  w h e r e  t h e  m e s s a g e  a r e  m i x e d  . . . .  

The scenarios Or. Byrd describes to me enabled her 

to reflect on a conversation she had with another female in 

the university. She asked her "... why I always clash 

with the system at this point" (I #1, p. 38), and this 

colleague responded: 

You know your values are different than the values 

of the place you are working. The values of the 

place you are working are very hierarchical. The 

academy is hierarchical. Medicine is hierarchical 

and academic medicine is even more hierarchical, I 

mean it must be the essence of hierarchy (Laughs), 

and I went "ohhh, (Laughs), you're right. You know, 

I don't believe in hierarchy ... (I /I, p. 39) 

Dr. Byrd continued her understanding of the system, 

which she says puts people in a position which enables them 

to "call the shots, whether they are qualified or not," and 

unfortunately, she didn't believe it, but she does believe 
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it now. "I have to acknowledge that I am in a system that 

believes that now" (I #1, p. 39) 

I continued with this line of thought and asked her 

if more women caune into academic medicine, would the system 

change, and she does not believe this is so: 

SP: Do you think if more women came into academic 

medicine, the system would change? 

Dr. Byrd: I don't think they will ... I thought as I went 

through that I was the beginning of a lot of women 

coming in..and a lot of women are going to medical 

school, a lot of women are going into Ob/Gyn. They 

are not going into academics, and I can understand 

hrhy. I mean, maybe J'm just a slow learner, hut look 

at this system, and how hostile it is to women. It 

is not—there^s not value of things that women tend 

to value— 

Sp: It sounds very depressing. 

Dr. Byrd: Yeah, it is depressing, except that I don't, I 

don't see the system as long term viable unless it 

changes ... of academic medicine as being viable 

longer, unless it embraces the women . . . And in 

some ways it's a shame not to be part of that, or 

not to be accepted into it, but it's not just a 

shame for men, it's a shame for the system, for it's 

not going to, it's not healthy. (I #1, p. 40) 
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Dr. Byrd's diagnosis of a sick system, an unhealthy 

system, a system that will not attract women into the walls 

of the academy extends further than her own department of 

Ob/Gyn. She points out: "it's worse in academic internal 

medicine and surgery. It's horrible in siorgery" (I #i, p. 

40), and there are no women department heads in any areas. 

The reason for this, she was told, is because'* . . . 

they're no qualified women" (I #1, p. 40). 

She acknowledges that if her residency had been 

hostile in the beginning, she probably would not have 

stayed in it, and now, she sees why women don't pursue 

academics. She pauses for a few seconds, and then says: 

It is so foreign. It doesn't value the things they 

value, so what's in it. I mean, what do they gain by 

sticking with it? All they've done is meet the 

expectations of a very male oriented success 

model..at some point you make your own decision 

about what is important to you and that is where the 

children, the marriage and the children really pull, 

I think, people away from it because there's no 

. . . there's very little place for that in 

successful academics. (I #1, p. 41) 

Competing commitments. This problem of a career and 

medicine, two competing commitments, has always been a 

major issue with female physicians, not only in their 
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choice of specialty (will it interfere with raising a 

family?), but also pregnancy during their medical school 

and their residency. Or. Byrd realizes that she couldn't 

have children and keep up with her commitments of out-of-

town conferences, sometimes for five days at a time, 

writing, "on-call" nights, research, delivering and 

operating, and has very strong opinions on this subject: 

... If I were to have children and do that 

lifestyle, and not that it doesn't happen in a lot 

of relationships, but then I started thinking, well, 

why would I have children at all, I'm just making 

them and someone else is doing the teaching . . . 

you know, all the good stuff, and bad stuff . . . 

the bad would be the chores, but the good stuff 

would be the influence and the joy . . . well, why 

should I have a child if that's not what I want to 

be doing with them. If I don't have that commitment 

to their well being . . . well, you know, I don't 

want them for a nanny to raise. (I /I, p.42). 

Dr. Byrd acknowledges that it might be different if 

she had a support system around her—she is one of six 

children, two brothers and three sisters, and evidently she 

considers the extended family's influence extremely 

important on a decision to have a child during an academic 

career. She also feels medical school would probably be 
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the better tine, because the woman can read and study, but 

the bigger complex issue is the incompatibility of the 

system for women, and she describes it very strongly: 

And then they say . . . well, why aren't women in 

this, well, if one of the roles women see themselves 

in society is in reproduction, it ain't compatible 

. . .No, I mean, no, no. I feel the way that it has 

been set up, it is set up, it was designed to be 

compatible for men. Look how it has evolved ... I 

don't think men were expected to have part of family 

life . . . so, to expect this of anyone, man or 

woman, is not healthy, and here we are in 

"Reproductive Health." (I #1, p. 20) 

Perceptions of sickness and pregnancy in residency. 

These last comments were very significant, because of Dr. 

Byrd's use of the metaphor healthy, and also to her 

reference to her department and her specialty of 

Reproductive Medicine. In our discussion of "the ideal 

pregnancy milieu," she feels that working is a good way to 

give people a sense of worth in our society, but 

characterizes residency as "horrible," and "they should 

have the option to go out of stressful situations," which 

she describes as: 

. . . standing on their feet . . . missing meals 

every two or three nights ... if you're not eating 
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regularly, you're not exercising regularly, you're 

not awake . . . it's a disruption of your sleep 

cycle, it's amazing that the babies are alright. (I 

/I, p. 19). 

Dr. Byrd acknowledges that times are changing now, 

and the system is more "female-oriented" (I /I, p. 15) and 

the women themselves are doing things to curb this 

resentment, i.e, extra call when they know they will be 

away, because of the baby. Unfortunately, although the 

departments of Family Medicine and Internal Medicine are 

able to swing part-time residencies, residencies in Ob/Gyn 

can't do it, because it is a surgical specialty and 

involved with procedures. 

Currently, the majority of pregnant residents save 

up their vacation time and use it for maternity leave. Dr. 

Byrd agrees this is not right, but has no alternative for 

it, and remembers the time when her department gave a 

pregnant woman a "reading elective," so she would not drop 

out and lose her training. 

The residency in Obstetrics and Gynecology can be 

brutal to male residents as well, and she points out how 

unusual it is for any resident to even call in sick: 

. . . physically, the residency is debilitating. 

It's not a healthy thing to do. It is interesting to 
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me, how key people are never sick . . . You iust 

don^t get sick. It^s not an option. (I #1, p. 17) 

Citing an example of the above scenario, she recalls 

a story about a resident who had to have his appendix 

removed because it was inflamed; it was the middle of the 

night while he was on call. "He was apologizing for it," 

and jokingly she said to him. "Well, I guess you should 

... I mean, was it really inflamed? (I /I, p. 17). 

Although she laughed when she told this story, I could 

sense the irony in her voice. 

Dr. Byrd continues her concerns about the 

inflexibility and lack of understanding of "the system" and 

repeats over and over that the system is unhealthy: 

I don't think a system should be that hostile, that 

people can't have things happen in a four year 

period. What do you think your lifestyle is? You 

have children—and they don't have problems? You 

have parents—and they don't have problems? You 

could break a leg!..In a four year period of time, 

somebody is going to be out! (I /I, p. 16) 

When I first talked to Dr. Byrd about this study, 

she told me she was "intrigued" about this research, 

because she is always interested in feminist issue because 

she believes: 
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that women can do this work as well as men and there 

is no difference between men and women . . . women 

can bring something special to this work, and as I 

get farther along, I'm very confident that the first 

premise or supposition is true, that women can do it 

as well as men . . . and I do believe that women do 

bring something special to it, but I haven't formed 

these thoughts completely ... I haven't spent much 

time going into what that might be. (Cont. of I #1, 

p. 1) 

Balancing a career with a personal life. These 

issues of balancing a career and having a decent life is 

very difficult, especially in the nineties, when a 

household needs two incomes to survive, and children are 

confronted with peer pressures on an everyday basis, and 

parents need to be home (at least one parent) to guide 

their children. For women in the medical field, especially 

for women in academic and clinical medicine, it is a 

tremendous concern and as she stated previously. Dr. Byrd 

is not interested in leaving her children (if she had them) 

to a nanny. Even though she has no children, she still does 

not "balance" career and family: 

I love my work a lot, so I've let it be a big part 

of my life and so your personal life, although it's 

gradually becoming more important to me, (she pauses 
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at this point) . . . has been to fit in around that, 

rather than being vhat people would suspect . . . 

would consider healthy ... I wouldn't, I guess, 

recommend it to everyone . . . yeah—it's a choice, 

and I'm still with it (I fl, p. 21). 

Dr. Byrd realizes that if someone had told her what 

" . . . life would be like if you choose this, I might not 

have chosen it" (I 01, p. 43). In fact, when someone 

pointed it out to her, she finally believed it; 

Dr. Byrd: Why is my head hurting when I pound it against 

the wall? It's because there is a wall there, honey. 

You didn't realize there is a wall, or a ceiling or 

whatever you want to call it. I never knew it was 

there. I didn't know that at some point I was going 

to be suppressed, because basically a lot of my 

ideas are destructive to this hierarchy, because 

that's where I see progress. I see us evolving by 

embracing everyone, instead of just a few . . . 

SP It sound that women tend to reach out, like to 

network . . . 

Dr. Byrd; It's very networking . . . men are very autonomy 

oriented, and doctors are very autonomous . . . 

we're almost like magnets with the same charge 

. . . and we repel each other, as doctors. I don't 

know if you see us doing that. I don't want to 
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organize with doctors, yet I know one of the reasons 

we are having so much trouble dealing with the 

changes in medicine is because we can't organize 

(laughs) ... We have to do some of this, or we are 

going to get splattered . . . (I #1, p. 43). 

Dr. Byrd's dissection of the sickness of the system 

reveals other anomalies, i.e., the threat of its very 

survival, unless it learns how to "support itself 

economically, doing the same work that the private 

practitioners have done or the HMOs have done and on top of 

that, teach and do research." The problem as she sees it, 

" . . . under threatening circvimstances, people if 

anything, get more rigid rather than less," and unless the 

system opens up and embraces "the potentials that are in 

the system, instead of shutting them down, it should open 

them wide," and listen to everyone who has ideas and who 

are wiling to get things done (Cont. of I #1, p. 3). 

She realizes that a significant issue related to 

this resistance to change is the necessity of "drawing in 

the women," but unfortunately, the leaders are more 

resistant than ever now, "to any forms of diversity" and 

rather than hear of more problems, they are shutting 

themselves "... behind three or four more doors to boot" 

(Cont. of I /I, p. 3). She compares the treatment of women 

with anyone who is not a white Anglo-Saxon Protestant, and 
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adds, "You can't tolerate having somebody who doesn't look 

like me, if I am the leader" (Cont. of I #1, p. 4). 

Whatever the explanation is, she acknowledges that 

women are "getting out the pipeline and a lot of people 

realize it is a hostile environment and get out because 

they can't do their best work here because they are not 

listened to " (Cont. of I #1, p. 4). 

She is not alone in her hypothesis—others in the 

department, who are not in leadership positions, not 

directors, feel the seune way. "... you find this 

tremendous energy and concern that they are not being 

heard, so it's basically everybody," but they don't have 

time to meet, and, she adds with a quick laugh, talking 

about it would not be acceptable: 

. . . talking about it would mean that I wasn't 

doing anything productive . . . If I'm not going to 

do research, I'm not doing patient care, I'm not 

going to be doing teaching. What else is there? 

. . . and this is exactly how we're going to be 

wiped out . . . (Cont. of I #1, p. 5, 6). 

When I asked her what her priorities would be if she 

and others who thought like her would want to work on 

first, she (juickly answered; 

They're generally likely to rotate around education, 

research and patient care ... a lot of people 
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would put survival way at the top, and I agree with 

survival, but survival under certain circumstances 

doesn't qualify as siirvival . . . survival has these 

little connotations to it, like survival in that I 

continue to educate while I continue to give patient 

care and I can continue to do research. They're all 

intertwined. What we are finding out in this century 

is that everything is so interconnected (Cont. of I 

#1, p. 6). 

When I commented that I was surprised that the male 

hierarchy doesn't see the interconnectiveness of things, 

she pointed out she can't "believe they're so dumb . . . 

they see themselves as threatened by opening up to the 

connectiveness, and become more protective of their 

position" (Cont. of I #1, p. 7). 

She laughingly added that this way, they wouldn't 

have to "talk to the rabble," but when the women in her 

medical school get together, they "actually talk sanely, 

instead of dancing around ..." and she realizes that she 

would have to medce less money and "relinquish some of my 

power," because it is a big issue, and "... in most 

families, the man is the provider, and that's what he sees 

as his role," but it is not necessary to have "the next 

most expensive car and the most expensive house" (Cont. of 

I #1, p. 7) . 
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According to the "model" she was taught, she 

enthusiastically described her plan: 

they would first establish their identity as a group 

. . . then work with establishing relationships 

among the different people in tenns of trust, and 

then give people massive amounts of information 

. . . don't hold it away from them, and let them 

work on it (Cont. of I /I, p. 8). 

At this point in time, her group has met only once, 

but her priority, ironically, is getting childcare 

available in the university. With a quick laugh, she adds 

that they don't have it here, because "... I guess the 

value of it is measured in money" (Cont. of I #1, p. 8) . 

student and patient views about Dr. Bvrd. Although 

Dr. Byrd's perspectives on a system that is unhealthy and 

uncaring to both male and female residents, and even more 

hostile to women in the male dominated academic arena, she 

has elected to "stick with it," because she loves her work. 

Her students tell me that "she is exuberant . . . you can 

really tell she loves her work." In my own observations of 

Dr. Byrd and her interactions with her patients, I spoke to 

niamerous women privately about their reasons for choosing 

Dr. Byrd, and her patients mirror her last remark as well: 

... I believe in her. She is confident. I had 

a miscarriage before, and I am fortunate to have 
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her. She is well-known. If anyone can pull this off, 

she can. She is a real nice person . . . (O #1, p. 

5) . 

. . . She knows what I'm going through. Other 

doctors don't tzOce your complaints seriously. I'm 

here for my yearly exam and she's gone through them 

too. She looks you in the eye and pats my hand and 

tells me exactly what she's gonna do before she does 

it, so I know exactly what to expect. She tells you 

that each time -she's great! (0 /2, p. 4) 

Reasons for specialty choice. When Dr. Byrd talks 

about her specialty, and the way she feels about her 

patients, her eyes light up as she describes her personal 

reasons: 

I like the work. One of the nicest things about 

Ob/Gyn is that you work in a clinic, so that even 

though there is this weird medical structure out 

there, and you may feel uncomfortable with it, 

because you don't know where you fit in, the 

patients tell you you do fit in, because they like 

to see you, they appreciate being listened to, they 

think they have something to offer, that their 

complaints are legitimate, and their concerns are 

legitimate, that we are a worthy member of the 

world. If you just walk in the room and you're 
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starting off with that, you're starting off in a 

very positive note (Cont. I /I, p. 11) 

Dr. Byrd feels that the system does not reward 

interaction with patients, but rather rewards procedures, 

because "these people who have performed procedures in the 

past have gotten paid phenomenally" (Cont. of I #1, p. 15). 

In fact, she comes back to her concerns about this once 

again: 

the most enjoyable parts of my day are the non

technical ones, when I'm actually interacting with 

the patients, hearing a little bit about her, 

hearing about concerns, for example, 'it's like 

this, ok, don't worry about this, maybe you'll feel 

better if we do X'. (Cont. of I #1, p. 15) 

In the continuation of our first interview, she 

commented, "It would be hard to feel at home in this 

specialty," and although she stated earlier that the 

"patients appreciate being listened to" she feels that the 

system does not reward talking or listening—the system 

rewards doing. The patients themselves, "have started the 

healing process, because they think something good is going 

to happen . . . there are so many times when the patient 

tells me, you listen to me, you are the only doctor that 

listens to me" (Cont. of I #1, p. 23). During my 

observations of Dr. Byrd, one patient, commenting on the 
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differences between male and female doctors, offered these 

insightful remarks: 

I don't see any differences between male and female 

doctors, but because you are female, they know more 

of what you feel . . . They know what it is like to 

have cramps . . . they've been there. But male 

doctors are more aware now. They are not ignoring 

your complaints, and telling you -it's all in your 

head." Women have gotten angry and have demanded it, 

making men of the older generation change. (0 #2, p. 

3) 

As a nurse, I can appreciate the comments of this patient, 

and the importance of listening and respecting the woman 

and her problems, and not brushing off her complaints. 

Dr. Byrd discovered that Ob/Gyn was what she liked 

to do, and she discussed her reasons for this choice again: 

One of the nice things about being in Ob/Gyn is 

actually dealing with women. I really enjoy working 

with women as patients, and it's reciprocated or 

reflected back to me that they enjoy having me be 

their physician and that sets up a really good 

interaction . . . and that's the kind of thing that 

gets me through the day, many days, when I'm feeling 

—'Why am I here?' And then you start—oh, I know 
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Why I am here—here it is . . . (Cont. of I /l, p. 

23) . 

She also explains that she loves the technological 

side of her specialty, which is actually delivering babies, 

doing surgery, and of course, her subspecialty of u 

ultrasound. She describes her style of addressing problems 

in her research: 

I love thinking ... I love thinking by myself and 

I love thinking with other people .... And sort 

of, 'ok, let's put this question up here—what is 

the problem, is there a problem? Ok, what do you 

think it is? Ok, how do you think we can get at it 

. . . are there ways to address the question that we 

can raise?' (Cont. of I /I, p. 23) 

Personal Life. When Dr. Byrd is not doing surgery, 

research, or teaching or delivering, she goes home and 

likes to be alone. She sees her friends, but enjoys her 

solitude. Her home is out in the desert, and she spends a 

lot of time outdoors. It seems that painting is popular in 

her family. Her mother started to paint when the children 

were grown, and her sister paints. Dr. Byrd's paintings are 

not landscapes, but rather abstract colorful designs. She 

started to get interested in this later in her life, and 

told me about a book she read. "Heroine's Journey," in 

which the author points out that "... you start getting 
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more interested in things that you put away—when you took 

on the man's work." 

She was introduced to this book by a friend who does 

gender workshops; Dr. Byrd told her she was never 

interested in women's groups in the past, but lately she 

has an interest to meet with them. She remarked that she 

didn't understand why she was having "such trouble these 

days," and expressed her concerns to her friends: 

I wasn't prepared for the kind of hostility from the 

higher-ups. I said, 'what is the problem? I've been 

a good kid all my life. I've done everything they've 

said to do, and all of a sudden, the doors are 

shutting . . . what is the deal?' (Cont. of I #1, p. 

25) 

They laughed good naturedly after listening to her, 

and told her to read this book which speaks to women who 

have embarked on a guest, a mythical journey, and go on to 

retrieve the feminine that is lost within themselves. As 

girls growing up, they got the message that they should do 

what their fathers did, and do "interesting things . . . 

they were respected" and the mothers said, "don't do what I 

did," they identified with the masculine, got their 

messages, and now, as Murdoch (1990) points ont, women have 

experienced "a sense of betrayal" (p. 71). Dr. Byrd 

identifies with this message, and relates it to her own 
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family, where she grew up with a father who "really like 

his work, and he loved my mother, and a mother who was a 

full-time mother, until later in life, "but at some level 

she resented it. It wasn't enough for her. My father didn't 

make my mother do that, my mother made herself do it" 

(Cont. of I #1, p. 26). 

Dr. Byrd got the message of "rejecting your feminine 

features in order to succeed in the male world," and 

realized it wasn't what she wanted: 

Ok, I won't do this . . . I'll do what my father 

does, and then you get to a certain point, and you 

go, ok, been there, done that, what's the big fuss? 

Why is that clearly fulfilling for him and yet I'm 

feeling that there's something more that needs to be 

done or whatever. (Cont. of I #2, p. 26) 

Another interest lately is reading about midlife 

fairy tales, and the messages they relate about "what 

happens when the honeymoon is over." This also is the point 

of Murdoch's book, in which she suggests that women have 

taken on the roles of men and then, when women realize that 

these roles were not really for them, and did not make them 

happy, "the honeymoon is over." Perhaps, there is another 

significance to "the honeymoon is over"—when Dr. Byrd's 

mentor died, she found the doors were shut, and there was 

no support or validation or respect for her ideas. 
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Dr. Byrd has become interested in areas outside of 

work lately, and she is enthusiastically working on her 

garden, and fixing up her house, and has started to paint 

again, and while her significant other goes golfing: 

. . . and I'm going to do something that is 

important to me, that is spiritually gratifying 

. . .I'm not going to feel obliged to read my 

medical journals, or do research, which is what I 

used to do . . . sort of non-stop, you work on the 

weekends, and you work at night, and you work on the 

week ends and you just work all the time, and 

finally I said no. (Cont. of I #1, p. 27). 

Description of Schedules. Dr. Byrd has been 

practicing her specialty since 1981, and realized over six 

years ago, that all this work was not good for her, and 

although she still works on the weekends and some nights, 

and it wasn't an effort for her, she does not feel obliged 

to do it now. She thinks this decision might have been 

precipitated by a combination of extra in-house calls, 

working every fifth or sixth night in-house, and on the 

next day, and getting older and more tired, but she . . . 

"knew something was wrong,** and she said she "can't make 

myself do it anymore" (Cont. of I #1, p. 27). 

During her medical student years, the school 

introduced psychosocial issues, and she remembers that at 
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the time, the "touchy-feely stuff was not intriguing to 

her." However, it is important to introduce it. She recalls 

an ethics class of one hundred students in which there was 

discussions back and forth about different sides and 

nuances of issues: 

It's not like you can look it up in a book and find 

an answer. This stuff is hard when you're a medical 

student . . . but I still think that by introducing 

that element of discomfort and that element of 

doubt, not as a negative, but just out of respect 

for the complexity of the thing is important. And I 

don't think you can teach these things didactically, 

but I think you can introduce the question. (Cont. 

of I #1, p. 30). 

Dr. Byrd, in describing her schedules in the 

hospital, talks about the "call nights" first. The majority 

of the doctors in the department are usually on call for 

their patients all of the time. She also has "in-house 

call," which is usually about four times a month in which 

she stays and works in the hospital all night. The younger 

doctors take more calls, and the older gynecologists take 

less, and she is in the middle group. She also does "peri-

natel" call in which she is on call 24 hours a day, for a 

week; this is her subspecialty, and then she does some 

additional call-covering for faculty practice, so 
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basically, she is on call about every third night, "with a 

lot of other calls thrown in there, that's a little 

informal." It's a complicated schedule, but it is basically 

a 24-36 hour shift, three to four times a month, in 

addition to the other daily clinics, lectures and 

administrative duties. 

She normally delivers all her own patients, except 

when she is out of town, of course, or when she is 

overtired, and that usually happens when she is on in-house 

call the night before. "I used to, basically, drop 

everything and come in for any patient that I had been 

doing the pre-natal care on. And I did that for about ten 

years, and then I started thinking, that there was a level 

on which that turns out to be ridiculous (I #1, p. 6). 

She describes the scenario we are all familiar with 

—people coming for dinner, and then, your patient calls, 

and she knows there is someone else who could really take 

care of her: 

. . . you have some of your own obligations . . . 

it's called getting a life, and it's very hard for 

some physicians to get a life but that may not be so 

admirable . . . it's hard for me to prove that I 

think that, because I don't always act like it, but 

a lot of physicians do -they ignore their kids, 

ignore their families, they are completely available 
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to the patients, the patients expect that . . . it's 

a real struggle, a real struggle to say no to that 

on the other hand, it's not healthy (I #2, p. 6). 

When I asked her if women have higher expectations of 

women, she was not sure, but she has seen "women get very 

attached to male doctors and vice-versa," but she does 

suggest that it is easier for women doctors to say no to 

patients sometimes, "when they are dealing with their 

families, and saying my children take priority here and I'm 

going to be available for them. Relationships are very 

critical to women" (I #2, p. 7). 

She admits that private practitioners are busier, 

and other doctors could see the patients if she is gone or 

"post-call," there is always someone in-house who could do 

it, and she has the option to tell the patient that she 

won't be able to deliver her baby tonight. She delivers 

"high-risk" and "low-risk" (patients without 

complications), and there are four perinatologists in the 

department, and four residents a year in a four-year 

program. Currently, half of the residents are women. 

She candidly admits that "a lot of us work because 

we like to work all the time" (I #2, p. 1), and I think 

many doctors and their families would agree with this, and 

she is one of those who do. However, lately she has been 

doing less medical work, and instead, has been working on 
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Other non-medical areas. She acknowledges that there's so 

much variety in her work and it's stimulating to have this 

kind of combination—she's trying to answer questions in 

her research, and the residents are asking her at the sane 

time: 

'Why do you do this? The good residents will 

challenge you and when you can't answer, that brings 

up more (questions, and when you're talking with 

patients, working with them, it is always 

potentially humbling, because you think you have all 

the answers, and then a patient comes along and, you 

think . . . 'gee, I think I know what's going on 

with you . . . let's assume it's this, because this 

is what my knowledge base would tell me, and then it 

turns out to be something else' . . . (I #2, p. 2) 

Although Dr. Byrd is a specialist in ultrasound, she 

is the first to admit that science is not 100%, and she 

could say the baby is small, and it turns out to be a 

normal size but although it might meUce you "uncomfortable, 

I think it improves yoxir ability to understand how the 

world works and to communicate that to other people and 

appreciate that in other people. It is complex . . . not 

simple. Science is not as black and white as we would like 

it to be" (I #2, p. 2). In my observations of Dr. Byrd with 

her students, I am reminded of her lecture concerning 
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testing for congenital anonalles In the fetus and repeating 

that tests are not 100% accurate: 

science doesn't always give us those answers—there 

always the unexpected, for example, somebody gets 

sick next door and your kids get sick. These things 

are constantly going on. There Is that rhythm and 

the dysrhythmia and arrhythmia that Is part of life 

. . . and that's what I like about academics, except 

that sometimes Instead of doing one thing at a time 

or two things at a time, you're doing a lot . . . 

and a lot of them overlap (I #2, p. 3} 

In my next interview, I found myself looking at the 

piles of journals and articles. Dr. Byrd excused the 

appearance of her office once again, "I never did like 

housekeeping,** and repeated that her stacks are '*more out 

of control than normal." Although doctors in private 

practice are also involved with community work and other 

projects besides their own patients, people in academia do 

other things than patient care. She commented once again 

that patients "take a lot of your time . . . you're 

reading, listening to tapes, . . . you can't use only the 

things you learned in residency, you have to keep on 

learning . . . then there are the call schedules ..." (I 

#2, p. 3). 
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When she tedces a breaUc in the hospital, she rarely 

watches TV, **1 have actually a fair amount of contempt for 

TV," but she does like the Lehrer Report, but prefers 

listening to it, rather than watching it. Usually she tries 

to get her work done, or she reads. She tells herself that 

"sixteen hours of work is enough. You need a break, so I 

will read." Her new interest is in the "new science," which 

she describes as "a changing scientific paradigm that's 

related to incorporating principles of quantum physics into 

everyday life." Her favorite books now are by Meg Wheatley, 

a consultant on "Leadership and the New Science." Whenever 

Meg Wheatley has a conference on leadership. Dr. Byrd tries 

very hard to be there. 

Dr. Byrd spoke of The Tao of Phvsics by Capra. It 

shows parallels between quantiim physics and Eastern 

philosophy. "It's borderline alternative, and it emphasizes 

the importance of relationships. You don't have particles 

separate from other particles . . . they can't be studied 

in isolation, and the particles are really defined by their 

relationships, rather than by the isolated item itself" (I 

#2, p. 10). This analogy of importance of relationships, 

even the relationships of particles, is a major concern of 

Dr. Byrd, and she comments that our Western society has 

focused on the individual, but has "lost sight of how 

critical it is to be related to other people. None of us 
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are isolated successes, and we can only do that on the 

basis of everyone else we've been working with" (I #2, p. 

10). Perhaps this analogy extends to mentoring and the 

support of all doctors and students need of a mentor to 

help them achieve their goals. 

Perceptions on how women are changing medicine. Dr. 

Byrd comments that one way women are influencing the 

practice of medicine in her field today is in the area of 

surgical procedures, i.e., statistically, they perform 

fewer hysterectomies, which is acceptable today. However, 

she acknowledges that there was more surgery done in the 

40s and 50s, but today we attempt to deal with problems 

more medically and realize the importance of psychosocial 

counseling . . . "it's not as scary to us . . . it is a 

stigma . . . 'shape up' . . . now we are starting to say 

that maybe some of that emotional stuff was important . . . 

it may be the time of life that there's more that goes into 

making people healthy than our procedures and our pills, 

but that's what western medicine has been" (I #2, p. 14). 

According to Dr. Byrd, she doesn't know how much 

women are really changing medicine, but she does think that 

there is " . . .an undercurrent of listening and allowing 

for other possibilities than the ones we've been trained 

for." Dr. Byrd points out that medicine is changing, and by 

allowing more women in, "there is some acJcnowledgement or 
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embracing of more feminine values than there used to be*' (I 

#2, p. 14) . 

Nuland (1988), in his biographies of medicine's most 

determined healers and scientists, Doctors. discusses the 

impact of women on the medical scene and concurs that 

*'There is a different atmosphere around us these days" (p. 

430) and he attributes it to the presence of women on the 

wards and on rounds. 

Dr. Byrd doesn't know if we can attribute that to 

the presence of women, but when she said, "... now, you 

don't have to look like a man in order to be here," I 

recalled the classic story of Dr. Barry, a famous surgeon 

in 1812, who, until her death, was thought to be a man. Her 

housekeeper found out she was a woman when he was getting 

her prepared for burial, and it wasn't that long ago that 

women medical students and physicians had to look like a 

man just to get into medical school. Dr. Byrd agrees that 

in the 60s and 70s, she couldn't have done Ob/Gyn. 

It was so harsh. It was a really awful field for 

women. You had to see about 100 patients a day, and 

you couldn't talk to them . . . and you were 

supposed to take out their uteruses and all, for the 

experience. The women weren't valued and people were 

brutalized in terms of time and schedules. (I i^2, p. 

15) 
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In my obsezrvations of Dr. Byrd in the clinic in the 

hospital, I watched as she listened to their complaints and 

iinderstood why these women said, "I'm lucky to get her." 

Dr. Byrd: . . . all I actually have to do is listen . . . 

that's why they're there . . . rather than reducing 

women to the fact that she's gotta have a pap smear 

. . . there's more to a woman than the fact that 

she's gotta have a pap smear. 

SP: more than the procedures . . . they don't compensate 

you for "caring." 

Dr. Byrd: Not monetarily ... I don't get paid for it in 

money, but what I do get from it is that interaction 

and that is very satisfying . . . 

SP: And it can prevent so many other problems from 

happening, because the more you care, the more you 

find out more about them . . . 

Dr. Byrd: And actually what I really want from her is to be 

open, keep herself open . . . and I'm not in a 

position to change all that with an individual 

woman, but I can be one more piece in her life that 

says, "you count, you're important, you are an 

important part of the world." 

Dr. Byrd's last statement was said with deep 

sincerity, and the theme of holism, and regarding the whole 

patient, rather than the separate disease or the procedure 
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She C2une for has become more important to physicians 

lately. I commented that she should write a book, and we 

both laughed, because she has written several. 

When I asked Dr. Byrd about her "best experiences" 

in her practice, we discussed her first experience in the 

delivery room with all the midwives and nurses and Or. Byrd 

all pulling together. She admitted that this was the best 

experience for her, in the delivery room and everyone 

working as a team: 

there are some good moments and some sad moments, 

but I really like concentrating at once on a problem 

and getting somewhere because we think we're working 

together . . . that to me is just wonderful. I like 

that with research . . . when I have an idea or they 

have an idea and you start passing it back and 

forth, and you know it got somewhere that it 

wouldn't have if either of us were apart (I #2, p. 

16) . 

She is more optimistic lately about "the system" 

because she is working on a "visionary" idea with a group 

of people in her department; it is giving her a feeling of 

closeness and connectiveness with them and she 

enthusiastically described her feelings after one of the 

male doctors told the group about his ideas. She walked out 

of the meeting and her spirits were lifted, and thought to 
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herself that "... this was wonderful, these people are 

so talented, and so good-willed, it's just wonderful to be 

working with them" (1 #2, p. 18). 

The majority of physicians try to keep up with the 

literature in the journals and Dr. Byrd admitted that she 

subscribes to 35 journals, and her two favorite ones are 

two that were completely foreign to me—"Complexity" and 

"Wired." 

In our discussion about male and female differences 

and whether the differences stem from traits inherent in 

biological gender or in social upbringing. Dr. Byrd 

believes that "... we have some tendencies that get 

either encouraged or suppressed by social upbringing," and 

along those lines, she added that women physicians "... 

in order to hold their own among their peers, have to be 

less nice than they feel like being, and some patients will 

walk all over you if you're too nice" (I #2, p. 23). She 

does not think these traits are decisive for a physician's 

performance, and going back to her idea about the dominant 

male model that we are living in, one in which females do 

not fit, she laughingly commented that "... you f€Oce it 

or don't realize you are fencing it, but we are fitting, 

. . . we've been basically held up to a template, that we 

did not decide" (I #2, p. 23). 
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Dr. Byrd believes women are competitive, and cites 

examples from her school day, where she remembered popular 

girls competing, "elbowing and meiXing sure they look better 

than somebody else . . . and women compete to get the man." 

There is a great deal of competitiveness in pre-med "... 

people were vicious to each other," and academics can be 

very competitive and so can the "real work, in private 

practice." She tells the story of her friend's first days 

in law school. "Look around you, look to your right and 

look to your left, two of you are gonna be gone, out of 

three" (I #2, p. 23), but there is none of that in med 

school. 

Differences and characteristics of women doctors. In 

our discussion about characteristics males and females need 

to go into medicine, Dr. Byrd believes that you need some 

intelligence to go into medical school, but you don't have 

to be too smart, "The really brilliant people are not in 

medicine, and if they are, they are out of place ... if 

you're using an IQ, it's going to be above average, but 

it's not going to be in the ISO's." She adds that these 

people are probably in other fields. She believes you also 

need discipline and persistence, and be able to "deal with 

delayed gratification ... I guess you have to be a little 

crazy" (I #2, p. 25). Teamwork is not an issue as a doctor 

—you have to be " . . . kind of the lead guy," and she 
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cites an exzunple of the cardiac surgeon who throws 

instruments across the room. "I don't know if I would call 

that teamwork . . . ." 

There are some people who believe that women should 

be assertive, not aggressive, yet Dr. Byrd has a different 

opinion about this: 

You have to be aggressive ... if you're not 

aggressive, you're never going to cut, if you're 

never going to cut, you're never going to be a good 

surgeon. You're not going to be good if you don't do 

it. 

Although she believes that women are competitive, 

she doesn't feel they are as aggressive as men. "We don't 

elbow, the boys do that stuff," but there are some women 

that are "little cookie utter models of the men, and they 

are really neat people . . . they can operate up one side 

and down the other and they'll be fine..so they are getting 

in there ... (I #2, p. 26). 

Or. Byrd believes more women are choosing the field 

of medicine because it is an option, "I think women have 

always liked the opportunity to care and to heal and now 

they can do that in medicine as well as in nursing, where 

as nursing used to be the most obvious way that they could 

go" (I #2, p. 26). If she had a daughter, she would 

probably recommend her specialty to her, but there are days 
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when she wouldn't and hopes that it would be **a good thing 

for her to do" when the time ceme for her to choose, 

although she admits that she wouldn't be where she was if 

she hadn't gone through these experiences. She has some 

very strong feelings about the field: 

I think women can do special things in Ob/Gyn, and 

it's brutally difficult and that's what is bothering 

me . . . it's just inhumane at some levels . . . 

it's just physically draining. (I #2, p. 27). 

After these extremely candid comments about her 

field of medicine, I asked her if her background in 

Philosophy prepared her differently for these problems in 

her specialty, and she agreed that she does have a 

"different take on the world than people who were biology 

majors" and she explained it was because she uses a lot of 

logic and lately she is beginning to use her intuition, 

which she had to give up in medicine, "... because it is 

not good enough" but now she is trying to revive it and, at 

this point, is vinable to reach a clear decision how to 

define it: 

Is it knowledge from a different source, or maybe 

it's putting things together differently . . . and 

people are picking up clues ... I think we have a 

window on the roof sometimes ... so small, I think 

there is so much more here and in medicine I feel we 
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are looking at a smaller portion f that right now, 

and it's got a lot of good things in it, but there 

is a whole lot more. (I #2, p. 28) 

Dr. Byrd is interested in exploring this area to see 

what can be discovered, and adds that now, she is very 

"aware when people don't listen when I'm saying something" 

(I /2, p. 28) and admits she has a long way to go; she is 

not only concentrating on listening to others, but mainly 

concentrating on listening to herself. 

Dr. Byrd believes women are definitely more 

intuitive than men, and more nurturing, but reiterated that 

to succeed in medicine, they had to suppress those 

feelings, because "it's not scientific . . . you can't do 

observations of it . . . " (I #2, p. 28). 

This discussion about intuition led Dr. Byrd to 

question what we really know about cancer and death, and 

she recalls her conversation with a psychologist, who 

remarked that they have figured out basically three 

approaches for cancer He told her they can "burn it, poison 

it or cut it out . . . and he said they are asking 

t h e m s e l v e s  i f  w h e t h e r  t h e r e  m i g h t  b e  s o m e t h i n g  m o r e  . . . "  

(I #2, p. 29). 

Dr. Byrd said she was asking herself that same 

question and speeOcing almost in a whisper, said that she 

wishes she had the answer: 
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. . . no, this isn't all there is, which is a 

wonderful answer, because it certainly makes me 

happy . . . there is a lot more than what it looks 

like now 

. . . not just in medicine ... we deal with life 

and death all the time here, we're birthing babies 

and people are dying of cancer, but we don't 

acknowledge that it is too powerful and yet to me, 

that's what life is all about . . . these are 

incredible things. Let's celebrate; let's 

acknowledge them; let's not suppress them . . . it's 

p a r t  o f  t h e  j o y  t h a t  w e  h a v e  i n  o u r  l i v e s  . . . .  ( I  

#2, p. 29-30) 

In Dr. Byrd's clinics, she spends a great deal of 

time with young teen-age pregnant mothers, who do not 

understand that there are places to go for guidance about 

pregnancy and other issues about their sexuality. She makes 

some salient points about the need for education to prevent 

teen-age pregnancy, and doesn't think giving out condoms is 

the answer. A model she suggests is the "Promatora" or 

promoter model, which is used in the Hispanic communities. 

It is usually a woman who encourages people to get health 

care and to take care of themselves. 

Dr. Byrd: It's like your sister, being nosey . . . 
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SP: It's almost like a Jewish expression we have, a 

"nudge. •* 

Dr. Byrd: A nudge. A good nudge. "Have you been to see a 

d o c t o r ? "  " O h ,  I  c o u l d n ' t  g e t  i n t o  s e e  o n e  . . . "  

"Oh, let's get you into one . . . 

SP: So, in other words, she's educated on important 

aspects of the woman's mental and physical health. 

Dr. Byrd: Or she's like a Kool-Aid mom ... a member of 

the community that people can turn to and respect 

. . . 'yeah, I got a health problem? Let me go ask' 

. . . The doctor's not the one to do it. It really 

starts at hone with the individual (I #2, p. 23). 

Can vou "have it all?" Dr. Byrd acknowledges that it 

is difficult to have a family, and keep up this hectic 

pace, with her call schedules and her out-of-town meetings. 

Earlier in her academic career, she was traveling 

extensively and gone for about one-third of the time, and 

had to move her "share of call" into the other two-thirds 

of the month. When I commented on the difficulty of having 

a normal home life, with kids and keeping up this grueling 

pace, she agreed. However, she recalled an incident with 

another professor in her field, a mentor, an Orthodox Jew, 

who had a wife and three kids. He wanted to ]cnow why she 

didn't have children, and she told him her reasons: 
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. . . because I haven't gotten married . . . I've 

been with him since 1975, and I don't see how I 

could fit children into this picture. If I had 

children, I know they should be a top priority, and 

part of me is afraid that they wouldn't be high 

enough and then I would feel bad about that (Cont. 

of I /I, p. 31). 

Although her spouse is a "very nurturing and 

supportive, providing kind of guy," and very independent, 

and does most of the chores, "he's wonderful," she would 

still have to leave the kids at home for 24-36 hours three 

or four times a month, and be gone an average of five days 

a month at meetings. She realizes that her work takes up 

most of her time, that she actually has no time left over 

for anything else. 

Dr. Byrd continued her assessment of her 

conversation with this physician, who has a wife who 

doesn't work and is there for the kids, while she herself, 

doesn't have someone home for the kids. She repeated her 

comment of refusing to have a nanny to raise her children, 

and "he never asked me about kids after that! Never ever 

did!" 

It was interesting to me that he didn't think that I 

shouldn't have kids just because I was doing the 

same work that he was doing. Do you follow that? 
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It's like, he accepted me as a woman in the role he 

admired himself, which is this lecturing, 

researching, traveling, nationally known persons. He 

did say you've gotta have kids to sort of make a go 

of it . . . Isn't that interesting that we have sort 

of set ourselves UP for that. (Cont. of I #1. p. 

32) . 

When Dr. Byrd repeated the last comment, "... we 

have set ourselves up for that,** I was reminded of 

Murdoch's story about women who have embraced the masculine 

and realize that it is not all what they thought it to be, 

and Dr. Byrd commented that his "role isn't particularly 

agreeable either" because he is hardly home with the 

children. However, being an Orthodox Jew, he is home on 

Friday nights and on the Sabbath, so she does acknowledge 

they do get to see him, but his comments still upset her: 

How can you say it's ok for you to do what you do 

. . . to be gone that much . . . that's not healthy. 

His kids are telling him now. He just doesn't 

realize that you have to spend time with them . . . 

I'm sure they are hungry for him. (Cont. of I #1, p. 

32) 

Dr. Byrd has some very strong opinions about the 

differences in the way male and female doctors treat their 
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patients, and in the following conversation, we discussed 

these differences: 

SP: There are some women who feel that women are not 

more nurtiiring or caring with patients. 

Dr. Byrd: Oh, I think that is actually wrong. 

SP: These seune women feel we listen more and we care 

more, but there are no other differences after that. 

Dr. Byrd: Well, when a woman patient walks through the 

door, she is assuming that the woman doctor is going 

to listen, and we (society) recognize those 

differences on a non-intellectual level . . . 

SP: And a number of male obstetricians think they care 

as much as women . . . 

Dr. Byrd: They care, they may not feel . . . 

SP: But, they don't have this experience . . . 

Dr. Byrd: They may care, I believe that many of them can't 

listen anyway . . . they still can't hear, even if 

they care. 

SP: So . . . they listen, but they don't hear ... (I 

#2, p. 2) 

Although Dr. Byrd appears to agree with my 

understanding of the fine line between "listening" and 

"hearing," she commented that some of it is "very 

quantitative" and in her own experience, there are men who 

are empathetic, but the "interaction woman to woman in our 
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society has a very different flavor than the interaction 

woman to man, and it is very hard to get away from that" (I 

#2, p. 2). She believes society perceives women as "being 

soft and not thinking too clearly and that's not what you 

need in medicine: 

. . . they are less interested in getting to some 

sort of procedure, thinking that the only 

interaction that is valuable between a doctor and a 

patient is a procedure. More and more I have the 

idea that the woman herself is the one who will heal 

herself, yet the working hypothesis for most 

medicine has been, 'I will do something to you, and 

then you will get better.' (I #2, p. 16) 

Although she does concede that it is possible for a 

man to listen and a woman not to listen, but in this 

system, the message you get is 'don't listen. Do, I mean, 

let's move it' (I, / , p. 17). 

Listening and issues of caring and empathy are 

interrelated, and these qualities are attributed more to 

females than to males. Dr. Byrd remarks that in medical 

school, a lot of the empathy and caring is removed from 

you: 

. . . caring is what nurses did . . . you were the 

decider . . . you had to distance yourself and the 

ones who succeeded in it, distanced themselves and 
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some women I ]cnow have turned the whole piece off, 

if they ever had it, and they pride themselves on 

being just like a nan, in terms of their 

professionalism, their coolness, their objectivity 

... (I #2, p. 2). 

Special Responsibilities of her Field 

As the head of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Dr. Byrd 

is responsible for teaching the medical students and 

residents issues associated with her specialty of Maternal 

Fetal Medicine. She is also responsible, with the other 

physicians on the staff, for leading "Working Rounds" and 

lastly, for seeing her own patients in the clinic two times 

a week and supervising the residents in their clinics. 

Lecturing to Residents and Medical Students. When I 

met Dr. Byrd for the first time, she told me she was 

lecturing a small group of medical students rotating in 

obstetrics. They were just beginning their rotation, and 

she was lecturing on an introduction to the basics of 

congenital anomalies of the fetus; she suggested that it 

would be ok if I observe her and the group. 

Teaching the students. At three o'clock, I made my 

way to the small office near the Ob clinic, and introduced 

myself to the four students who were sitting around a large 

rectangular table The two male medical students were 

married, and the two female medical students were married, 
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in their thirties and two had small children of their own. 

At a few minutes after three. Dr. Byrd walked in, wearing 

her scrubs and walked casually to the front of the room and 

stood in front of the blackboard. She immediately 

introduced me to the medical students, "This is S.P., she 

is a graduate student at the U. of—and she is interested 

in "Then she paused, looked at me, and I said, very 

quickly, "education." The students and Dr. Byrd laughed, 

and she continued, with a smile: "If anyone has any 

objections to her being here, let me know. I promise it 

won't affect your grade! (more laughter from students and 

Dr. Byrd), and looking quickly around the room, she begins 

the lecture with a question—"What is the likelihood of a 

major congenital anomaly?" She looks around the room and 

waits for an answer. The students call out different 

responses . . . "3% ... 5% ... 3% ... 5% ... " She 

acknowledges the correct answer with a nod, and begins to 

write on the board. "Why do we check for Neural Tube 

Defects and Downs?" Again the students call out answers and 

she writes more facts on the board, and asks additional 

questions. "What tests do we do at different trimesters?" 

There is an equal give and take in the atmosphere in 

the small room, and although she is the authoritative 

figure in this group, the one with "The knowledge," her 

"style" is not authoritative, nor overbearing, nor 
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threatening. There is a sense of community and warmth in 

the classroom, i.e., when she asked a particularly hard 

question, one student got the exact right answer, and she 

responded with a smile and remarked. "How did you know 

that?** and a response to another question . . . **can't go 

wrong by guessing 50%** (0 #1, p. 1) 

She asks if they had "any of this before,** and most 

say no. Dr. Byrd continues the lecture and proceeds to 

discuss the basics of fetal monitoring with actual tapes of 

patients and asks each one to look at a tape and tell the 

group, *'if this is something we should worry about.** When 

the students begin to groan, she assures them it's ok. They 

will all discuss it together. When she writes on the board, 

she organizes the information in an understandable order, 

and frequently asks •*any questions,** looks around, smiles, 

then continues. One female student, after hearing about all 

the possible problems an older woman can have in pregnancy, 

voices her personal concerns about having a baby at her own 

age. Dr. Byrd uses this as a ''teachable moment** to explain 

more in detail about the risks. At 4 o'clock, she finishes 

the lecture and leaves to check on her patient. She is 

"covering" the Labor floor today, and it looks like a busy 

afternoon ahead. 

In another observation of a different group of 

medical students, she began the lecture with a statement of 
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goals for the course then asked them how frequently they 

see congenital anomalies. I note the same responses from 

the students, and women again calling out with the same 

frequency as the men. When she draws pictures on the board, 

she jokes about them, i.e., in her drawing of a yolk sac, 

"I've got an egg in there." She talks about the importance 

of a thorough genetic history, and then remarks with a 

laugh, "Well, if the baby is abnormal, is it from your side 

of the faunily or from mine?" (0 #2, p. 3). 

After a discussion about variables that they should 

look for when interpreting fetal monitor strips, one female 

students calls out, "Oh, I still don't get it. I'm so 

slow." Dr. Byrd responds with, "No you're not," and then 

patiently explains it again. "You'll learn these things," 

then turns to one male student and says, "You've already 

learned this." She then turns to the female student who 

says she is slow and says to her, with a good-natured 

laugh, "catch upI" 

Work Rounds. When I decided to observe work rounds, 

I reached the L&D (Labor and Delivery) floor and asked the 

nurses where I could find the room for rounds. I was told 

by one of the nurses, "Just follow that cart with the 

charts—when you lose sight of that, they're gone." I 

didn't have to look very far, as I recognized three of the 

medical students I met in one of the lectures. One confided 
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that she has to present her two cases this morning, and she 

hears from the other students that soon they will be 

responsible for more than just two. 

They walk in the room, each with their little note 

cards, with the pertinent data about their own patients. 

The head nurses and nurse manager from the units are 

present and at seven thirty-five. Dr. Byrd strolls in, 

wearing her scrubs, coffee cup in hand, smiles and sits 

down in one of the chairs placed in a semi-circle, and the 

"rounds" begin. As they present their cases, she looks at 

the patient's chart that is being discussed, checks labs, 

nurse's notes, doctor's progress notes and asks questions 

relating to the case. 

I noticed a warm sense of community in the room as 

the cases were presented by the med students and residents, 

and Dr. Byrd put them at ease, in contrast to the previous 

work rounds I observed last year, lead with another male 

perinatologist. In this hour I sense a feeling of learning 

together and Dr. Byrd, rather than lead them to answers, 

makes them think. One resident gave a lengthy report on his 

patient who came in with all sorts of complications. After 

listening and going through the chart carefully, she waited 

until he finished and then carefully commented, "The 

question is—What do we do at this point? She is getting a 

lot of attention from us . . . why pain meds? . . . what is 
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the source of her pain?" The intern suggested that it is 

perhaps adhesions to which she replied, '*0X, so let's do a 

care plan . . . don't do things just to get through the 

shift" (0 #3, p. 1). 

After another resident reported on a rather 

complicated case, she listened, then quietly asked, **0k, 

but how is she feeling?" At eight thirty, all their beepers 

seemed to be ringing at once, and as if this was the signal 

to close the conference, everyone scrambled to the phones 

or the floor and were gone within minutes. I left the work 

rounds, comfortable with the thought that the students 

learned a great deal in that hour, in a non-threatening 

atmosphere, and none of them were humiliated or criticized 

for what they reported. 

Although she does not spend much time analyzing her 

teaching style, when the residents ask her questions, she 

turns the questions back to them. Relating her answer to 

the field of reproduction, she describes her style when 

addressing a problem in her specialty: 

Well, why don't we know the answer to this? . . . 

ok, problem one. We can't experiment on fetuses Do 

you want to experiment on fetuses? I don't. So we 

can't. It's not like we can get a bunch of 

genetically identical mice and run them through this 

little process here. We are dealing with a very 
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complex creatiire. Humans and reproducing humans, and 

I have a lot of respect for that model that we are 

trying to explore, so, it's not for the faint of 

heart . . . Specialties are not . . . (Cont. of I, 

#1, p. 23). 

Taking care of patients—the clinic scene. When Dr. 

Byrd sees patients in her clinic, she first looks directly 

at them, and asks if they are feeling ok, then she asks if 

they are drinking lots of water and if they had a sugar 

test and an ultrasound. VHien she does an ultrasound on a 

patient, she explains everything thoroughly. 

The next patient is complaining of nausea and 

diarrhea and cramping, and Dr. Byrd reassures her with 

advice to " . . . drink lots of water and take small meals 

. . . carbohydrates like pasta or rice are better than 

proteins or fat." She tells me that she "does not give them 

lots of advice . . . most women know what to eat" (0 #2, p. 

1) • 

Dr. Byrd suggested that I observe her when she 

supervises the residents in the clinics. She reviews their 

charts in the provider room adjacent to the examining rooms 

and she is available for their consults on patients. While 

waiting for the next patient, she comments, "When you start 

out, you don't have a style, you don't have to . . . you 

learn by watching other people" (0 #2, p. 1). As I am 
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making notes of the various Obstetric and Gynecological 

surgery books and reference books, a fourth year resident 

hurriedly comes up to her and asks her a question about a 

procedure she is planning to do with an obstetrical 

patient. Dr. Byrd counters her question with another 

question, and after a few minutes, the resident gives 

herself the answer. Her tone is always low key, never 

critical. 

Final Reflections 

Dr. Byrd suggests that the most wonderful part of 

her specialty is the interaction with the patients and what 

they teach you. "You really have to be drawn to that . . . 

you have to have a lot of respect for them" (I #3, p. 2). 

She wishes that she could spend more time with them, but 

she has to compromise. She realizes her job takes a lot of 

work and energy and advises students who are contemplating 

her specialty to be prepared for this time consiiming 

commitment. She agrees that it's not impossible to have a 

family, but realistically, it is more difficult, because 

you have to be ready to "give a lot, and you have to be 

able at some time, to enjoy the women . . . and I mean that 

in a respectful way" (I, #3, p. 3). 

When she interviews students, she expects to hear 

that they enjoy the work and have an appreciation for 

priorities; the system is harsh and she argues that in 
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order to succeed, you have to deal with the criticisms and 

have a great deal of discipline and of course, learn the 

work by spending a lot of time in the library and a lot of 

time with your patients. 

When she talks about the commitment of a doctor to 

the patient, she admits that it is not realistic to be 

available to the patient day after day, night after night, 

and a doctor has other commitments. However, she 

acknowledges she has a certain kind of respect and 

comnitnent to the patients, which she characterizes as a 

"sort of connection with the patient ... a sort of 

personality interaction ... a benevolence ... a good 

will." Although the doctors are working in a hostile 

system, which doesn't respect or value this interaction and 

connection ,she argues that the female physicians "know 

better" (I #3, p. 13). 

She points out that medical school does not address 

these psychosocial issues, and it is a little late to 

address these issues in medical school when we have our 

biases already set and we don't even know what biases we 

carry: 

How do we learn . . . how do we sense . . . how do 

we put things together . . . how do we summarize 
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. . . how do we see patterns . . .we've just gotten 

a little window on it, and it's not the whole story. 

(I /3, p. 14) 

Learning in medical school in the past was 

characterized by learning through "doubt and fear, fear of 

making a mistake and being humiliated," and "eyes rolling 

and sighing and disgust ... it does teach, but this is 

not the way to teach." The other way that she advocates is 

"more positive, that is, learning through love and wisdom 

. . . the best learner is the one who learns how to learn, 

not the one who looks to you for the answers" (I #3, p. 

17). She readily admits that she does not wait long enough 

for her students to answer, but she likes her students to 

think, because you learn more that way. She acknowledges 

that she "is not in love with teaching;" her favorite area 

is "research . . . discovering ... I like teaching to 

the extent that it teaches me . . . but I don't have 

patience for those students who have to take the rotation, 

I have better things to do . . . bye" (I /3, p. 18). 

When I asked her what advice would she give to a 

woman who was contemplating a career similar to hers, she 

tells me that it reminds her of the time years ago, when 

she asked her mother for advice, and her mother, who left 

her native Germany to come to a foreign country, where she 

was virtually alone, confided to her that "If I knew then 
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What I know now, I wouldn't have done it, but I'm glad I 

did, because I'm happy with the way things turned out" (I 

#3, p. 19) 

She acknowledges that there are some part of her 

life which she really doesn't like, but she is not sure she 

would advise another woman to do what she has done, because 

the woman has to decide for herself: 

You can't judge the future from where you are now. 

You have to love the work . . . it's probably too 

much work even if you do love it. I'm hoping that by 

the time someone else would get to the point where I 

am, it's going to look different. Don't do it 

because of what it looks like ... do it because of 

how you feel . . . and it may not look like what I'm 

doing . . . and I would be surprised if it did, but 

if you can . . . follow your heart. (I #3, p. 20). 

As for her future plans, she can't predict what she 

will want to do, but she continues to express her desire 

. . . "to explore ... to discover . . . figure things 

out" and openly admits that she is going back to these 

issues that interested her in the past, and reflects that 

it is "almost like a circle . . . but you had to be sort of 

left alone for a long time ..." She also comments that 

the feminist movement might have opened possibilities for 

women to go into medicine, and that women are changing 
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medicine and medcing it more "humanized . . . rounds are 

very different from what rounds were when I was beginning, 

because now we acknowledge the fact that patients have a 

home life" (I #3, p. 23). 

She adds that doctors today realize that telling a 

patient to go to bed rest at home when she has two kids 

running around is not realistic. She is worried that there 

will be a backlash now, with the changes women are bringing 

about, and thinks there is one already, but her general aim 

is a positive one, in that she wants to continue to 

"humanize our work . . . actually humanize our lives" (I 

#3, p. 25). 

In conclusion. Dr. Byrd believes that the biggest 

challenges facing women in the area of academic medicine 

today is the inflexibility of the "system"—a system which 

is hostile and one in which the male hierarchy does not 

value the opinions of women in their department, and one in 

which there is vast differences in the way men value 

relationships and the way women value relationships. She 

repeats over and over that men value autonomous 

relationships, where they are the dominant figure, the one 

"on top" and women value relationships in which there is 

equality of both parties. Although she characterizes the 

system as uncaring, and "unhealthy" and "inflexible" (I #i, 

p. 1), and it expects that a people will only do Ob/Gyn 
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work . . . "You will not have a family . . . it's more 

acceptable if you are a man that you won't have a family 

... if you are a woman, it's sort of questionable'* (I /I, 

p. 2). She has decided to "stick with it" because "... I 

love my work" (I #1, p. 21). Unfortunately, she knows that 

a lot of women "... realize that it is a hostile 

environment and get out because they can't do their best 

work here because they are not listened to ... " (Cont. 

of I #1, p. 4). 

Dr. Byrd's value of connectiveness and relationships 

extends to the way she treats patients and she acknowledges 

that although she doesn't feel comfortable in this system, 

the patients feel she fits in " . . . because they like to 

see you, they appreciate being listened to . . . that we 

are a worthy member of the world ..." (Cont. of I #1, p. 

11} and she admits that this interaction is the most 

enjoyable part of the day. The students see this as well 

and they appreciate her non-judgmental interactions with 

them, her enthusiasm for her work, and the respect she has 

for their opinions. She values the holistic picture of a 

patient, rather than the problem or procedure she presents 

with, and this philosophy is transmitted to her patients 

and to her students, for example, when she tells students, 

"let's do a care plan—don't do things just to get through 
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the shift,** (0 #3, p. 1) and her comment ''there's more to a 

patient than her pap smear." 

At this point in her career. Dr. Byrd's prognosis 

for the future is more optimistic than it has been in the 

past few years, because not only has she decided to curtail 

her long strenuous hours, do other things beside work, like 

painting, and attend seminars on leadership, but equally 

important, she is meeting with other physicians who also 

feel their voices are not being heard. She is working on 

"something visionary" and hopes that these meetings will 

result in a system that she characterizes as more 

"humanized" (I #3, p. 25). 

Introducing Dr. Tehrani 

I enjoy the one on one with the patients. I mean 

it's a really special time when someone's having a 

baby, especially the obstetrical end of it and to be 

able to have that one on one with somebody at such 

an intense time in their life is very special . . . 

it's not always happy, but it is most of the time, 

so you don't get bored. (I il, p. 5) 

Personal Background and Earlv Influences 

Dr. Tehrani was my first choice for my original 

pilot study on female physicians a few years ago, when I 

asked her to participate in my study, she was seven months 

pregnant with her first baby and one of the two chief 
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residents in Obstetrics and Gynecology. I net her when she 

was a medical student at the same school as my son, and I 

thought that she would give me an honest, candid and 

personal portrayal of how she perceived the field of 

Ob/Gyn. What captured my attention was her energy and 

directness with everyone she met. Everyone described Dr. 

Tehrani as bubbly and I would agree. 

When I asked her for an initial interview, she 

immediately said yes, and invited me over to her house to 

sign the consent form and discuss the interviews and 

observations at the hospital. She said although she is due 

in two months, she is on the Gynecological service and it 

would be "easier" for her. 

When I arrived at her house, she excused the clutter 

and cheerfully said, "My priorities are different now. I 

used to think it was real important to dust everyday and 

keep the house clean. Now, I am so busy—a twelve hour day 

—that we just do the essentials—the bathroom and the 

kitchen ... my husband is a real help . . . He's in 

business and works long hours too but he usually makes the 

suppers for us." 

When I asked her why she picked Ob. as a specialty, 

she said, with a quick laugh, "It's fun." "But how are you 

going to manage it all?" I asked in amazement, "the stress, 

the on-call nights, the operations?" She answered with a 
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large smile, **0h, I'll just operate sideways." Then she 

cheerfully told me, "I have the best of all worlds—a 

wonderful husband, a job I love, and I'm having a baby. If 

I want, I can leave Obstetrics and just stay at home and be 

a mom, but I intend to get a nanny, and go back to work 

after three months ... I thought you had to give 100% to 

either your work or to your family, but now I see I can 

give 100% to both." 

We made arrangements to meet on the L&o unit a few 

mornings later at six-thirty for work rounds. When I 

arrived at the unit, I was told by a nurse that Dr. Tehrani 

would not be in. Evidently, she had a complication and her 

doctor put her on bedrest for a while, but another doctor 

there told me I could shadow her if I wished. I felt really 

upset and worried for her, and I thought to myself, "And I 

thought you could do it all." 

I called Dr. Tehrani a few days later, and she said 

she will be back "on the floor" in a week, but she doesn't 

think she could do the study with me, as she didn't think 

she would be able to finish the study. She is due to 

deliver a month before she finishes her residency and she 

told me, "I better teOce it easy." 

Dr. Tehrani is the oldest of five children, or as 

her husband calls her "Madame Full Charge." She calls it 

the "first child syndrome . . . the bossy one, you know . . 
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. in charge all the tine." She has two brothers and two 

sisters none of then in nedical school. She is very close 

to her mother, and she connents on her mother's 

personality: 

My mother is a very selfless person . . . you know, 

everyone always came first and for me it's the same 

way. If I could be one-eighth of the person she is I 

think I would be happy with myself, because she's a 

pretty incredible woman ... I get mad at her 

sometimes, and yell at her, but I feel badly 

(laughs), but that's what mothers and daughters do 

sometimes, but she's pretty incredible. (I #1, p. 

24) . 

Dr. Tehrani says she was always interested in 

medicine and remembers when she was eight years old, one of 

her distant cousin's dad was a neurosurgeon and he would 

show movies at his house on surgical procedures he had 

done, and she was always fascinated by them: 

He had removed big tumors the size of grapefruits, 

and I remember I was never grossed out by watching 

those. I was always fascinated ... I was always 

interested in medical shows ... I liked the ones 

that teach you a little bit about some disease or 

something, and I'd go riinning off and tell my mother 
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. . .  S O  I think I always knew I wanted to be a 

doctor. (I #1, p. 1) 

As she got older, she decided that she wanted to get 

married and have a family, and in contrast to what she felt 

when she was pregnant in her residency, when she thought 

she could give 100% to her family and 100% to her carer, 

she "... felt that being a wife and a mother took 100% 

of you and being a doctor would take 100% of you and I 

didn't think I had 200% to give." She comments that when 

she was going to college, she wasn't interested in going 

into medicine, but she wanted "to get something to fall 

back on," and thought she would go into math, and ended up 

m a j o r i n g  i n  b u s i n e s s .  S h e  o p e n l y  a d m i t s  t h a t  s h e  " . . .  

always assumed I was going to meet my prince charming when 

I was a junior in college, but he wasn't there" (I #1, p. 

2 )  .  

Durirrj her early years in medical school, she wanted 

to go into Pediatric Oncology, because she was "fascinated 

by cancer," but by the end of her third year, she realized 

that if she took that route, she "would burn out very 

quickly," and she chose Ob. instead. 

She received a great deal of support from her family 

and friends when she decided to go into medical school: 

I had financial, emotional, psychological . . . all 

kinds of support . . . and there were a lot of 
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doctors who helped encourage me and support me . . . 

helped me to hang in there, because it's a rough 

road. (I #1, p. 3) 

Mentoring Issues. Mentoring of medical students has 

become an important objective over the past ten years, and 

there are a number of medical schools that have recognized 

the benefits of a strong mentoring program and have 

initiated mentorship between female students and female 

faculty. However, when Dr. Tehrani was a medical student, 

there were no specific programs for female or male 

students, and the lucky students were the ones who were 

able to find their own mentors. Dr. Tehrani recalls two 

male mentors when she was in medical school. One was a 

Family Practitioner and the other an Oncologist. She 

reports that they really cared about their patients, "They 

would hug their patients . . . they were just loving, 

compassionate people, but they were also smart and they 

Knew their limitations" (I #1, p. 12) . 

As she recalls, these doctors who helped her along 

the way were also male physicians, and the ones that 

interviewed her were male physicians as well. The 

experiences in her selection process was a positive one. 

Although the research shows that gender bias is alive and 

well in some medical schools even to this day, and some 

female medical students admit that they were asked about 
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their future plans as mothers, she did not experience any 

of it when she was interviewing: 

They were all one on one . . . They were three 

doctors from the basic science departments in the 

hospitals . . . one was a Histology professor . . . 

I remember I was on the edge of my seat when I was 

talking to him, because we had just a really fun 

interview. (I #1, p. 4) 

Reasons for choice of specialty. She does not 

remember any barriers getting into medical school, and 

admits laughingly, "No, I applied, I got in, here I am." 

When I asked her what she liked about her specialty of 

Obstetrics, she said that there was a lot of variety in 

what she did, because she sees patients, goes to the 

operating room and goes to the labor and delivery room. She 

enjoys this variety and this one on one with her patients. 

. . . it's a very special time when someone's 

having a baby, and to be able to have that one on 

one with somebody at such an intense time in their 

life is very special and it's not always happy, but 

it is most of the time . . . . (I #1, p. 5) 

She talks about the technical side of her field and 

the need to make quick decisions: 

It's also an area where you have to make a decision 

and act on that decision cpiickly. You can't sit 
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around and mull about it . . . think about what you 

are going to do . . . you have to meOce a decision 

and act and I like that. (I #1, p. 5) 

Precmancv in residencv. Having a baby in medical 

school can be very stressful and having one in residency 

can be even more stressful, but Perri Klauss, (1987) a 

pediatrician and a writer, describes her experiences with a 

baby in medical school as a positive one, because of the 

support she received from her significant other and the 

students in her class. He was "the class baby'* and she was 

able to keep her head above water because of these support 

systems. However, Dr. Tehrani has some strong comments 

about this area which she experienced personally: 

Number one, there's no good time to have a baby 

. . . before, during or after . . . there's no good 

time. There are probably better times than other 

times where things will always happen that you won't 

be able to anticipate ... if something happens 

during the coiurse of your pregnancy that affects 

whether or not you can continue working, that 

affects a lot of people around you, but if they are 

supportive of that, then great . . . . (I #i, p. 6) 

Dr. Tehrani recalls a pregnant female resident who 

had to leave the residency program because of pre-term 

labor, but the people in her group were supportive of that 
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and they realized, "Heh, it happens, and we have to put in 

extra call, but that's ok," and in her own situation, the 

r e s i d e n t s  w e r e  v e r y  c l o s e ,  b u t  s h e  o p e n l y  a d m i t s  " . . .  

you could end up with a bunch that isn't so supportive, and 

they could make your life miserable . . . ." (I #1, p. 7). 

Dr. Tehrani says she had more flexibility because 

she was the chief, and she could make the other junior 

residents do more of the work, and although she admits she 

had "some craunping and spotting at 28 weeks," she 

considered herself fortunate, and did not think her 

pregnancy was complicated or problematic, even when her 

doctor sent her home for two days. She describes his 

orders: 

. . .  I  d o n ' t  w a n t  y o u  t o  t h i n k  a b o u t  t h e  r e s i d e n c y  

... I don't want you to think about your duties 

. . . You're cramping . . . you're spotting ... go 

home, relax, put your feet up, then you can come 

back to work. (I #1, p. 7) 

Balancing act. The topic of dual-career marriages is 

a big issue with many couples, and with physicians, it is 

even more complicated due to the complexities of on-call 

nights and emergencies. In addition, children add to the 

complex situation (Brotherton & LeBailly, 1993). All of the 

married physicians with children who spoke to my medical 

students about this issue admit it is difficult, and 
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flexibility by the husband and the wife is a crucial 

requirement to metke this succeed. However, when I asked Dr. 

Tehrani how she manages to balance her career and her 

family, she strongly commented that she wouldn't say 

"balance: •• 

Balance means equal and there is no equal . . . some 

days it's more and some days it's less and there is 

no equal ... I don't think in any way I can say 

that the time I spend with my family is equal to the 

time that I spend at work, because it's not. I 

probably spend more hours at work than I do with my 

family . . . but you squeeze in as much as you can 

whenever you can, and you try to make the 

experiences intense . . . . (I /I, p. 8) 

Or. Tehrani added that when she goes off for a 

weekend with the feunily, she really concentrates on them 

and does not bother with mundane chores, and laughingly 

admits that "... the things that have to be done, like 

getting your house cleaned, I don't do . . . somebody else 

cleans my house ...**. She does acknowledge, however, 

that her husband is the one who can help her achieve 

balance. 

I truly have a wonderful husband ... I guess it is 

not balance, but I have a spouse who is just 
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incredibly supportive and does way more than most 

spouses do . . . . (I #1, p. 8) 

Early schooling. Dr. Tehrani's early schooling from 

elementary through high school was spent in an all English 

speaking school in Iran, but she caune to the states later 

to study in a small co-ed college. She emphasizes that her 

school in Persia was not "a typical Persian school," rather 

it was like a typical co-ed American school in which half 

the students were from America and the other half from all 

over the world. It was an international school which 

emphasized superior academic achievement, and she remarks 

that a great many of the women who graduated from the high 

school went on to Yale and Harvard. 

When she looks back at her early schooling in 

Persia, she remembers that she "always liked school ... I 

enjoyed school" (I #1, p. 14), but she was never fond of 

the way she was tested in school. The research on the ways 

girls learn conclude that girls like essay questions better 

than multiple choice questions (AAUW Report, 1992; Pollina, 

1995) and Dr. Tehrani concurs with this observation. 

I never liked multiple choice questions very much 

... I always liked essay questions better because 

I liked to explain myself . . . multiple choice 

questions are not very fair because you had to know 
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exactly what they were asking you, then that was it 

. . .  ( I  # 1 ,  p .  1 4 )  

She adds that these questions are not necessarily a 

measure of what you really know, because if you had the 

opportunity to explain at least part of it, you could be 

right, and "open-ended testing" is much better. 

She remembers that she "hung around with a group of 

people who were pretty motivated in learning ... I don't 

remember it being a struggle." Her favorite subjects were 

math and history. I asked her about multiple choice 

questions again, because in medical school that's the kind 

of questions the students get, and she answered 

empathetically, "I hate that . . . but that's the only way 

they can efficiently test a large group of people ... I 

mean, it's easier to grade" (I /I, p. 15). 

Happily, I recently found out that this same medical 

school that Dr. Tehrani attended ten years ago has 

initiated an essay component at the end of certain exams. 

Unfortunately, Dr. Tehrani was not the beneficiary of this 

endeavor 

Thoughts on gender issues and diversity. In my 

discussion of incorporating issues of gender into the 

curriculum for medical students. Dr. Tehrani expresses her 

concern for a separate gender issue, and points out that 
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when she was growing up in Iran, she went to school with 

people from all over the world: 

Why should there be such a thing as a separate 

gender issue . . . why should I be treated 

differently because the color of my skin is 

different . . . because my sex is different . . . 

because my height is different . . . because my 

weight is different . . . why should any of that 

matter ... my religion or anything ... (I #1, 

p. 16) 

She has very strong feelings on this issue and 

laughs as she explains her interpretation of gender issues 

which she equates with diversity: 

Shoot, if we were all exactly the same, I wouldn't 

want to get up in the morning, because why look at 

yourself in the mirror all the time . . . because 

people don't respect it . . . biased against it 

because of different things . . . (I #1, p. 17) 

I sensed that diversity was an important issue for 

her, and she wanted to continue about her school and 

explained it "was a big deal" in her school, and they 

respected diversity by celebrating United Nations Day; 

Dr. Tehrani: Everyone would get dressed up in their own 

native costume . . . get together in their Swedish 

garb and do Swedish dances and the Persians would do 
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their own things, and the Canadians would do their 

own things ... we had those neat little fairs 

... we did it on an annual basis . . . everyone 

was open about this stuff . . . 

SP: People don't think of Iran in those terms anymore 

• • • 

Dr. Tehrani: Right ... it was in my school . . . during 

the Shah's time ... I mean, historically, Iran has 

been a crossroads between the east and the West, and 

my school . . . well, my school resembled a mini-

United Nations! That's what the Empress called it 

once (I /I, p. 17) 

Evidently, this event was very meaningful for her, 

because she added, "She's quoted in my yearbook . . . they 

flew her in by helicopter . . . they landed on the soccer 

field" (I #1, p. 17). 

Dr. Tehrani wishes that "we didn't have to have a 

course in gender issues," but she does acknowledge that 

it's a good idea for other students to benefit from other 

people's experiences, and "... that they can share with 

me and make my life easier, just like your parents . . . 

they want to pass that experience on to their children and 

make their life a little easier." She believes that a 

course on gender issues should be taught as part of the 

course in psychosocial issues, because "... what affects 
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the women affects the men ... if you make the men more 

aware of it, then maybe it won't be a separate issue." 

The conversation continued about the necessity of 

the female physicians forming their own medical 

association, and although she admits that they formed it 

** . . . because the women's needs were not being met," she 

says the organization gives women a chance to be with other 

women and she enjoys going to the women's group in town for 

a nvuober of reasons: 

It's just fun . . . it's fun to sit and talk to 

other women about their families and their lives and 

their practices ... I come across a lot of women 

who want other women doctors, so if I meet a female 

cardiologist or a female dermatologist, then it's 

nice, because here's another person I could refer 

her to who's female . . . (I #1, p. 19) 

Dr. Tehrani believes that the patients she sees want 

female doctors because "... they feel more comfortable 

with them . . . because healthcare and your body is a very 

personal thing to a lot of people and just like there are 

men who would never go to a female urologist" (I #i, p. 

19) . 

Dr. Tehrani does not believe that girls should go to 

an all-girls school, and when I suggested some studies 

indicate that it has positive results, i.e., gives girls a 
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boost in confidence and self esteem, she explained why she 

disagreed: 

It is not natural . . . why separate people, whether 

by sex or color or by religion. I know they get 

separated in sports, but competition is good for you 

... it pushes you to strive for more ... I think 

if everyone is at the seune level, you don't have 

anything to achieve ... If everybody's always the 

same as you, if they taught classes without a 

challenge, school would be boring and people would 

never advance or excel. (I /2, p. 7) 

Advice to women doctors. When I asked her about 

advice she would give to a woman doctor, she immediately 

answered: 

I can't imagine doing anything different . . . it's 

just unfortunate that the timing of my career and 

the timing of the start of my family happened at the 

same time . . . it's difficult ....(I p. 21) 

This is a very sensitive issue with her and she 

explains that it is unfortunate because she doesn't get to 

spend that kind of time with her children when they are 

little., "When they are home all day and I'm away from 

them, that's a hard thing . . . there are certain things in 

life that you can't plan and I couldn't plan when I was 

going to get pregnant" (I #1, p. 22). 
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She continues her advice for women contemplating her 

specialty, and clearly, she has thought a great deal bout 

the advice she is about to give: 

I would say be sure that you really want to do it. 

Be sure that the time commitment is a great one and 

be fortunate enough to get into a practice that is 

filled with people that you like and respect and can 

get along with very well like mine (laughs) . . . 

and if you're gonna have a partner . . . your 

married partner should be someone who's very 

supportive of what you are doing and who understands 

that your hours are crazy and is willing to fill in 

when you can't be here . . . whose schedule allows 

for that because without Tim, I couldn't do it. X 

iust really couldn't do it! 

I looked at the framed wedding pictures of Dr. 

Tehrani and her husband on her desk and then at the 

snapshots of her two little boys and I realized how special 

her family is to her and the sacrifices she makes when she 

leaves them. 

Personal life. On a lighter note, when I asked her 

what she does when she relaxes at home, she laughs and 

tells mc "I veg in front of the TV." I asked her if she 

watches E.R., and she says she does like the show, but 

can't watch anything on a regular basis, because of her 
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complex schedule. However, her philosophy is to ** . . . 

just do whatever you can whenever you can" and as an 

example of that, she has started to walk with her husband 

and two children every night. She has been doing it pretty 

consistently for a few weeks, and if she doesn't do it, she 

feels *' . . . like I have missed out on something.** 

She also listens to music, plays with the boys and 

her husband, "We just spend a lot of time just sitting in 

our family room admiring them and playing with them . . . 

taking the boys out in the backyard . . . hanging around 

. . . (I #2, p. 23). Although they live on a golf course, 

she doesn't play golf. 

There are some women who enjoy being alone, but when 

I asked Dr. Tehrani what she did when she was alone, she 

laughed and said she is never alone. I commented that in my 

prior study, one female physician, also married, but with 

two older children, answered that she enjoyed going off by 

herself on hikes and liked to meditate. Dr. Tehrani 

expressed shock with that statement, and immediately 

answered, "Not at this stage or even everl Would you ever 

go off by yourself? . . . no . . . that's too selfish for 

me . . .I'm not a selfish person." She does everything 

with the whole family, likes the beach when they can get 

there, "just spending time with the family," and visiting 
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parents and siblings in another city pretty close by (I #1, 

p. 24) 

Dr. Tehrani ended the first interview by telling me 

she compared these questions to the ones she had for her 

interview for medical school: 

It was kinda, like, "tell me about yourself . . . 

see, I can do that ... I could sit and tell you 

about myself . . . it's easy . . . some people don't 

feel comfortable talking about their life . . . 

That's easy! . . . it's never been a hard thing for 

me (laughs) ... I think life is probably pretty 

good ... I just wish there were 48 hours instead 

of 24 (I /I, p. 25) 

Experiences in the Workplace 

Dr. Tehrani does not recall any gender 

discrimination in her early schooling, but does remember 

discriminatory remarks addressed to her by some attendings 

during surgical procedure. One older physician, for 

example, said, "Oh, you're finally operating like a man!" 

and there were some instances when the male residents would 

get to operate more than the female residents when they 

were assisting certain male attendings, and she elaborated 

on this topic: 

I think they did, to some extent, get to operate 

more, like when you start a case, certain attendings 
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were more vllling to let the guys continue to 

operate longer into the case before they would take 

over if it was a difficult case, then if it was a 

woman . . . but I didn't really experience much in 

the way of discrimination. (I #1, p. 11) 

Dr. Tehrani is extremely happy in her work 

environment and she contends that it makes a big difference 

in why she likes her job: 

I have a great office staff . . . everybody gets 

along really well ... we have a good relationship 

amongst the doctors here ... if I didn't like the 

people that I work with I'd hate coming to work 

.  .  . s o ,  t h a t ' s  w h a t  c a n  m a k e  o r  b r e a k  i t  . . .  I  

don't dread coming to work in the morning except 

that I hate to leave my boys waving bye-bye to me at 

the door. (I #1, p. 26) 

Competing roTninitments. The last comment has been 

repeated by many female physicians who also have little 

babies, and xinfortunately, Dr. Tehrani can't be home for 

them when she finishes her last patient at three, because 

she has to review the charts piled on her desk and dictate 

the other pile of charts. Her schedule is still 

complicated, even though she is in a group practice. This 

means that sometimes she won't get home until four, or 

eight, and some nights she doesn't get home until ten or 
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eleven. Sometimes she doesn't get home until eight or nine, 

and if she is on call, she has to leave again, and 

sometimes she gets to be home for an hour, and then gets 

called and doesn't come home until five in the morning. 

With two small children ages eight months and two 

years, it would be very difficult, actually impossible to 

leave the children if she didn't have a nanny who came 

early in the morning and stayed all day. If she is still in 

a delivery before six in the morning, Tim just goes over to 

the nanny's house and she comes over. Tim starts his day 

pretty early, and he has started to bike ride to work, so 

he leaves at five in the morning. Dr. Tehrani takes all of 

this in her stride, and laughs as she remarks, "When he 

gets up at five, I almost have to get up fairly close to 

that because the boys are still sleeping and it's the only 

guaranteed time I can get into the shower, because if they 

are up, I can't get ready for work" (I #1, p. 27). 

Views on reasons women are choosing medicine. Over 

the past two decades, there has been an increase in the 

number of women entering the field of medicine (Ulstad, 

1993; Bickel, Galbraith & Quinnie, 1995; Dufort & Maheux, 

1995) in Canada and the U.S., and Dr. Tehrani feels it is 

because more women know it is an option: 

They say that this is something that they can do too 

. . . they can become whatever they wanna become 
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. . . it's more acceptable . . . you realize that if 

somebody else can do that, I can do that (I §2, p. 

1). 

The women who choose to go into this specialty 

understand the stresses this particular specialty has, the 

uncertainty of their schedules and the long hours away from 

family, yet over 54% of women are choosing to go into 

Ob/Gyn (Balk, 1995; Tesch, Wood & Helwig, 1995) and she 

would encourage her daughter to go into it, "She could be 

whatever she wanted to be, and if she wanted to be home and 

have a family, that's ok too. If she chose not to have a 

career, that would be ok too . . . whatever makes her 

happy" (I #2, p. 1). 

She said she would not dissuade her son if he also 

wanted to go into Obs, "I really like what I do" and 

laughingly, she repeated that she wishes there were 48 

hours instead of 24. 

Views on medical school. There are many physicians 

who acknowledge that medical school does not really prepare 

you for practice with your patients, and Dr. Tehrani has 

some strong opinions about this issue: 

. . . it's hard to make that connection to what you 

learned in the classroom and what you learn when you 

are actually doing it ... it helps to some extent, 

but there is so much stuff that you learn, that you 
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forget and it doesn't help you in your day to day 

dealings . . . that's why I think precepterships 

are important. They used to have so many 

apprenticeship in the past . . . over 100 years ago. 

(I #2, p. 2) 

Dr. Tehrani adds that these apprenticeships had 

value then as they do now . . . "you can get your feet wet 

as you're doing it . . . and when the second year 

students do one preceptership rotation, they get hooked up 

to a doctor in the community and follow the doctor around. 

Some students choose to follow a surgeon and help in the 

surgery and others go to the doctor's office; Dr. Tehrani 

had one female student who followed her around for a whole 

semester, "She was interested in Obs. and she is still 

interested . . . but she's young and motivated and 

energetic" (I /2, p. 3). 

Her favorite professor in medical school was her 

Anatomy instructor, Dave. He has a teaching degree, as well 

as a science degree, and she chooses him because he " . . . 

really put his heart and soul into teaching and he made it 

fun for you to learn." There were very few female 

instructors that she could recall that equaled Dave, but 

she talks enthusiastically about one clinical instructor, 

in Obs who "showed exiiberance for what she was talking 

about . . . you can obviously tell she enjoyed what she 
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did" (I /2, p. 1). This same characteristics was mentioned 

by others about Dr. Byrd and it turns out, Dr. Tehrani was 

referring to Dr. Byrd! 

Description of schedule. Dr. Tehrani's practice is 

divided between Obstetrics and Gynecology, and when I asked 

her to describe her schedule, she quickly said, "hectic," 

and then offered an explanation; originally the private 

practice had four physicians, and they were on-call every 

fourth weekend and every fourth night, and that was "fine, 

great, very reasonable, very natxiral," but, the 

circumstances changed. One female partner left and another 

one fell off a horse and broke her ankle while on vacation, 

so Or. Tehrani has to do call for her, plus her own, and 

also had to add her clinic patients to her own schedule. 

She says she is doing more work, more call, and she appears 

to be able to cope with this extra workload, and says, 

"yeah, you have to take it one day at time . . . you can't 

do anything else, and you just hope that people understand 

when you're behind, or late, and I think they do, for the 

most part . . . "Dr. Tehrani appears to cope with these 

setbacks and teJces them in her stride. She tells me that 

when Judy gets back, "life will be better again. It will be 

more manageable . . . you just get through . . . you buckle 

down and you work harder because you have to and then you 

make it through somehow." For now, she shares the call with 
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the other female partner, Jamie, and things are working out 

ok. She is on call every other weekend now, though, and has 

call two nights during the week. Her nanny comes over to 

watch the kids when she is gone. 

When she is in the hospital and takes a break, she 

"likes to hang out with the nurses." When I asked her why, 

she answered "... because . . . it's fun, because I like 

most of the nurses." Dr. Tehrani has a warm, friendly 

relationship with the nurses, and they call her by her 

first name. She delivered there, and they regard her as a 

friend, as well as a doctor. 

When she is in the hospital and finished with her 

deliveries, she does what most doctors do, and that's go to 

the medical records room and do her charts. If she is 

waiting for a patient to deliver, she visits with the 

nurses, or sleep, but rarely watches TV. She comments, "Our 

lounge has one room, with a little single bed in it, and 

one small dinky TV—it's not a big, fancy doctor's lounge— 

not a pleasant place to hand out" (I /2, p, 5). 

Thoughts on differences between men and women 

doctors. Dr. Tehrani feels that women doctors listen to 

patients more and "they are more sensitive to the needs of 

the patients," and although she had a female doctor deliver 

her (the senior doctor in her practice), she went to a male 

doctor before and it never bothered her: 
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Dr. Tehran!: What maJces a difference is the person and not 

the gender. That's ny personal opinion. I've seen 

female doctors who I wouldn't go to in a million 

years. 

SP: I agree, and yet the stereotype is that women are 

more nurturing and sympathetic . . . 

Dr. Tehrani: That's a stereotype, but I don't think it is 

necessarily true. I think there are more women who 

are more nurturing and sympathetic, but I think 

there are plenty of men who are nurturing and 

sympathetic. I think there's lot of them that 

aren't, but there are some who are. 

SP: Do you think empathy can be taught? 

Dr. Tehrani: No, I think you are born with it . . . it's 

just in your nature, whether you are male or female. 

SP: You mean your environment . . . the way you are 

treated? 

Dr. Tehrani: Sure, I think your environment can minimize it 

or not, so I guess to some extent it's a learned 

thing (I /2, p. 6). 

She feels women physicians are changing medicine and 

suggests that it is due to a number of factors: 

They are listening more and taking more time . . . 

showing more care for their patients than the men 

used to, but the generation of men who are coming up 
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now are different than the past generation . . . 

they are more sensitive now . . . more involved with 

their families, and their wives and their children 

instead of just going to work and making money. (I 

§2, p. 8) 

One of her best experiences was delivering a 

pregnant woman, only thirty-two and a half weeks, who had 

hip surgery three days later. Dr. Tehrani remarked, "it was 

an interesting set of issues and dilemmas . . . she was an 

i n c r e d i b l y  n i c e  w o m a n  a n d  w e  w e r e  a b l e  t o  h e l p  h e r  . . . "  

(I #2, p. 9). The baby only weighed four pounds and two 

ounces, but baby and mother were doing well. 

Dr. Tehrani doesn't get much chance to read a lot of 

journals, but "reads in the bathroom for two minutes and 

that's it." She said if she was going to a subspecialty, 

she would choose Perinatology, but even without kids, she 

wouldn't do it, " . . . because it takes too much time 

. . . I'm to old . . . it's a long haul to get here, a very 

long haul . ..." (I #2, p. 11). 

Characteristics needed by women doctors. Dr. Tehrani 

suggests that women need specific characteristics if they 

decide to go into medicine: 

They should have perseverance, stamina, 

assertiveness, not aggressive, because that means 

fighting, confident, patient . . . quick on your 
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feet because you have to make decisions quickly and 

act on them and not be afraid to take a chance, be 

honest with yourself and know your limits, and if 

you are above your head, and you need to ask for 

help, not be too proud to ask . . . . (I /2, p. 12) 

She feels that men and women network and collaborate 

with each other equally, because "medicine attracts that 

... it draws that, sharing of information and sharing of 

ideas . . . maybe someone else experienced that similar 

thing with a patient, and they would say, "You know, I'm 

really stuck on this . . . have you thought of this . . . 

or I did this and they got better" (I #2, p. 13). She says 

this happens a lot, and it's not related to gender. 

Relationships with patients. In the following 

dialogue. Dr. Tehrani and I discussed the concept of 

personal experiences and how they influence her 

relationships with her patients. 

SP: I notice that when your patients say something to 

you about their pregnancy or problems with their 

children, you relate that to your own experiences 

with your pregnancy and your own two babies. Does 

this meJce the patient "feel better" knowing you went 

through the same thing? 

Dr. Tehrani: If I take my children to my pediatrician, and 

he says their kids had something similar happen, it 
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meUces me feel better . . . number one, my kids are 

not alone . . . it's not a unique thing that is 

happening to your kid, and they don't think I'm 

crazy because they've gone through the same things 

and they've worried about the same things . . . it's 

always more comforting when you know there's 

somebody else who has experienced the same things 

you've experienced . . . whether it's a medical 

thing or anything . . . for example, if you have a 

tough time learning how to play tennis when you 

first start out and someone says when I first 

started I had a tough time with my serve, try this 

and this might make you feel better 

. . .  I  t h i n k  w i t h  a n y t h i n g  i n  l i f e ,  i f  y o u  k n o w  

you are not alone, and that other people have 

struggled with the same thing, it makes you feel 

better. 

In my conversations with the patients of Dr. 

Tehrani, many of them expressed the feeling that they want 

a doctor who has gone through exactly what she has gone 

through, yet in the past, women went to male doctors and 

still do and many of them consider male doctors as 

empathetic as female doctors. Dr. Tehrani agrees that you 

don't have to experience everything in order to be 

empathetic, but she continues to express the opinion that •• 
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. . .  i f  y o u  h a v e  g o n e  t h r o u g h  c e r t a i n  t h i n g s  . . .  i f  y o u  

can draw on that experience to help comfort someone, then 

that's a good thing" (I /2, p. 4). 

Continuing this discussion, she cites the example of 

her own miscarriage, and because of this experience, she 

understands what patients are going through when they come 

in with their second pregnancy, and they had a miscarriage 

with the first, she feels the patients know she 

"understands they have fears and I don't blow them off 

... if it takes an extra five minutes of my time to do an 

ultrasound to show them, 'yes, they have a little baby in 

there.' I'll do that . . . " (I #3, p. 4). She agrees that 

she is sensitive to her patients, yet she draws the line 

when they have no complications and they want to quit work, 

because she worked until the last day of her pregnancy. 

Special Responsibilities of Her Field 

As a Clinical Obstetrician-Gynecologist, Dr. 

Tehrani's responsibility is caring for her prenatal 

patients and then delivering them and also operating on 

others that present with gynecological problems. Dr. 

Tehrani sees patients in her own private clinic and in a 

clinic downtown, directed by the Catholic Community 

Services. The majority of the patients in this clinic are 

from low socio-economic backgrounds, single moms in their 

teens and many of them Hispanic. Dr. Tehrani "picked up 
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some Spanish in med school," so she doesn't need the nurse 

to assist in translations, which really saves a lot of 

tine. There have been occasions when the specific technical 

terns need to be translated by a nurse who speaks Spanish 

fluently. 

When I asked Dr. Tehrani if she "does" anything 

different in this clinic than in her own private clinic, 

she explained in detail: 

I wait for patients here . . . sonetines a half hour 

if they are not on tine . . . sonetines they take 

three buses to get here ... I never cancel clinic 

. . . they don't have phones. Even if I'm deathly 

ill, I'll come to this clinic. We have a contract 

with this clinic ... we get less than our own 

private patients. If they have no insurance, we get 

a fee for service. (0 /I, p. 1) 

Taking Care of Patients. In my first observation of 

Dr. Tehrani with her patients, we arranged to meet at the 

clinic downtown at eight fifteen in the morning. While 

waiting for Dr. Tehrani, I introduced myself to the two 

nurses that assist her, and we talked a little about the 

research. The walls of the clinic are brightly painted. On 

one wall hung a large wooden cross, and across from the 

nurses' area a beautiful picture of a mother and child, 

painted by DeGrazia. Dr. Tehrani arrived at eight thirty, 
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wearing black flats, a navy and beige dress and carrying 

her large bag of papers. "Are you ready for today?" one 

nurse asks her, and Dr. Tehrani mumbles a quick "yes," 

glances at the sheet with the patients scheduled for today, 

and we proceed to the first patient's room. In the next few 

paragraphs, I will discuss a few of the observations at the 

clinics and the interactions of Dr. Tehrani with the 

patients and with the nurses. 

We go into the first patient's room and Dr. Tehrani 

introduces me to the patient, "This is Mrs. P., a nurse 

doing research from the University. She's here to see what 

a  c r a z y  l i f e  I  h a v e  .  .  .  M r s .  P .  h a s  a  f e w  k i d s  . . . "  

The patient greet us, then tells Dr. Tehrani that she has a 

few contractions. Dr. Tehrani asks her if the baby is 

moving good, and then explains in detail that the cervix is 

stretching and that's why she is having the pain, and adds, 

with a laugh, "A little taste of labor." She explains to 

the patient that Judy, the patient's regular doctor, fell 

off a horse and broke her ankle, so she will be seeing her 

for a while, "But you are all collectively our patients." 

When she begins the internal exam, I leave the room, and 

this is the procedure we follow with all the patients. 

Dr. Tehrani and I see the next patient; I watch as 

she checks the wheel, and then measures the patient's tummy 

with a tape measure. "Hm ... 31 weeks! According to your 
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date, you're 29 weeks . . . you're measuring 2 centimeters 

more..that's ok, you'll catch up." Then she listens to the 

baby's heart rate with the doppler machine. The patient 

lies very still and then tells her, "good, are you drinking 

a lot of fluids? . . . higher chance to go into early 

labor if you don't . . . when you feel your tummy 

tightening, get off your feet, get water ... if you get 

cramping, and you time it, call us . . . all is good . . . 

see you back in three weeks." 

The next patient had a lot of trouble keeping food 

down. She is getting IV care with a home health nurse, and 

she is happier now, because she is keeping food down. Dr. 

Tehrani tells her, "I was real concerned about you last 

week 

. . . you looked real washed out, but you look better now 

. . . you need four liters of fluid for the next four 

weeks. The patient asks if she could ask one question, and 

Dr. Tehrani laughs and says, "I can answer just one 

question." Evidently, she is concerned about cramping and 

Dr. Tehrani reassures her, "Could be muscle spasm, or a 

Charley horse in your calf ..." and laughingly tells 

her, "Let's listen to that baby that is giving us so much 

trouble . . . must be a boyI" Then she explains that her 

senior partner also had nausea and vomiting when she was 

pregnant, but she kept on eating. Then she tells her that 
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••when I was a little girl, eight years old, I remeinber when 

my dad used to drive me to school and I got carsick. •• Dr. 

Tehrani then listens to the heart rate, ••Hm. 160 . . . some 

people would say that's a girl, but they would be right 50% 

of the time.^* The woman gets ready to leave, and Dr. 

Tehrani calls out, ••Keep track of your weight, but don't 

get on the scale everyday . . . venture out . . . you look 

a lot better. •• The niirse pops in and says the patient wants 

a doctor's note and Dr. Tehrani writes it immediately. 

Although Thursday is the day she is off at the 

clinic, she calls her home at ten fifty, and tells her 

nanny that she'll stay and go back to the hospital. ••! have 

a doctor's appointment? Oh, I forgot ....•• Maria, the 

nurse, tells me there are 23 patients today. When Judy 

couldn't make the clinic the other week. Dr. Tehrani had 35 

patients, but she finally finished at one-thirty. She 

passes Maria in the hall and jokingly asks her, ••Maria, do 

you love me?'^ Maria answers with a laugh, ••! do.*^ The next 

patient walks in, and Dr. Tehrani immediately comments in 

reference to her new hairdo, ••Heh, look at the new do." 

The patients all have favorable comments about Dr. 

Tehrani. One tells me, "She delivered both of my babies 

with two C-sections . . . you can't get any better than 

her,^^ (0 #1, p. 2) and another patient in her private 

clinic, also has positive comments about Dr. Tehrani: 
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She's sweet . . . always taXes time to listen . . . 

meJces sure I have any questions, and she'll answer then 

. . . other female doctors do just what they have to do, 

and let you out, but Or. Tehrani answers my questions 

first, and sits with you ... I don't feel li)ce I am being 

rushed out ... I'm glad she is my doctor" (0 /2, p. 3). 

I noticed no difference in the care Dr. Tehrani gave 

her own private patients and the patients in the clinic 

downtown. The only difference was the environment. Dr. 

Tehrani's office was painted in pinks and mauves and the 

comfortable waiting room, with large planters on the floor 

and the warm inviting grey and mauve chairs were a stark 

contrast to the hard chairs in the other clinic. Dr. 

Tehrani starts this clinic at eight-thirty, and never takes 

lunch, but is "booked" every fifteen minutes until two-

forty-five. This morning, she has seven prenatals, eight 

Gyn, two Ob/sonos, one postpartum, one post-op and four new 

patients. 

While I was waiting for Dr. Tehrani in the waiting 

room, I spoke to the daughter of one of her patients. They 

were Cuban and the mother could not speak English: 

She is really nice . . . makes you feel comfortable 

. . . you open yourself more . . . share more . . . 

she has more understanding. Her male doctor before 
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had a female tendency ... I mean he was more 

sensitive ... he was American (0 p. 1) 

Dr. Tehrani's own office is next to the two 

examining rooms she uses to see her own patients. Although 

she has a few pictures of her children and her husband on 

her desk, next to the stacks of patients' charts, there are 

no pictures on the wall. She has been here over two years, 

and during our first interview, she laughed and said, "I 

have no time to put up pictures" (I #1, p. 1). At five 

minutes after nine. Dr. Tehrani came running in the office. 

She was at the hospital early in the morning, but looked 

perky and ready to start, although her nurse commented, 

"she is running behind." 

When we walked in to see her first patient, after 

repeating the same introduction, she noticed the husband 

reading a book on having a baby, and Dr .Tehrani, laughed 

and commented, "I didn't have that book until after I had 

my baby, and then . . . ." She takes her tape measure from 

her box of equipment she carries in with her to every 

patient, and proceeds to measure the abdomen. "Hm . . . 

measures 34 . . . Where's the head . . . are you taking 

childbirth classes? Did you taUce a tour of the L&D? You 

should go 

. . . did you pick out a pediatrician?" Then she listens to 

the heart-rate with the doppler, and continues talking and 
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answering the woman's questions. The patient is worried 

about her decreased appetite, and Dr. Tehrani reassxures 

her, "don't worry about that . . . eat small meals, I eat 

all the time" (0, #3, p. 2). 

Dr. Tehrani tells the next patient, "I was late, 

then I caught up, now I'm one hour behind. I was supposed 

to go to a lunch meeting, but won't make it." At one-

thirty, she goes into her partner's office to consult about 

a patient and sees gingerbread cookies on her desk. Dr. 

Tehrani asks if she baked them, and Judy says she didn't. 

Dr. Tehrani eats two anyway, and runs to the next patient. 

Today, Dr. Tehrani saw her last patient at three fifteen. 

I notice that Dr. Tehrani continually refers to her 

own pregnancy complications when the patients complain, 

i.e., "Don't panic about losing your hair during pregnancy. 

I lost my hair on the temples and see? Now it is finally 

growing back" or her own kids, "With my two year old, I 

couldn't remember when he was a baby, now when he stands 

up, I see his ribs ..." (0 /3, p. 1). 

Mv unexpected experience at the hospital. Dr. 

Tehrani and I planned to meet on Saturday morning on the 

L&D floor at seven thirty; she had to round on five 

patients—two had surgery two days go, and had to be 

checked before discharge. Two were previous deliveries, 

ready to go home and one was not in labor, but had some 
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problems. This hospital is affiliated with the Catholic 

Diocese and is smaller than the teaching hospital in which 

I did my previous study. The same sense of excitement in 

this hospital is not as pronounced as the other major 

teaching hospital with med students and professors 

consulting in the cafeteria and library. However, I had an 

exciting experience that morning, personally, approximately 

two hours after I arrived. 

I got to the nurses' station and greeted by a 

friendly nurse, and I listened to the familiar "change-of-

shift" conversation, i.e., discussion of patient's 

problems, and then some lighter conversation. "So, how was 

your son's graduation last night?" As I started to pour 

myself some coffee, I heard my name being called, and to my 

surprise, there was Dr. Tehrani, running down the hall, 

wearing her tennis shoes, with her eight month baby in the 

stroller. She commented, "Sorry, I'm late ... I left my 

husband with Michael, and this way daddy can get a break, 

but I just got a call and unfortunately, I'm going to be a 

while, because one patient is in labor and it's silly to go 

home and have to rush back." She said she would leave him 

with the nurses. "They love to see him, " and as she pushed 

him toward the unit, they were all too eager to take him 

out of the stroller and play with him. 
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Evidently, the male doctors bring their little kids 

to rounds on Saturday, and Dr. Tehrani's partner brings her 

twins also. Dr. Tehrani first checks in on her patient in 

labor, and says that she's 7 cm. She calls her husband and 

tells him she won't be home as planned, and we start o the 

rounds. We had just finished rounds, and Dr. Tehrani began 

her discharge notes, then decided to check her patient in 

labor again. The next thing I hear is Dr. Tehrani yelling. 

"She's pushing." And all of a sudden, the nurses run into 

her patient's room (a combined labor and delivery room), 

and one runs out and comes back with the nursery nurse, 

pushing a tiny isolette. From the little opening in the 

door I see the opened delivery set-up table, and I see Dr. 

Tehrani scrubbed, gowned, gloved and ready to deliver. I 

hear her explaining everything as she is delivering. 

"First, the shoulder . . . then the rest of the baby . . . 

you have a little girl," she tells the family happily. 

"Well, that was fun," she says and hands the baby over to 

the Nursery nurse. "Ten-forty-eight, time of delivery," the 

nursery nurse says aloud and records the time in her chart. 

I hear the grandfather excitedly exclaim, "Looks 

like she is covered with white paper," The baby is out, but 

Dr. Tehrani has to finish the rest of the delivery. She 

explains about the placenta and shows it to the patient. 

"Baby's ok . . . see you tomorrow morning," and she walks 
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out of the labor and delivery room to check on the baby she 

delivered and then her own baby, who had fallen asleep on a 

blanket in the nurse's lounge. I hear her telling the 

nurses that she better call her husband again, because now 

she won't be back for at least two hours. 

FingJ, pefl^gtiPng 

Despite her hectic schedules and "complicated" life, 

Dr. Tehrani advises students who want to go into her 

specialty to " . . . take time for yourself . . . make sure 

you have a partner, whether you are a male or female, that 

can be tolerant of crazy schedules." She repeatedly 

characterizes her specialty of Obstetrics as "crazy" and 

calls it a "big lifestyle type specialty." She emphasizes 

that the person should be sure that he or she likes it, 

because they spend so much time doing it, that " . . . it's 

not worth the time if you don't enjoy it," although she 

agrees that this is true for other fields as well. 

She has some very strong opinions about choosing a 

practice, and suggests that "... when you get to the 

point where you are going to pick a practice, be sure to 

pick a group of people that you enjoy working with, because 

you're going to be with these people more hours in the day 

than you're with your family." 

When I asked her about the approaches she could 

suggest that would give her a less complicated and at the 
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same time comfortable life, I was very surprised when she 

answered that she would "drop Obs ... or do less obs, or 

begin in a larger group, with nine or twelve obstetricians, 

but when they are on call, they get killed.** She realizes 

that working fewer hours would give her less money, and 

even if she wanted to work part-time in her group, she 

would still have to be on call every fourth or fifth night. 

Her schedule does not give her anytime for 

socializing, and when she and her husband go out, they 

usually take the kids with them, and she admits, sometimes 

her husband and kids are '*second,'* but she is lucky because 

he takes care of the kids and •*loves to do it** (I #3, p. 

5) . 

Dr. Tehrani thinks there are some differences in the 

ways females treat patients, i.e., •'women take a little bit 

more time . . . more willing to show their emotional side 

. . . and men don't explain things as much, when they do 

procedures. 

Although her biggest challenges are the coping with 

the family and her work, she added that coping with 

malpractice is a really big challenge, ** . . . everybody 

will get sued at least once if not more often, but I can't 

think about that . . . so I just do the best that I can and 

if I'm true to myself then I'm true to other people . . . 

and the rest is going to take care of itself . . . ." The 
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HMOs, with the "... limitations they place on you 

sometimes" is also another problem because "it slows you 

down" and she feels this system does not help the patient. 

She thinks that the system in Harvard Medical 

School, where the students learn in smaller groups and 

relate the anatomy with "case related stuff," is a better 

way to learn and remember than the traditional didactic 

method used today, because it was not "a bunch of isolated 

facts." Although they have tried this approach in her 

medical school, it was not successful. 

She posits that the schools cannot continue teaching 

the way they did in the past, because "there is so much 

information that you have to know how to access the 

information . . . people can't learn and memorize every bit 

of fact, but they have to be able to know where to go look 

for it ..." (I #3, p. 10). 

When we discussed where she would see herself in 

five or ten years, she quickly answered, "Retired ... I 

joke if I pass my oral boards, that's it . . .I'm not 

going to get recertified ... I quit then, so I don't 

know." The oral boards are given after the first two years 

in practice and the writtens after you finish residency The 

doctor "collects cases" the entire second year of practice 

and then takes the orals in the middle of the third year. 

She added that maybe in five years she might "cut back 
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. . .  I  w o u l d  t o m o r r o w  . . .  I  w o u l d  b e  h o n e ,  d o i n g  s t u f f  

with my kids . . . volunteer some time . . . Make-a-Wish 

Foundation, or stuff for school . . . play tennis . . . ** 

(I /3, p. 15). 

I recalled the beautiful baby grand in the corner of 

her living room, and I asked her if she still plays, and 

she said she doesn't take the time. ** . . . You have 

choices . . . you have only so much hours." When I asked 

her at the end of this interview if there were any other 

questions that were important to her, she answered in her 

typical humorous fashion, "Does my husband love me?" (I #3, 

p. 16). 

In conclusion. Dr. Tehrani has an extremely 

complicated life, because of her on-call schedules and her 

family life with two little boys. She realizes that she 

couldn't do any of this without the support of her husband, 

and also acknowledges the necessity of a good caring 

dependable nanny. When we talked informally about her 

pregnancy in her last months of residency, she recognized 

that she was "lucky," because she was the head resident and 

could choose her schedule. She had four months off after 

the baby was born, three of it was maternity leave and she 

saved her vacation time of four weeks. 

She loves her practice, because the people are 

wonderful to work with, but she is easy to work with as 
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well. "I have a great staff,** she tells the nurses, with a 

big smile, '*Even when they call me at three in the morning. 

I'm just as pleasant as I am usually." 

Clearly, Dr. Tehrani is a pragmatic individual, who 

understands what has to be done, does not philosophize 

about the situation because she does not have time, and 

even if "the office is packed," she keeps going and does 

not complain. She "takes one day at a time" and even when 

she had to cover for her partner, she was able to cope. She 

will be taking her oral boards in a few month, and she 

readily admits that obs. is a strain and if she had the 

chance, she would like to "cut back," and may retire in ten 

years. She would like to spend time with her kids at home 

and do volunteer work. 

Her references to her own children and pregnancy 

appear to strengthen the connection with her patients; in 

one conversation, a patient supported this observation, 

"She knows what I am going through . . . the doctors in 

this practice have empathy . . . they have kids" (0 #3, p. 

3) . 

During an informal conversation in the hospital, she 

commented, "All men are threatened by us . . . they think 

we are taking the practice away from them" (0, /I, p. 3). 

This trend may affect the specialty of Ob/Gyn, but at this 

time, it is too early to predict the outcome. In a recent 
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debate with six Obstetrician-Gynecologists, all heads of 

their own departments, Connell, the only female professor 

in the group, pointed out, "Men are going to be less of a 

presence in the specialty for a while, and this will 

eventually plateau out. But certainly, right now, Ob/Gyns 

who want to build their practices are looking for 

qualified, empathetic women, because not every female is 

empathetic either" (Barber, et al., 1996, p. 21). 

Dr. Tehrani recently passed her oral boards and she 

is still practicing obstetrics. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CROSS-CASE COMPARISONS OF THE TWO PARTICIPANTS 

Reinharz (1992), a feminist, suggests there are a 

nximber of reasons why she and non-feminist writers decide 

to use case studies: 

. . .  t o  i l l u s t r a t e  a n  i d e a ,  t o  e x p l a i n  t h e  p r o c e s s  

of development over time, to show the limits of 

generalizations, to explore uncharted issues by 

starting with a limited case, and to pose 

provocative questions ... a carefully chosen case 

can illustrate that a generalization is invalid. For 

this reason studies of the exceptional case have 

great heuristic value. Although they cannot 

establish a generalization, they can invalidate one 

and suggest new research directions, (p. 167) 

Miles and Huberman (1994), in their introduction to 

cross-case displays and analysis, point out that "each case 

must be understood in its own terms, yet we hunger for the 

understanding that comparative analysis can bring" (p. 

172). Although it has been established that 

generalizability cannot be established in qualitative 

research (Guba & Lincoln, 1981; Denzin, 1983), cross-case 

analysis can "enhance generalizability" and "deepen 
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understanding and explanation** (Miles & Hubeman, 1994, p. 

173) . 

After listening to my two physicians describe their 

backgrounds, their major challenges in their lives, their 

thoughts on how they think women are changing medicine, 

their feelings about their patients and the perceptions of 

'*the system,'* I recognized some patterns and similarities 

in their goals and their expectations as to how they 

perceived their professional roles. I also noticed a niuaber 

of differences in their perceptions and began to see themes 

that emerged from these differences. In the following 

sections, have used these themes observed in my interviews, 

my conversations and by observations of the physicians with 

their colleagues, their patients and made a "cross-case 

analysis" (Merriam, 1988, p. 153). As Miles and Huberman 

(1984) suggest "by comparing sites or cases, one can 

establish the range of generality of a finding or 

explanation, and at the same time, pin down the conditions 

under which the finding will occxir" (p. 151) . 

With these understandings in mind, I will discuss 

the categories that I have observed and describe the 

similarities and differences in the perceptions of both Dr. 

Byrd and Dr. Tehrani, not to generalize, but to glean some 

insights and, as Reinharz 1994 suggests, "to pose some 

provocative questions" and "to suggest new research 
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directions" (p. 167). To review, this analysis revolves 

around my original research question: What are female 

physicians^ perceptions of their professional roles and 

what^s gender got to do with it? 

These categories will be divided into five parts. 

Part I discusses influences affecting decisions, i.e., 

early schooling, personal background and chosing a career. 

Part II discusses their experiences in the workplace and is 

divided into two sections: Section one concentrates on 

schedules and relationships, and perceived differences in 

male and female doctors. Section two concentrates on 

perceptions of gender discrimination and challenges facing 

women doctors. Part III discusses medical school and 

residency issues which involves the problems of pregnancy 

and sickness during medical school and residency, suggested 

changes for medical school curriculum and diversity issues. 

Part IV concentrates on the participants' views of the 

characteristics needed by women doctors; Part V addresses 

women's influence on the practice of medicine today, and 

finally. Part VI discusses the participants' reflections of 

their professional life. 

Part I. Influences Affecting Decisions: 

Early Schooling. Personal Background and Choosing a Career 

Both Dr. Byrd and Dr. Tehrani came from large 

families. Dr. Tehrani is the oldest of five children and 
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Dr. Byrd is the fifth child in a family of six; both 

physicians were fortunate that their families were 

supportive when they told them of their decision to go into 

medicine; however. Dr. Byrd does "... distinctly 

remember the time when my father (a physician) said 'don't 

go into medicine,'" because there was a concern that she 

would not "... be happy" and "... that it wasn't a 

good choice for me 

. . . personally" (I il, p. 3). Dr. Tehrani also recalls 

that her friends and her family gave her a great deal of 

support "... financial, emotional, psychological . . . 

all kinds of support . . . " (I /3, p. 3). Neither of them 

experienced any gender discrimination during the medical 

school process, although Dr. Byrd does recall a negative 

incident perpetuated by a female friend, who was very upset 

that Dr. Byrd was going to get into medical school and take 

the place of a man who could be there; she found out later 

that her friend's husband couldn't get into medical school, 

and Dr. Byrd felt that the underlying anger of her friend 

was based on the assumption that "... the men needed to 

go to medical school because they had to do the work and I 

didn't. I had a choice" (I #1, p. 3). 

Although Dr. Tehrani said she was always interested 

in medicine and recalls the influence of a family friend, a 

neurosurgeon, who showed the family movies of tumors he 
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removed, she decided to go into business during her college 

years because she wanted to "have something to fall back 

on** (I /I, p. 2). She comments that her first love was to 

be a Pediatric Oncologist, but changed her mind because she 

felt she "would btirn out very quickly" (I /I, p. 3) . Dr. 

Byrd's major in college was philosophy, and she changed her 

mind about a career in that field, when she saw the 

homeless on the streets of New York, and she realized that 

she wanted to get into medicine and help people back into a 

level of "basic health" and "become the kind of people who 

she would like to be around and who would be good company" 

(I #1, p. 22). 

Both Dr. Byrd and Dr. Tehrani recalled they loved 

school because of all the positive experiences they 

received in their early schooling and through high school. 

A portion of Dr. Byrd's schooling was in a small private 

school in which she received "... intense, personal 

attention ... I was on my own . . . that was probably the 

first time that I was challenged educationally" (I #1, p. 

22); she also spent two years in a co-ed Catholic school 

and, again, she describes her teachers, the nuns and 

priests, as " . . . most phenomenal ... a lot of support 

for being intelligent and a lot of encouragement" (I #1, p. 

25). Although she is knowledgeable of the recent research 

of teacher's devoting more attention to boys, she does not 
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recall any incidences of gender discrimination in her early 

schooling. Dr. Tehrani's schooling, from kindergarten 

through high school, was spent in an all English speaking 

co-ed school in Iran, a school that encouraged students 

towards high academic achievements. Dr. Tehrani's friends 

were also motivated to do well in school and although she " 

. . . always enjoyed school" (I #1, p. 14), she was never 

fond of the way she was tested in schools. She felt that 

multiple choice questions are not necessarily a measure of 

what you really know, "... [they] are not very fair 

because you had to know exactly what they were asking you, 

and that was it." She feels that "open-ended testing" is 

much better. Although Dr. Byrd did not elaborate on the 

pedagogical aspects of her early schooling, she recalls 

that exploring topics, writing papers once a week, and 

participating in seminars and tutorials were her favorite 

way to learn. She experienced these approaches in the small 

liberal arts college she attended before medical school. 

Dr. Byrd repeats numerous times that she has a 

supportive, caring significant other "a very nurturing and 

supportive, providing kind of guy" (I fl, p. 31). Dr. 

Tehrani is equally fortunate that she also has a nurturing, 

caring husband who she says enjoys teOcing care of the boys 

and "... is just incredibly supportive and does way more 
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than most spouses do" (I /I, p. 8). Dr. Tehran! also 

describes the influence of her mother: 

my mother is a very selfless person . . . everyone 

always ceune first and for me it's the same way. If I 

could be one-eighth the person she is, I think I 

would be happy with myself, because she is a pretty 

incredible woman . . . . (I /I, p. 24) 

The motivating factor in Dr. Byrd's decision to go 

into Obstetrics and gynecology was the positive experience 

in a delivery when she was a medical student. She 

participated on an equal level in this "magical moment" 

with the midwives and nurses and helped the woman deliver a 

healthy baby. She recalls that, "... I just loved it 

... I just loved dealing with patients . . . there was a 

real connection there . . . ." When she recalled this 

experience, over twenty years, her hazel eyes sparkled, and 

she laughed when she concluded, "There is nothing else I've 

done that even comes close to this, in terms of, you know, 

job satisfaction" (I #1, p. 9). Early in her clinical 

rotations, she realized that "... that's what I want to 

do. I tried it on, and I thought it would fit well, and I 

think it did." 

However, Dr. Tehrani's decision to choose her 

specialty was based upon her love of the variety in the 

work, operating and also delivering patients, and although 
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she doesn't use the term "connection,** she does appreciate 

the special interactions with her patients. **! enjoy the 

one on one with the patients . . . it's a really special 

time when someone's having a baby, especially the 

obstetrical end of it and to be able to have that one on 

one with somebody at such an intense time in their life is 

very special . . . " (I #1, p. 5). In my prior pilot study, 

I recall asking her why she chose obstetrics as a 

specialty, and she simply answered, "It's funl" She also 

discussed her love of the technical side of her field and 

the ability to make quick decisions. 

Importance of Mentors. Both doctors have similar 

responses when they described characteristics of the 

mentors in their lives as students and as residents. Dr. 

Tehrani recalls "a lot of doctors who helped encourage me 

and support me . . . helped me to hang in there, because 

it's a rough road," (I #1, p. 3), but, unfortunately, there 

were no specific mentoring programs in her medical school 

for either male or female students. Dr. Tehrani 

specifically remembers two male physicians whom she 

considered as her mentors; she recalls that they really 

cared about their patients, "They would hug their patients 

. . . they were just loving, compassionate people, but they 

were also smart and they knew their limitations" (I #1, p. 

12) . 
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Encoiiraged to go into academics by her mentor and 

teacher, Dr. Byrd found that she enjoyed, "... its glory 

and discovering new things and that is highly rewarding to 

me as well." She acknowledges that she enjoys her 

subspecialty of maternal fetal medicine because it has 

variety for her because she doesn't get bored, "... and 

that works perfectly well with my attention span" (I #1, p. 

12). Although she has one female mentor in the university, 

her only mentors in medical school have been male 

physicians; one mentor, her teacher in residency and later 

her supportive significant other, and the other. Dr. Agram. 

He was a strong support for her, and after his death with 

his protection no longer there, she found herself alone and 

expressed her feelings of disbelief when she no longer was 

asked to be on committees, "... it was sort of 

surprising to me when I started running into resistance in 

this system as I moved up, and ultimately, I was so shocked 

by the fact that there was so much resistance that I 

actually did not believe that it was there" (I #1, p. 28). 

It is worth noting that a strong mentor in an academic 

setting is of utmost importance, and the loss of one, 

especially one who gave Dr. Byrd strong support in her 

career, can be devastating. 

She described Dr. Agram as a person who had "... 

a genuine pleasure in seeing another develop," and she 
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compared his "deep support** to parents who want to see the 

best in their children. He passed away a few years ago, and 

she misses him deeply as a friend and a mentor; she and 

others on staff regarded him as a '*guardian angel ... a 

general sense of benevolence . . . wise and intelligent and 

very generous** (I #1, p. 26-27). 

Both physicians regard these characteristics as 

important in a mentor. Neither physician recalls any 

support from female mentors in medical school or in their 

residency training; however, Dr. Byrd reports that she has 

a female mentor in higher education in the university but 

does not regard any of the female physicians in her 

department as mentors. 

Part II; Experiences in the Workplace 

Section I 

Schedules. "I just wish there were 48 hours instead 

of 24 . . .my crazy life . . . hectic . . . crazy 

schedules . . . big lifetime specialty.** These statements, 

remarked a number of times in my conversations with Dr. 

Tehrani and during my observations with her patients, 

exemplify the way Dr. Tehrani sees her practice and her 

family commitments; clearly, she enjoys her staff and 

working with her partners in the office, but her smile 

leaves her face for a few moments, when she comments, "I 

don't dread coming to work in the morning except that I 
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hate to leave my boys waving bye-bye to me at the door** (I 

/I, p, 26). Dr. Tehrani schedules her last patient at 

three, and usually doesn't take lunch. One look at her 

desk, and you can see she can't leave before five or six, 

because of the large £u&ount of paper work, insurance forms, 

dictations, and chart reviews; sometimes she doesn't get 

home until ten or eleven, and if she is on call, there are 

many times she goes home and has to run back for a 

delivery. Patients are scheduled every fifteen minutes, but 

some take longer, and she could see over twenty-five in a 

day. Her call schedule is back to normal now, since her 

partner came back, but babies deliver at all hours, and she 

has to be able to be flexible. She has an extremely 

supportive husband and a wonderful nanny, but with her 

operating schedules, office schedules, on call schedules 

every fourth night and every fourth weekend, her biggest 

challenges are coping with her responsibilities in her 

profession and with the responsibilities of her family. 

Dr. Tehrani adds that coping with malpractice is 

another really big challenge but does not let it bother 

her, and in her characteristic pragmatic style, casually 

remarks, "everybody will get sued at least once if not more 

often, but I can't think about that ... so I just do the 

best that I can and if I'm true to myself then I'm true to 
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Other people . . . and the rest is going to take care of 

itself 

. . . She also points to HMOs and "the limitations they 

place on you sometimes [which] slows you down** and does not 

help the patient (I #1, p. 15). In contrast, Dr. Byrd does 

not discuss these two areas in our interviews or during the 

observations and considers her biggest challenge coping 

with a system that doesn't value the perspectives of women. 

Relationships with the nurses. Dr. Byrd and Dr. 

Tehrani have contrasting views on their relationships with 

the nurses. According to Dr. Tehrani, she "likes to hang 

out with the nurses" because "it's fun ... I like most of 

the nurses" (I, #2, p. 5). I see this reciprocal feeling 

with the nurses when they play with her son and when they 

interact with her in the hospital. In contrast, Dr. Byrd 

connects the hostility of the male colleagues in her 

department with the hostility and resentment of some of the 

nurses, who do not like to see another woman succeed: "If 

you have a woman who kind of lifts out of the flat power 

base, there's a move by the other women to get her back 

down, 'Get back down here. You have no business up there. 

Get back down here' and they can do it! They can be vicious 

about it, and it is something I've seen working with nurses 

. . . " (I /I, p. 32). However, she remembers the nurses 

who worked with in her first delivery in medical school. 
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who were all supportive and communicated to her that she 

was "very important to this operation" (I #1. p. 32). 

Relationships with their patients. Both physicians 

have strong feelings about their interactions and 

relationships with their patients, and in our preliminary 

interview. Dr. Byrd said she believes "... women can do 

this work as well as men and there are no differences 

between men and women, and also that "women bring something 

special to it, [but] ... I haven't spent much time going 

into what that might be" (I #1, p. l). As we progressed 

with our interview, she commented that she knows the 

patients appreciate the care she gives them: 

. . . even though there is this weird medical 

structure out there, and you may feel uncomfortable 

with it, because you don't know where you fit in, 

the patients tell you that you do fit in, because 

they like to see you, they appreciate being listened 

to, they think they have something to offer, that 

their complaints are legitimate, and their concerns 

are legitimate, that we are a worthy member of the 

world . . . (Cont. of I #1, p. 11). 

Unfortunately, she feels the system doesn't reward 

interactions with patients, or talking or listening, but 

rather rewards procedures, and she points out that 

interacting with the patients are the "most enjoyable parts 
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of my day," She adds that the patients themselves "have 

started the healing process . . . there are so many times 

when the patient tells me 'you listen to me, you are the 

only doctor that listens to me.'" 

Dr. Byrd comments over and over that she enjoys 

working with her female patients, and says, "it is 

reciprocated or reflected bacK to me that they enjoy having 

me as their physician and that sets up a really good 

interaction" (Cont. of I #1, p. 23); however, she does 

suggest that it is easier for women doctors to say no to 

patients sometimes, "when they are dealing with their 

families and saying my children take priority here. I'm 

going to be available for them. Relationships are very 

critical to women" (I #2. p. 24). 

Dr. Byrd believes that there is a strong 

relationship between listening and doing procedures and 

repeats over and over, "... all I have to do is listen . 

. . that's why they're there . . . rather than reducing a 

woman to the fact that she's gotta have a pap smear" (0 #2. 

p. 2). She regards the patient as a whole, not just the 

problem or procedure she wants the doctor to treat, and 

this is crucial to their healing, and repeats that women 

doctors are "... less interested in getting to some sort 

of procedure, thinking that the only interaction that is 

valuable between a doctor and a patient is a procedure 
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. . . " (I #2, p. 16). She acknowledges she has a certain 

kind of respect and commitment to the patients, . a 

connection with the patients ... a sort of personality 

interaction** (I #2, p. 33), and adds although they are 

working in a hostile system, which doesn't respect or value 

this connection, the female doctors "know better** (I #3, p. 

13). 

Perceived differences in female and male doctors. In 

my conversations with Dr. Byrd on listening and caring, I 

mentioned a conversation I had with another patient who 

said that women doctors are not more nurturing or caring 

than male doctors with their patients, and Dr. Byrd quickly 

responded, **0h, I think that that is definitely wrong," and 

then elaborated on the differences she sees, "When a woman 

patient goes through the door, she is assuming that the 

woman doctor is going to listen.** When I brought up the 

fact that a number of male doctors think they care as much 

as women, Dr. Byrd was quick to respond, **They care, they 

may not feel . . . They may care, I believe that many of 

them can't listen anyway . . . they still can't hear, even 

if they care.** 

She commented that some of these ideas are "very 

quantitative** and in her own experience, there are men who 

are empathetic, but "the interaction woman to woman in our 

society has a very different flavor than the interaction 
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woman to man, and it's hard to get away from that" (I #2, 

p. 16}. She believes that society perceives women as being 

too soft and that's not what you need in medicine. She puts 

the blame on the system for emphasizing the importance of 

procedures, rather than listening to a patient. 

Dr. Byrd believes women are definitely more 

intuitive than men and more nurturing but reiterated that 

to succeed in medicine, they had to suppress those 

feelings, because "it's not scientific . . . you can't do 

observations on it ... " (I #2, p. 28}. Although she does 

concede it is possible for a man to listen and a woman not 

to listen, she remarks that in medical school, a lot of the 

empathy is removed from you. 

. . . caring is what nurses did . . . you were the 

decider . . . you had to distance yourself and the 

ones who succeeded in it, distanced themselves . . . 

(I *2, p. 2} 

Dr. Byrd concludes her feelings on this aspect of 

empathy in medical school by remarking that some female 

doctors she knew becaime just like the male doctors "... 

in terms of their professionalism, their coolness, their 

objectivity" (I /2, p. 2). 

Dr. Tehrani agrees with Dr. Byrd that women doctors 

listen to patients more and remarks "they are more 

sensitive to the needs of their patients;" however, she 
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does contend that the "difference is the person and not the 

gender . . . I've seen female doctors who I wouldn't go to 

in a million years." In contrast to Dr. Byrd, she thinks 

that the characteristics of nurturing and sympathy 

attributed to women are stereotypes and she doesn't " . . . 

think it is necessarily true . . . there are plenty of men 

who are nurturing and sympathetic . . . there's a lot of 

them that aren't but there are some that are." She also 

feels that women "take a little bit more time . . . more 

willing to show their emotional side . . . and men don't 

explain things as much, when they do procedures" (I, #3, p. 

6 )  .  

Dr. Tehrani feels people are born with empathy, 

r e g a r d l e s s  o f  g e n d e r ,  b u t  d o e s  a g r e e  t h e  " . . .  

environment can minimize it or maximize it, so to some 

extent, it is a learned thing" (I #2, p. 6). Dr. Byrd also 

agrees that environment plays a role in differences between 

males and females and believes that "... we have some 

tendencies that get either encouraged or suppressed by 

social upbringing" (I #2, p. 23). 

Although Dr. Tehrani feels you don't have to 

experience everything to be empathetic to your patients, 

she continues to express the opinion that she is more 

sensitive to patients who have had pregnancies and to those 

who experienced miscarriages because she experienced these 
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herself. She often refers to her own past situations when 

she takes care of them, "..if you have gone through certain 

things ... if you can draw on that experience to help 

comfort someone, then that's a good thing" (I #2, p. 4). 

She remembers the fears she had when she was 

pregnant again after her previous miscarriage and she feels 

the patients know she "understands they have fears and I 

don't blow them off . . . if it takes an extra five minutes 

of my time to do an ultrasound to show them, yes, they have 

a little baby in there, I'll do that" (I /3, p. 4). 

Section II 

Perceptions of gender discrimination. Dr. Byrd 

bitterly relates the story of a female physician who was 

fired because she was angry and she made the nurses cry, 

and she characterizes this as a form of gender 

discrimination perpetuated by some nurses as well as the 

male physician who fired her. Although Dr. Tehrani did not 

". . . experience much in the way of discrimination," with 

the doctors or nurses, she does recall one gender 

discriminatory remark made to her by an older male 

gynecologist; she was assisting him in a case, and he 

commented, "Oh, you're finally operating like a man." She 

did not ask him what he meant by that remark. She did 

remark, however, that some male attendings allowed the male 

residents to "operate more . . . continue to operate longer 
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into the case, then if it was a woman . . . ** (I #1, p. 

11) . 

Challenges Facing Women Doctors. Although Dr. Byrd 

expresses the feeling that her work is "very stimulating" 

(I p. 12), as a female physician practicing both 

clinical and academic medicine, her greatest challenge is 

the hostility of a system that does not recognize diversity 

or values of the female doctors who work in the system; she 

diagnoses this system as "unhealthy" and "inflexible" to 

both male and female. 

She characterizes her department as uncaring and the 

departments of Surgery and Medicine as " . . . 

hierarchical, self-interest motivated, black and white 

. . . no grey areas, justice-oriented" (I #1, p. 29). She 

predicts that the system will not survive unless it learns 

how to "support itself economically, doing the same work 

the private practitioners have done or the HMOs have done 

and on top of that, teach and do research." She repeatedly 

voices her concern that it will not survive unless the 

system opens up and embraces "the potentials that are in 

the system, instead of shutting them down and listens to 

everyone who has ideas" (I tl, p. 4}. Although she is 

unhappy with "the system," with people who have "grown up 

in a system where the messages are mixed" (I #1, p. 38), 

she did acknowledge that her spirits were lifted after one 
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meeting, because she does work with a group of people she 

considers "... so talented, and so good-willed, it's 

wonderful to be working with them" (I #1, p. 18). 

Because of her additional subspecialty of maternal 

fetal medicine. Dr. Byrd's schedule is more complicated 

than Dr. Tehrani's. She delivers "normal" patients and 

"high risk" patients, operates, has "in-house call" four 

times a month, "perinatel call," in which she is on call 24 

hours a day for a week in her subspecialty, and additional 

call covering, "with a lot of other calls thrown in there, 

that's a little informal" (I /i, p. 6). In addition, she 

writes, does research and lectures and belongs to a number 

of committees in the hospital and abroad, and sometimes 

could be gone on an average for five or more days at a 

time. 

Dr. Tehrani's "free time" is spent with her little 

boys, ages eight months and two years and with her 

supportive husband; however, without the help of a 

dependable nanny who is "on call" for her, she wouldn't be 

able to cope. Although her complex schedule does not leave 

any breathing space, or as one pediatrician exclaimed, "any 

wiggle room," Dr. Tehrani takes it in her stride and 

comments that her philosophy is to " . . . just do whatever 

you can whenever you can" (I #3, p. 24). Coping with her 

call nights, gynecological operations and everyday hectic 
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Office schedule, she does lead, as she describes a "crazy 

life," her biggest challenge is the juggling of these two 

big comaitnents. 

Dr. Byrd realizes that she could never have children 

and cope with the schedule she has, even with a significant 

other who does most of the chores and "is very wonderful." 

She agrees that it's not impossible to have a family, but 

it is more difficult: 

At some point you maike your own decision about what 

is important to you and that is where the children, 

and the marriage really pull people away from it 

because there is no . . . there is very little place 

for that in successful academics (I /I, p. 41). 

In contrast to Dr. Tehrani, Dr. Byrd has very strong 

feelings about a nanny taking care of her children: 

. . . why would I have children at all ... I'm 

just making them and someone else is doing the 

teaching . . .all the good stuff and bad stuff 

. . . the bad would be the chores and the good stuff 

would be the influence and the joy . . . why should 

I have a child if that's not what I want to be doing 

with them. If I don't have that commitment to their 

well being . . . well, I don't want them for a nanny 

to raise (I #1, p. 42). 
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Dr. Byrd does realize, however, that a support system or 

extended fzunily could be a big help to a women in her 

profession. 

Both physicians agree there is no "balance in their 

lives" and according to Dr. Byrd, even though she has no 

children, she does not balance her career and family, 

because she lets her work take over a big part of her life, 

and admits it is because she "loves her work a lot, so I've 

let it be a big part of my life and so your personal life, 

although it's gradually becoming more important to me . . . 

has been to fit in around that." She understands that she 

has made this choice and continues to work in her 

specialty; however, she "wouldn't recommend it to everyone" 

(I #1, p. 2). 

Dr. Tehrani agrees that there is no balance in her 

life and voiced some strong opinions on this topic: 

balance means equal and there is no equal . . . some 

days it's less and there Is no equal ... I don't 

think in any way I can say that the time I spend 

with my family is equal to the time that I spend at 

work, because it is not. I probably spend more hours 

at work than I do with my family . . . but you 

squeeze in as much as you can whenever you can, and 

you try to maJce the experiences intense. (I #1, p. 

8) 
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Dr. Tehran! adds that she has learned to separate 

work from family, and when she goes off for a weekend with 

the family, she doesn't bother with cleaning the house, but 

spends real quality time with them and realizes that it is 

her husband who can help her achieve balance: 

I truly have a wonderful husband ... I guess it is 

not balance, but I have a spouse who is just 

incredibly supportive and does way more than most 

spouses do (I #1, p. 8). 

Part III Medical School and Residency Issues 

Pregnancy and Sickness during Medical School 

Dr. Byrd ties the "incompatibility" of the system to 

the reasons why few women are in her subspecialty of 

M a t e r n a l  F e t a l  M e d i c i n e  a n d  s t r o n g l y  p o i n t s  o u t ,  " . . .  

well, if one of the roles women see themselves in society 

is in reproduction, it ain't compatible . . . No. I mean, 

no. no. The way that it has been set up, it is set up, it 

was designed to be compatible for men." She adds that in 

the past, men weren't expected to teOce part in family life, 

and concludes, "... to expect this from anyone, man or 

woman, is not healthy, and here we are in reproductive 

health" (I /I, p. 20). She feels it would be better to have 

a baby during medical school, because the woman could read 

and study and not contend with the stresses of the system. 
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Unfortxinately, in the department of Obstetrics, 

part-time residencies are not feasible, because it is a 

surgical specialty, but she recalls a reading elective 

given to a resident who was pregnant and now some women do 

extra call when they know they will be away; Dr. Byrd feels 

that taking maternity leave instead of vacation is not 

right, but she has no alternative for it. She points out 

residency is '*horrible" and describes the reasons she feels 

this way: 

. . . standing on their feet . . . missing meals 

every two or three nights ... if you're not eating 

regularly, you're not exercising regularly, you're 

not awake . . . it's a disruption of your life 

cycle, it's amazing that the babies are alright. (I 

#1, p. 19) 

However, although she acknowledges that the system 

is more "female-oriented" now, it is still hostile, 

unhealthy and inflexible for male and female residents who 

find themselves asking for leave if they get sick; she 

recalls the story of a male resident who actually 

apologized when he had to have an emergency appendectomy in 

the middle of the night. She feels that the system does not 

r e c o g n i z e  t h a t  a n y o n e  i n  a  f a m i l y  c a n  g e t  s i c k ,  " . . .  i n  

a four year period of time, somebody is going to be out! (I 

#1, p. 16). 
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In contrast, Or. Tehran! feels that people in her 

residency program were very close, and they were also very 

supportive of her pregnancy, "Hey, it happens, and we have 

to put in extra call, but that's ok** but does acknowledge 

that "... you could wind up with a bunch that isn't so 

supportive and they could make your life miserable (I #1, 

p. 7). She had to go home for a few days in her last few 

weeks, because of some complications, but she admits she 

had more flexibility because she was the chief of the 

department. She feels that she understands her pregnant 

patients better because she has been pregnant and also 

because she had one miscarriage during her residency. 

During our conversation, we also discussed the "best" time 

to have a baby—medical school or residency—and she 

believes "there's no good time to have a baby . . . before, 

during or after . . . there's no good time," but the 

support of a group is very important to the resident who is 

pregnant" (I #1, p. 6). 

Suggested Changes for Medical School Curriculum 

Both physicians agree that the science courses 

taught in the first two years should be related to their 

clinical practice in the next two years, because as Dr. 

Byrd points out, by the time they get to the third year, 

they do not understand how to apply what they have learned. 

She cites the case study approach or patient-centered 
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approach taught in Harvard, with small group teaching and 

"learning as a way of life" as the better way to help the 

student see the whole patient, rather than the diseased 

part. She feels the teachers have never gotten any 

instruction on "how to teach" and adds, "... we just 

learn from other people and we teach the next," and has 

some salient suggestions for the focus of the curriculum: 

The focus should be on how people learn, rather than 

how to teach people, because a lot of what medicine 

is, is that the patient takes care of themselves . . 

. there has been very little acknowledgement of the 

learning processes that are good for humans and it's 

still on an apprentice level ... we spend a lot of 

time learning useless things. Even though they are 

interesting, they are not useful. (Cont. of I #1, p. 

14) 

She added that another physician told her you only use 10% 

of what you learn in medical school, and she does not agree 

that you learn by memorizing: 

I do not remember much from medical school that I am 

using . . . it's like a hazing procedure . . . how 

much of this can you learn without a structure . . . 

without a meaningful core from which you can learn 

. . . (Cont. of I /I, p. 13) 
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Dr. Byrd also feels that medical school does not 

address psychosocial issues, and that it is a little late 

to address these issues when we have our biases already 

set, and we don't even know what biases we carry, for 

example, "how we learn . . . how do we sense . . . how do 

we put things together . . . how do we see patterns . . . 

we've just gotten a little window on it, and it's not the 

whole story" (I #3, p. 14). 

Dr. Byrd's involvement in the medical school as 

teacher has given her a wider lens to visualize this issue, 

and she recalls that learning in the past was characterized 

by learning through "doubt and fear, fear or making a 

mistake and be humiliated ... it does teach, but this not 

the way to teach." She advocates "learning through love and 

wisdom . . . the best learner is one who learns how to 

learn, not the one who looks to you for the answers" (I #3, 

p. 18). In my observations of Dr. Byrd teaching the small 

groups of medical students and residents, I noted that she 

taught with respect, patience and kindness. 

Dr. Tehrani also agrees that the approach used in 

Harvard Medical School, where the students learn in smaller 

groups and relate the anatomy with "case related stuff" or 

"problem-based learning" is a better way to learn and 

remember than the traditional didactic method used today, 

because it is not just a "bunch of isolated facts." She 
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adds that schools cannot continue teaching the way they did 

in the past, because "there is so much information that you 

have to know how to access the information . . . people 

can't learn and memorize every bit of fact, but they have 

to be able to know where to go look for it . . . " (I #3, 

p. 15). 

Dr. Tehrani feels that you forget what you learned 

in the classroom when you are actually doing procedures and 

that's why she thinks "preceptorships are important." She 

suggests that the apprenticeships in the past had value 

then as they do now, because "... you can get your feet 

wet as you're doing it" (I #2, p. 2). 

Diversity Issues 

Both Dr. Byrd and Dr. Tehrani believe in the 

importance of diversity issues, but each physician 

discussed her objectives for this topic differently. In our 

discussions of initiatives by a number of medical schools 

to incorporate women's issues into the medical school 

curriculum. Dr. Tehrani equated gender issues with 

diversity, and said when she was growing up in Iran, she 

went to school with people from all over the world and 

pointed out that she shouldn't be treated differently 

because "... my sex is different ... my height is 

different . . ..why should any of that matter ... my 

religion or anything .... If we were all the same, I 
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wouldn't want to get up in the morning because why look at 

yourself in the mirror all the time." She added that her 

school respected diversity by celebrating United Nations 

Day and explained it "was a big deal .... Everyone would 

get dressed in their own native garb . . . everyone was 

open about this stuff." This was dviring the Shaih's rule, 

and she commented proudly, "my school resembled a mini-

United Nations! That's what the Empress called it once" (I 

/I, p. 17). 

However, she wishes that "we didn't have to have a 

course in gender issues," but she does acknowledge that 

"it's a good idea for other students to benefit from other 

people's experiences," and she suggests it should be taught 

as part of a course in psychosocial issues because "... 

what affects the women affects the men ... if you make 

the men more aware of it, then maybe it won't be a separate 

issue" (I #1, p. 18). 

Dr. Byrd repeats many times in our interviews about 

the system's resistance "to draw[ing] in the women" and 

points out that the leaders are more resistant than ever 

now, "to any forms of diversity" and rather than hear of 

more problems, they are shutting themselves "... behind 

three or four more doors to boot" (Cont. of I #1, p. 3). 

She compares the treatment of women with anyone who is not 

a White Anglo-Saxon Protestant, and adds, "I can't tolerate 
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having somebody who doesn't look like me, if I am the 

leader" (Cont. of I #1, p. 4). 

Dr. Byrd believes that it is important to introduce 

psychosocial issues in medical school, although when she 

was a medical student, this "touchy-feely stuff was not 

intriguing" to her. She cites her experiences in an ethics 

class as an example of psychosocial issues in which there 

were discussions back and forth, "It's not like you can 

look it up in a book and find an answer . . . this stuff is 

hard when you are a medical student ..." (Cont. of I #1, 

p. 30). 

Part IV: Personality Characteristics 

Both Dr. Tehrani and Dr. Byrd agree you have to be 

"a little crazy" to go into medicine, but disagree on the 

characteristic of aggressiveness. Dr. Tehrani feels that 

women should be assertive, "not aggressive, because that 

means fighting . . . " (I #2, p. 12). However, Dr. Byrd has 

another view: 

We have to be aggressive ... if you're not 

a g g r e s s i v e ,  y o u ' r e  n e v e r  g o i n g  t o  c u t  . . .  i f  

you're never going to cut, you're never going to be 

a good surgeon. You're not going to be good if you 

don't do it. (I #2, p. 26) 

Although she believes that women are competitive, 

she doesn't feel they are as aggressive as men, "We don't 
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elbow, the boys do that stuff." She suggests that you need 

some intelligence, but you don't have to be too smart, "The 

really brilliant people are not in medicine, and if they 

are, they are out of place ..." She also feels women 

have to have persistence and "deal with delayed 

gratification. Teeunwork is not an issue, because you have 

to be a kind of lead guy" (I #2, p. 26). 

Dr. Tehrani describes other characteristics she 

deems important for women in medicine: 

perseverance, stamina . . . confident and patient 

. . . quick on your feet because you have to make 

decisions quickly and act on them and not be afraid 

to take a chance, be honest with yourself and know 

your limits, and if you are above your head, and you 

need to ask for help, not be too proud to ask. (I 

#2, p. 12.) 

Part V. Women's Influence on the Practice of Medicine Today 

Both Dr. Byrd and Dr. Tehrani feel women are 

changing medicine in positive ways. Dr. Byrd reflects that 

the feminist movement might have opened possibilities for 

women to go into medicine, and that women are making 

medicine "more humanized . . . rounds are very different 

from rounds when I was beginning, because now we 

acknowledge the fact that patients have a home life" (I #3, 

p. 23). She adds that doctors today realize that telling a 
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patient to go to bed rest at home when she has two kids 

running aroiind is not realistic. She is worried that there 

will be a backlash now, with the changes women are bringing 

and thinks there is one already. 

Dr. Tehrani suggests that the changes women are 

making are due to a number of reasons. 

They are listening more and taking more time . . . 

showing more care for their patients than the men 

used to, but the generation of men who are coming up 

now are different than the past generation . . . 

they are more sensitive now . . . more involved with 

their families, and their wives and their children 

instead of just going to work and making money. (I 

#2, p. 8) 

Part VI. Participants^ Reflections of their 

Professional Life 

Despite the stresses of this specialty, with the 

complicated and hectic schedules more women are choosing 

this field and both Dr. Tehrani and Dr. Byrd agree that it 

is because it is an option for them. Dr. Tehrani points out 

that "this is something they can do . . . they can become 

whatever they wanna become . . . it's more acceptable..if 

somebody else can do that, I can do that" (I #2, p. 2), and 

Dr. Byrd points to the caring and healing aspect of 

medicine, and suggests "women have always liked the 
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opportunity to heal and to care and now they can do that in 

medicine as well as in nursing, whereas nxirsing used to be 

the most obvious way they could go** (I #2, p. 26). 

Similarly, both agree that they would encourage 

their own daughter to go into their specialty, but each 

physician has contrasting reasons for their answers. Dr. 

Tehrani remarks she would encourage her own daughter to go 

into it, but adds, "she can be whatever she wanted to be" 

and it would be ok with her if she chose not to have a 

career and chose to stay home with a family. She would not 

dissuade her son either if he also wanted to go into Obs. 

Dr. Byrd comments that although she would recommend her 

specialty to her daughter if she had one, there are days 

when she wouldn't and hoped that it "would be a good thing 

for her to do" when the time came for her to choose, and 

although she admits that she wouldn't be where she was if 

she hadn't gone through these experiences, she has some 

very strong feelings about her field: 

I think women can do special things in Ob/Gyn, and 

it's brutally difficult and that's what is bothering 

me . . . it's iust inhumane at some levels . . . 

it's iust Dhvsicallv draining. (I #2, p. 27) 

Dr. Byrd is also concerned with areas of intuition, 

cancer and death and dying and agrees she has a "different 

take on the world than people who were biology majors" (her 
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major was philosophy) and that she uses a lot of logic. 

Lately she is beginning to use her intuition, which she had 

to give up in medicine, "because it is not good enough," 

and now she is trying to revive it and is wrestling in ways 

to define it: 

it is knowledge from a different source, or maybe 

it's putting things together differently . . . and 

people are picking up clues ... I think we have a 

window on the roof sometimes ... so small, I think 

there is so much here and in medicine, I feel we are 

looking at a smaller portion of that right now, and 

it's got a lot of good things in it, but there is a 

whole lot more. (I #2, p. 28) 

In contrast to Dr. Tehrani, Dr. Byrd voices her 

perspectives on death and dying, and approaches to cancer, 

and suggests that there is so much we don't know. 

no, this isn't over . . . there is a lot more than 

what it looks like now . . . not just in medicine 

... we deal with life and death all the time here, 

we're birthing babies and people are dying of 

cancer, but we don't acknowledge that it is too 

powerful, and yet to me, that's what life is all 

about . . . these are incredible things. Let's 

celebrate, let's acknowledge them; let's not 
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suppress them . . . it's part of the joy we have in 

our lives . . . (I #2, p. 32-30) 

Dr. Byrd advises students who contemplate going into 

her specialty of academic medicine to have a lot of energy 

and be prepared for a lot of work and this time consuming 

commitment. She agrees that it's not impossible to have a 

family in her specialty (academics), but it is more 

difficult, because you have to be ready to "give a lot, and 

you have to be able at some time, to enjoy the women . . . 

and I mean that in a respectful way" (I #3, p. 3). In her 

interviews with students, she expects to hear that they 

enjoy the work and have an appreciation for priorities; the 

system is harsh and she argues that in order to succeed, 

you have to deal with the criticisms and have a great deal 

of discipline and of course, learn the work by spending a 

lot of time in the library and a lot of time with your 

patients. However, she points out that it is not realistic 

to be available to the patient day after day, night after 

night, and a doctor has other commitments. 

In another response to advice she would give female 

students contemplating her career, she uses the analogy of 

the response her mother gave her when she went to the 

states after living her life in Germany, "If I knew then 

what I know now, I wouldn't have done it, but I'm glad I 
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did, because I'm happy with the way it tiirned out" (I, #3, 

p. 19) . 

Dr. Tehrani's advice to students who want to go into 

her specialty is to "take time for yourself" and she 

repeats the importance of an understanding spouse who is 

"tolerant of crazv schedules." She also suggests that the 

person should be sure he or she really likes it, because 

they spend so much time doing it; however. Dr. Tehrani 

admits how difficult it is for her to balance both a career 

and a young family at the same time. 

I can't imagine doing anything different . . . it's 

just unfortunate that the timing of my career and 

the timing of the start of my faunily happened at the 

same time . . . it's difficult. (I /I, p. 21) 

Dr. Tehrani feels that the worst part is not 

spending time with her children when they are little and 

describes it as "a hard thing . . . there are certain 

things in life that you can't plan and I couldn't plan when 

I was going to get pregnant" (I /I, p. 22). 

She advises other women to "be sure that you really 

want to do it, because the time commitment is a great one" 

and repeats the importance of choosing a practice with 

people that "you like and respect" but still wishes "there 

were 48 hours instead of 24" (I #1, p. 25). She and her 

husband do not have time for socializing, and when they go 
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out, they usually take the ]cids with them; she admits 

sometimes her husband and her kids are **second" (I /3, p. 

5). When she relaxes at home, they both "spend a lot of 

time just sitting in our family room admiring [the boys] 

and playing with them" (I #2, p. 23). They've started 

walking together with the boys the nights she is off, and 

she never does anything alone—she considers this "selfish 

, . . 'would you ever go off by yourself?' . . . no . . . 

I'm not a selfish person" (I #1, p. 24). 

In contrast. Dr. Byrd likes to spend time alone and 

enjoys her solitude. Her home is out in the desert and she 

spends a lot of time outdoors, gardening, and now she is 

busy fixing up her house. She has also started to paint 

again, like her mother and her sister, and realizes now she 

wants to "do something that is spiritually gratifying" 

(Cont. of #1, p. 30). She continues to read a great deal, 

but now she "doesn't feel obliged to read my medical 

journals, which is what I used to do" (Cont. of #1, p. 27). 

The themes of her non-medical books focus on relationships 

and connectiveness and feminist issues, and she agrees with 

the viewpoint of Maureen Murdock, the author of Heroine's 

Journey, when she says, "... you start getting more 

interested in things that you put away—when you took on 

the man's work" (Cont. of I /I, p. 23). 
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Or. Byrd acknowledges that there are some parts of 

her life which she really doesn't like and elaborates on 

whether she would advise another wonan to do what she has 

done: 

You can't judge the future from where you are now 

. . . you have to love the work . . . it's probably 

too much work even if you do love it . . .I'm 

hoping that by the time someone else would get to 

the point where I am, it's going to look different. 

D o n ' t  d o  i t  b e c a u s e  o f  w h a t  i t  l o o k s  l i k e  . . .  d o  

it because of how you feel . . . and it may not look 

like what I'm doing . . . and I would be surprised 

if it did, but if you can . . . follow your heart. 

(I #3, p. 20) 

Although Dr. Tehran! describes her life as "probably 

pretty good," when I asked her what approaches she would 

consider to give herself a less complicated life, she 

immediately answered "drop Obs . . . or do less Obs . . . 

or begin in a larger group with nine or twelve 

obstetricians, but when they are on call, they get killed" 

( I  # 3 ,  p .  6 ) .  I n  f i v e  y e a r s ,  s h e  " m i g h t  c u t  b a c k  . . .  I  

would tomorrow..I would be home doing stuff with my kids 

. . . volunteer some time . . . ." I recalled the big grand 

piano in her living room and asked her if she stills plays, 

and she said she doesn't take the time, "You have choices 
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. . . you have only so much hours" (I #3, p. 16). 

In contrast, Dr. Byrd says she can't predict her 

future plans, but she continues to express her desire " 

... to explore ... to discover . . . figure things out" 

and openly admits that she is going back to these issues 

that interested her in the past and reflects that it is 

••almost like a circle . . . but you have to be sort of left 

alone for a long time ....'• (I #3, p. 23). She has 

decided to "stick with it [because] ... I love my work," 

although she realizes other women are getting out because 

it is a hostile environment and ••they can't do their best 

work here because they are not listened to ... " (Cont. 

of I #1, p. 4). 

Presently, her prognosis for the future is more 

optimistic than it has been in the past few years, but 

unlike Dr. Tehrani, she has not expressed any desire to 

leave medicine; she has decided to curtail her long 

strenuous hours and do other activities besides work, for 

example, painting and attending seminars on leadership. 

Ecjually important, she is meeting with other physicians who 

feel their voices are not being heard and she is working on 

"something visionary" and hopes that these meetings will 

result in a system that she characterizes as more 

"humanized" (I #3, p. 25). 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Cpnglygjpn? 

A good physician assesses **the case,** reviews the 

signs and symptoms of the patient, orders the relevant lab 

tests, "rules out" other causes for the problem, and 

eventually arrives at a conclusion or diagnosis. After 

these steps are taken, he or she proceeds to treat the 

problem; however, there are cases that are difficult to 

diagnose. Although I am not a physician, I am going through 

a similar process and wrestling with the challenges 

described by my two portraits. Dr. Tehrani and Dr. Byrd. 

With this framework in mind, I aimed at the 

following conclusions through sifting the literature and 

reviewing the data obtained from my observations and 

through interviews of both these female physicians. 

Finally, I "prescribed" recommendations for our medical 

institutions and future research possibilities. 

My past and present involvement within the field of 

Obstetrics and Gynecology has been nurtured by reading 

dozens of articles in the journals delivered to our home 

and listening to the hundreds of stories told to me by my 

husband, an Obstetrician-Gynecologist, and by students in 

the medical school and nurses in the hospitals; however. 
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this experience with my two portraits has not only brought 

their world closer than the articles I read or the stories 

I listened to, it has also served as the stimulus for 

further research on feminist issues in education and 

medicine. 

The purpose of this study was to describe the 

experiences of two female obstetrician-gynecologists 

through their own unigue perceptions and understandings, 

and to open the door to their world of academic and 

clinical medicine. 

As a feminist educator, I have listened to these two 

women physicians voice their concerns about their 

specialties, describe their experiences and share their 

dreams; they have opened the door to their examining rooms, 

conference rooms and classrooms, taken off their gloves, 

put down their instr\jments, and their charts opened for 

review, and allowed a researcher to enter their world with 

their patients. 

There were times when I felt that my ethnographic 

research study was imposing on their time, and that I was 

"holding them up,** but both participants disagreed and when 

I look at my comments during each observation and 

interview, I do not see any negative references to my 

intervention. Middleton (1993), in her sensitive 

"theoretical autobiography" (p. 179) which intertwines the 
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life history of her female students and her own experiences 

as a feminist teacher in the university, a mother and a 

wife, questions the relationships of her role as an 

interviewer and the women she interviews: 

For those being researched, research is an 

intervention in their lives. This is true of any 

social research....Feminists, in particular, have 

argued that as a process of intervention, research 

can bring about change in the way people perceive 

their lives and may, in fact, stimulate them to make 

changes, (p. 74) 

The changes Dr. Byrd has made were being developed 

before we met, but the exchanging of articles, and her 

responses to the questions in our interviews and during our 

informal conversations while waiting for patients, 

stimulated her to reflect on her ideas and make connections 

to my key topics, and, in essence, as Middleton points out, 

"make changes." This case study research also suggests new 

approaches that can be implemented in the medical schools 

and the residency prograuns, that will have the potential to 

benefit not only the women in the program but the men as 

well. 

The theoretical perspectives in my ethnographic 

study were concerned with the three major areas: 1) Gender 

discrimination in education of girls in elementary, middle. 
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and high school, and how it has shaped decisions and 

choices of careers later in life; 2} Feminism in medical 

school and related issues of gender discrimination, sexual 

harassment, professional development, tenure, "breaking the 

glass ceiling," strain of multiple roles, role models and 

mentors; and 3) The literatiire on caring and connectiveness 

as it is related to men and women in the field of medicine. 

Are women doctors making a difference? The combination of 

the pilot study and my course with my medical students has 

enabled me to develop my key research question: What are 

female physicians' perceptions of their professional roles 

and what's gender got to do with it? 

The following four questions were braided into this 

key question and served as a stimulus for the categories 

that were generated through the three interviews (or in the 

case of Dr. Byrd, four interviews, because the interview 

was interrupted) and the multiple observations: 

1) According to female doctors, what are the differences in 

the ways in which male and female doctors treat their 

patients? 

2) According to female doctors, what personality 

characteristics are desirable for women in clinical and 

academic medicine? 

3) According to female doctors, what are the biggest 

challenges facing women in academic and clinical medicine? 
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4) According to female doctors, what are some of the ways 

women are changing medicine and influencing the ways 

medicine is practiced today? 

Positive support of family, spouses and significant 

other. Both Dr. Tehrani and Dr. Byrd described their 

invaluable support from their spouse and significant other. 

This description of their spouses as "wonderful** and 

"supportive" and "he probably does more than I do" allows 

them time to do their work, and although they admit there 

is "no balance," they do not believe they do more of the 

household chores, or more of the childcare as revealed in 

the study of Dr. Tehrani. In contrast, the literature 

reveals that women physicians in dual-career marriages 

continue to do most of the childcare (Bateson, 1989; 

Candib, 1996; Cohen, Ferrier, Woodward & Goldsmith, 1991; 

Morantz-Sanchez, 1985; Tesch, Osborne, Simpson, Murray, & 

Spiro, 1992). Candib (1996) metaphorically describes the 

profession of medicine as a profession that "will gobble up 

just as much of people's lives as they let it" (p. 142) and 

Dr. Byrd agrees that she has allowed this to happen in her 

own career. Candib also adds that "most men do not expect 

to modify their medical careers for family life, and most 

women do. Medicine, and society in general, accepts this 

arrangement happily since it does not challenge the 

gendered power relations either at home or at work" (p. 
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142). Eisenberg (1995), in her Plenary Presentation of the 

Association for the Behavioral Science and Medicine 

Education, remarked that women doctors "carry a 

disproportionate load of household responsibilities and 

childcare" (p. 10) and even though some husbands are 

"relatively cooperative," they rarely attend to the many 

chores in the house. 

Influence of earlv schooling. Although the 

literature reveals that gender discrimination and sexism in 

our schools is responsible for girls' lack of participation 

in the fields of science and medicine, and contributions of 

women are minimized in many classes (AAUW Report, 1992; 

Barbieri & Reif, 1996; Pipher, 1994; Pollina, 1995), it is 

significant that both Dr. Tehrani and Dr. Byrd went to co

ed schools and reported no experiences with gender 

discrimination throughout their schooling. 

Influence of mentors. Mentoring is a key ingredient 

for success in academic carers and in an academic medical 

career, it is essential (Bickel, 1996; DasGupta, 1996; 

Jones, 1996; Levinson et al., 1989; Waxman, 1988); however, 

the scarcity of women in leadership positions (Hall & 

Sandler, 1983; Jones, 1996; Sirridge, 1996) is consistent 

with fewer mentors for female students and as Klauss (1996) 

points out, "The craving for female role models, female 

mentors, is very strong in medicine (p. 86). Clearly, women 
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are not offered the same support in their research or the 

'*same level of patronage or mentoring'* as their male 

counterparts (Jones, 1996, p. 65). Interestingly, in 

contrast to the literature, neither physician voiced their 

preference for a female mentor in their medical school or 

in residency. 

Both Dr. Tehrani and Dr. Byrd were fortunate in that 

they had mentors, male mentors to guide them in their 

careers; however, when Dr. Byrd's mentor died, she recalls 

that she **... was so shocked... because she had so much 

support...actually encouraged to evolve...to become better 

at what I'm doing, to contribute..." (I #1, p. 28). She 

recalls bitterly that she could not believe that she would 

encounter "so much resistance..." (I #1, p. 28). 

The process of academic mentoring is discussed in 

workshops in the annual meeting of the American Medical 

Women's Association. From my own observations, I noted the 

large attendance of medical students at these workshops, 

and after listening to their questions, I recognized the 

need for a mentoring program in the medical schools. 

Importance of relationships. In my observations and 

conversations with both portraits, I noted the manner in 

which they responded to their patients and the way the 

patients responded to them; it was obvious that these 

connections and relationships are very important to both of 
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then. However, there were some acute differences. Dr. Byrd 

acknowledges that she has a certain kind of respect and 

commitment to her patients "...a connection with the 

patients...a sort of personality interaction" (I /2, p. 

33). In another conversation, she remarked that 

"...relationships are very critical to women" (I f2, p. 

24). It is also significant that her choice of books 

parallel her commitment to relationships and feminist 

perspectives; she repeats over and over that she is aware 

of the studies by Gilligan and "is coming back" to issues 

related to women, issues that interested her in the past 

and she reflects that it is "almost like a circle...but you 

have to be sort of left alone for a long time" (I #3, p. 

23). Her interest in quantum physics also reflect this 

concern, and in the following statement, she describes the 

message she derived from reading the book The Tao of 

Physics, "...it's borderline alternative, and it emphasizes 

the importance of relationships...you don't have particles 

separate from other particles...they can't be studied in 

isolation, and the particles are really defined by their 

relationships, rather than by the isolated item itself" (I 

#2, p. 10). She adds that our western society has focused 

on the individual and has "lost sight of how critical it is 

to be related to other people..." (I #1, p. 10). Her 

relationships with her students also reflect her concern 
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for connection and coninunity and her success in 

transmitting her respect for their questions and problems; 

she also recalls the wonderful interaction she had with the 

nurses when she assisted in her first delivery, "...there 

was this amazing experience of being on a team...committed 

to a good outcome...everyone working together..." (I #1, p. 

9) . 

Unfortunately, her relations today with some of the 

nurses are not as positive and I believe that it bothers 

her. Klauss (1996) suggests that women doctors have to be 

"more polite and more careful with nurses than our male 

colleagues" and that over the years, the nurses "have had 

to take a lot of rudeness and bad behavior from doctors" 

(p. 80), but they are not willing to take it from female 

doctors. She gives as an example, the typical "aggressive" 

behavior in a male surgeon would be called "obnoxious in a 

female;" however, Klauss suggests that the traditional 

roles society imposes on the male (read doctor) and female 

(read nurse) should be shared. The male should also be 

"part caretaker" and the female "part of any decisions 

being made" (p. 81). With the inclusion of empathy in the 

medical school c\u:ricul\im, these gender-neutral 

characteristics can eventually change not only the patient-

doctor relationship, but the nurse-doctor relationship as 

well. 
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Dr. Tehran! values interactions and connections with 

her patients as veil as colleagues and nurses, and although 

she doesn't describe these beliefs in the sane words as Dr. 

Byrd, her patients and the nxirses recognize that she cares 

about their problems and their lives, and values her 

connection with them: 

I enjoy the one on one with the patients. I mean 

it's a really special time when someone's having a 

baby, especially the obstetrical end of it and to be 

able to have that one on one with somebody at such 

an intense time in their life is very special... (I 

n, p. 5) 

In contrast to Dr. Byrd, Dr. Tehran!'s relations 

with the nurses are very positive. In my observations of 

her interactions with the nurses, I see a strong feeling of 

connectiveness and interest in their everyday lives, and 

she agrees she "likes to hang out with the nurses... it's 

fun...I like most of the nxirses" (I #2, p. 5). 

perpgpt^iong pf thg in 

treatment of patients. Both Dr. Byrd and Dr. Tehran! were 

very vocal about their perceptions related to this 

sensitive issue, and at the time, they agreed that the 

major differences were empathy and carina, and listening to 

patients more. When I mentioned to Dr. Byrd that a patient 

believed that women doctors are not more nurturing or 
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caring than male doctors, Dr. Byrd responded quickly, "Oh, 

I think that is definitely %nrong.** She added, "When a woman 

patient goes through the door, she is assuming that the 

woman doctor is going to listen." In our conversation about 

male doctors, and their beliefs that they care as much as 

women doctors. Dr. Byrd responded very emphatically, "They 

care, they may not feel...they may care, I believe that 

many often can't listen anyway...they still can't hear, 

even if they care;" however, she conceded it is possible 

for a man to listen and a woman not to listen, and in 

medical school, a lot of the empathy is removed from vou. 

So what's gender got to do with it? Dr. Tehrani 

agrees with Dr. Byrd that women doctors listen to patients 

more and "...are more sensitive to the needs of their 

patients... take a little more time...more willing to show 

their emotional side...and men don't explain things as much 

when they do procedures." However, she does contend that 

the "difference is the person and not the gender...I've 

seen female doctors who I wouldn't go to in a million 

years," and suggests that the characteristics of nurturing 

and sympathy attributed to women are stereotypes and she 

doesn't "...think it is necessarily true...there are plenty 

of men who are nurturing and sympathetic... there's a lot 

of them that aren't" (I #3, p. 6). 
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Both physicians believe that environment plays a 

role in how empathic we are; Dr. Tehrani suggests we are 

born with it, regardless of gender, "...environment can 

minimize it or maximize it, so to some extent, it's a 

learned thing" (I #2, p. 6). If it's "a learned thing," 

then either sex can learn to be empathic, and acquire, as 

Levasseur and Vance (1993) suggest "an openness to, and 

respect for, the personhood of another" (p. 83), because 

"everyone has the capacity to be a 'listener'" (Connelly, 

1994, p. 173). Bateson (1989) also believes "attention and 

empathy are skills. Caring can be learned by all human 

beings..." (p. 159); however, there are diverse opinions, 

i.e., those expressed by Ulstad (1993) "...women are 

biologically different; we are socialized with different 

values...women value human, social and prevention aspects 

more..." (p. 75). 

Klauss (1996) discusses these complex issues in her 

interviews with doctors, "avowedly feminist or not," and 

presents her own diagnosis: 

First you get the disclaimer...I've )cnown some 

wonderful male doctors, I've known some awful female 

doctors, generalizations are impossible. And then, 

hesitantly, even apologetically, or else frankly and 

with a smile, comes the generalization. Yes, women 

are different doctors; they are better, (p. 85) 
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Although both Dr. Byrd and Dr. Tehrani are in 

agreement that they treat patients differently compared to 

the way male doctors treat patients, and gender has "a 

great deal to do with it;" it is important to note that 

they continue to voice their beliefs that male doctors can 

be as empathic as female doctors. The implications for this 

important concept is finding its place in the new 

curriculum in some of our major medical schools and will be 

discussed in the section following my conclusions. 

Perceptions of challenges facing Physicians. Dr. 

Byrd cut through the challenges she sees in the field of 

academic medicine, and like a surgeon, she dissected the 

system and concluded that it is inequitable and gender 

biased towards the values of the women in the system. She 

characterizes the system as "sick" and "unhealthy" and does 

not believe it is viable long term unless it changes; she 

also believes that women's voices are not listened to, and 

there is a double standard when it comes to accepting 

behavior not deemed appropriate. She cites the firing of a 

female physician who the nurses said, "yells at me and 

makes me cry... everybody got the message that if you act 

like this, we can get rid of you" (I #1, p. 36). 

Dr. Byrd also believes that the system is more 

resistant to "any forms of diversity," and she compares the 

treatment of women with anyone who is not a White Anglo-
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Saxon Protestant, and adds "I can't tolerate having 

somebody who doesn't look like me, if I am the leader" (I 

#1, p. 4). Dr. Byrd's perceptions of the lack of support 

for diversity is reflected in the recent moves to eliminate 

affirmative action, and according to the lead article by 

Mangan (1996) in The Chronicle of Higher Education (January 

10, 1996), this policy has discouraged many minority 

students from applying to medical schools in California. 

The implications for this decision if it becomes enforced, 

will not only lead to further stress in minority students 

who don't feel comfortable without a support system around 

them, but also result in negative consequences in our 

healthcare system, because students who come from minority 

groups tend to work with these same groups when they finish 

residency (Mangan, 1996). 

In a speech in November, 1996, Dr. Cohen, the 

president of The Association of American Medical Colleges, 

stated "recent bans on affirmative action in California and 

Texas could have serious consequences, because those states 

include about a third of the nation's "underrepresented 

populations" (Cohen, as cited in Mangan, 1996, p. 49). He 

adds that the statistics reveal that 39% of minority 

students plan to work with underserved poor groups, 

compared to 10% of students who are not from minority 

groups and voices his concerns for the future: 
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The substantially decreased enrollment of minorities 

in California schools is a red flag for the medical 

profession that took 30 years of work to achieve a 

truly diverse work force of physicians is in serious 

danger of collapsing. (Cohen, cited in Mangan, 1996, 

p. 49) 

Dr. Tehrani also believes in addressing issues of 

diversity and connects it to the issue of gender and 

repeats that she wishes we didn't have to have a separate 

course on gender in medical school, although she does 

acknowledge it would be good for other students to benefit 

from other people's experiences. 

Dr. Byrd remarks that gender discrimination in 

academic medicine results in fewer women entering the field 

of academics, "...and I can understand why. I mean, maybe 

I'm just a slower learner, but look at the system and how 

hostile it is to women. There's not value of things women 

tend to value" (I #1, p. 41). Sexism, inflexibility and the 

combination of a system that is not compatible to the 

people it serves, male and female physicians, are all 

complex factors that she feels needs to be addressed. 

In addition, she describes her residency as 

"incompatible" to women, because of problems relating to 

maternity and childcare, and her residency in Obstetrics 
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and Gynecology is brutal, "horrible** to both male and 

female residents: 

...physically, the residency is debilitating. It's 

not a healthy thing to do. It is interesting to me 

how key people are never sick...you iust don't get 

sick, it's not an option. (I #1, p. 17) 

She worries that the women who are pregnant are able 

to withstand the sleep deprivation, the missed meals, lack 

of regular exercise and she expresses her fear about the 

well being of the babies, "...it's amazing that the babies 

are alright" (I /I, p. 16). Although she acknowledges that 

times are changing, and the system is more "female 

oriented," it is the women themselves who are doing things 

to curb this resentment, i.e., doing extra call when they 

know they will be away. She points out that problems 

continue to exist after the babies are born because of the 

lack of childcare in the institutions. This major issue 

will be discussed further in my concluding section. 

In contrast to Dr. Byrd's concerns about the 

inflexibility of the system related to pregnant residents, 

Dr. Tehrani did not find any problems when she was 

pregnant, because of two main factors: she was the chief at 

that time, so she could have a more flexible schedule, and 

she also had a supportive group behind her; however, she 

admitted that "...you could wind up with a bunch that isn't 
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SO supportive and they could make your life miserable (I 

/I, p. 7). She and Dr. Tehrani both characterize residency 

training for male and female students as "dehumanizing," 

"brutal" and "horrible." 

Dr. Byrd once asked another female colleague in her 

department why she always clashed with the system, and she 

responded that it was due to the difference in her values: 

The values of the place you are working are very 

hierarchical. The academy is hierarchical. Medicine 

is hierarchical and academic medicine is even more 

biereurchical. I mean it must be the essence of 

(laughs), and I went "ohh, (laughs), you're right. 

You know, I don't believe in hierarchy.... (I #1, p. 

39) 

She repeated that the system puts people in a 

position which enables them to "call the shots, whether 

they are qualified or not" (I #1, p. 39), and although more 

women are going into Obstetrics (according to the recent 

statistics, over 54% of Obstetricians are women), they are 

not going into the field of academic medicine. 

Dr. Tehrani's perceptions of challenges revolve 

around her juggling of family and professional concerns 

relating to heavy on-call schedules of patients, "her crazy 

life" and repeats many times that she wishes she had "48 

hours instead of 24" (I §1, p. 25). She has to attend to 
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deliveries and operations, conferences, and "this major 

lifestyle specialty" leaves little room for "balance" in 

her life. She and Or. Byrd agree they have no balance in 

their lives. Dr. Tehrani remarks she spends more time at 

her work than with her family, and when she is with her 

family, she tries to "...squeeze in as much as you can, 

whenever you can, and you try to make the experiences 

intense (I /I, p. 8) . 

Medical school r-urricuium. Both physicians agreed 

that the science courses they learned in the first two 

years should be related to their clinical practice in the 

third and fourth years, so they could apply what they 

learned. They both agreed on the method taught in Harvard 

Medical School, "the case-study approach or patient-

centered approach," with "learning as a way of life," and 

taking care of the whole patient, rather than just the 

diseased part. Dr. Byrd suggests that the focus on the 

curriculum should be on "how people learn rather than how 

to teach people, because a lot of what medicine is, is that 

the patient takes care of themselves..." (I /I, p. 14).She 

also noted that you only use 10% of what you learned in 

medical school, and Dr. Tehrani adds that schools cannot 

teach the way they have in the past because "there is so 

much information that you have to know how to access the 

information...people can't learn and memorize every bit of 
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fact, but they have to be able to know where to go look for 

it..(I #3, p. 15). 

Dr. Tehrani feels that a course on gender issues 

should be taught as part of a coiirse on psychosocial issues 

because "...what affects the women affect the men...if you 

make the men more aware of it, then maybe it won't be a 

separate issue" (I #1, p. 18). Dr. Byrd also feels that 

medical school does not address psychosocial issues and 

concedes that it is a little late to address these issues 

when we have our biases already set; however, recent 

studies reveal that there are a number of schools that are 

instituting new approaches in their curriculum that 

emphasize psychosocial skills, communication, good moral 

judgment, and strategies to develop empathy. They also 

discuss approaches that care for the patient as a whole 

person rather than "the sum of his or her parts." These 

areas will be discussed in my final section on implications 

for further research. 

How women physicians influence the field of 

medicine. Clearly, by the responses of both my portraits, 

they perceive women physicians, by their very presence, are 

changing and influencing the field of medicine in various 

positive ways. Eisenberg (1996) attributes these positive 

changes to the "critical mass" that women have finally 

reached in our medical academy (p. 11); however. Dr. Byrd's 
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dissection of the "sick" system and its disregard of women 

physicians' values in the academy does not sound too 

positive. She does concede that women are making medicine 

"...more humanized...rounds are very different from rounds 

when I was beginning, because now we acknowledge the fact 

that patients have a home life" (I p. 23), and although 

she sees the process as moving slowly, I sense that she has 

some support with colleagues in her department, who are 

working on "something visionary" (I #3, p. 25). She 

believes that "women bring something special" to medicine, 

but hasn't decided what that special quality is; however, 

she agrees that the connection and interaction "woman to 

woman" is very different than "man to woman" and this 

difference reflects itself in better patient care and less 

use of procedures. Ulstad (1993), in her paper discussing 

the changes women are bringing to medicine, also agrees 

that women are more empathic and more concerned with 

preventive medicine than men, and interested in including 

women in clinical trials. 

Dr. Byrd views the changes that women could bring to 

the academy and concludes that they would be more 

significant if only more women entered the field of 

academic medicine and closed the leadership gap. She 

believes they are not entering the workplace, because they 

realize the hostility of the environment. Wear and Bickel 
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(1996) in their interviews of women liaison officers (WLO) 

regarding their goals and concerns of their institutions, 

concluded that "the sad reality remains that women in 

academic medicine risk being labeled 'troublemakers' and 

may even damage their careers if they organize women to 

work for change or focus on gender bias" (p. 29). 

Dr. Tehrani's focus on the changes women are 

bringing to medicine revolves around patient interaction; 

she views women doctors as "more sensitive to the needs of 

the patients and their psychosocial issues and feels that 

her all-woman practice (with the exception of one male 

gynecologist) is meeting more of the needs of women today 

than male doctors. She believes that women are changing 

medicine because "...they are listening more and taking 

more time...showing more care for their patients than the 

men used to... (I 42, p. 8). 

Recommendations for Medical Institutions 

Dr. Tehran! and Dr. Byrd, through their candid, 

thoughtful interviews and stories, have given voice to 

their feelings, frustrations, hopes and dreams of female 

physicians in a male-dominated hierarchy; although women in 

medicine are reaching a critical mass, within the academic 

academy, there are several areas that need to be addressed 

that will benefit both male and female students, and as 

Bickel (1996) suggested, "Any successful efforts to 
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eliminate bias will help to humanize the environment for 

both sexes and will mean more empathic care-giving to all 

patients" (p. 29). 

The issues of childcare and maternity leave, 

according to both portraits and according to the 

literature, are major concerns, not only to the pregnant 

medical student or resident, but to her husband, her 

support group in her department and her institution. After 

residency, it continues to be a major challenge. Residency 

is demanding and stressful enough, but with the added 

dimension of pregnancy, the responsibility can be 

overwhelming. There are a number of options that can be 

instituted to help both the woman and the residents in her 

department, i.e., a handbook developed by the Association 

of American Medical Colleges, which describes shared 

residency slots, legal rights to maternity leave, paternity 

leave and family leave, childcare options. It serves as a 

resource for faculty, students and program directors. 

According to Desper (1992), hospitals should have written 

policies for maternity, paternity and fzunily leave, because 

"stress levels increase when there are no written policies" 

(p. 76). There are a number of institutions that have 

established childcare facilities. This should be a major 

priority in the academic workplace. Finally, flexibility in 

maternity leave policies, i.e., a separate paid maternity 
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leave policy and the introduction of a flexible tenure 

clock, or as Waxman (1988) suggests, "temporal flexibility" 

[which involves] 'stopping the academic tenure clock' 

during times of child-rearing" (p. 719). 

Dr. Byrd's experiences after the loss of her mentor, 

her feelings of isolation and lack of support in a male-

dominated academic hierarchy, cries out for the need for an 

effective mentoring program that supports and guides female 

students. Women are not promoted to positions of power and 

authority within the medical institutions because as Bickel 

(1996) suggests, "they are slow to realize that hard work 

is usually not enough to ensure advancement" (p. 15). This 

is due to three main factors: lack of effective networking 

skills; lack of negotiating skills and most important, lack 

of a supportive mentor in her early career (Bickel, 1996). 

There are several schools that already have taken the 

initiative and established mentoring programs that offer 

women the same support in their research or the "same level 

of patronage and mentoring" as their male counterparts 

(Jones, 1996, p. 65). For example, Stanford University 

School of Medicine has established a faculty/student 

Council of Diversity which instituted their Faculty 

Mentoring Prograun, and the oldest successful program at 

Yale University School of Medicine has established an 

Office for Women in Medicine, which sponsors workshops on 
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sexual harassment, negotiating skills and provides mentors 

for women students and faculty. A key concern is the 

participation of men in this progreua and in other programs 

related to women, because as Bickel (1996) points out, "if 

women only talk to each other about sexism and parenting 

difficulties...men will never grow to understand the vigor 

and nuances of their concerns" (p. 17). After hearing 

DasGupta (1996), a medical student, describe her need for a 

woman physician to mentor and give her emotional support 

and listening to my own students' suggestions for a mentor 

that would help them face the challenges they encounter 

everyday in medical school, I regard this as a maior 

recommendation that would enhance the success for women in 

medicine and close the leadership gap, the "glass ceiling" 

that women in academia encounter in their everyday 

experiences. 

Another major concern related to academic medicine 

is the inclusion of women and minorities on committees; as 

described in the previous section this has become a major 

concern recently with the elimination of affirmative action 

policies in Texas and California. The recent report in The 

Chronicle of Higher Education discussed the dangers of this 

action - schools are now reporting decreasing minority 

enrollments, which are having a debilitating effect on the 

minority students already attending and will have adverse 
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effects later, when the needs of low income diverse people 

are not met. 

Finally, both physicians recommend the changes in 

the medical school ctirriculxim, i.e., inclusion of 

psychosocial issues in the coursework, a focus on learning 

rather than the memorizing of useless facts, and teaching 

students how to establish connections with patients through 

effective communication and case-based learning. There are 

a number of schools in the United States, Canada and in 

Israel that have instituted major curricula changes, i.e.. 

Brown University has volunteers from the community who act 

as patients and the students can graduate if they get 

passing grades, and if they are compassionate and caring in 

their approaches to these volunteers (Mangan, 1996). 

Worried about the negative image of doctors and the 

criticism that medicine has become more a science than an 

art, the faculty at Brown has established the ''MD2000 

Program," which concentrates on the practical use of 

knowledge, rather than the memorizing of isolated facts. In 

addition to the typical basic skills and sciences and 

preventive medicine techniques, the coiirse focuses on 

teaching students ethical and moral issues, skills in 

communication, ethical judgement issues, "Lifelong 

learning," and concerns related to a more caring, 

compassionate, and holistic approach to their medical 
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learning. The University of Western Ontario, in London, 

Ontario, also focuses on conmiinication and listening to 

patients tell their stories. According to a recent survey 

by Women's College Hospital in Toronto, the biggest 

complaint of patients was that their doctors didn't listen 

to their problems. Finally, the Biopsychosocial Model, 

described by Click, at the Center for Medical Education at 

The Ben Gurion University of Medicine in Israel is one of 

the finest models to emulate (see Literature Review, 

chapter 2, for description of this paradigm). 

Future Research Possibilities 

There are several research possibilities related to 

this study that I consider important for further 

exploration: 

1} Using the same qualitative research design, it is 

essential to have research explored, on a larger scale, 

with female doctors from other institutions and at 

different stages in their career. 

2) Other case studies are needed that include female 

doctors in a variety of specialties. 

3) It is necessary to interview and observe male doctors in 

the same specialty, and compare and contrast their 

responses. Into what categories do they fit? 

4) A longitudinal study or follow-up study of these two 

women in five or ten years would be very productive and 
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needs to be undertaken. Would they respond the sane way to 

the questions asked in the earlier case study? 

5) Two or three female physicians from diverse backgrounds, 

similar to the physicians researched in my pilot study 

would add to the body of knowledge of diversity issues in 

medical institutions, and I think would be more relevant 

today, particularly because of the declining numbers of 

minority students in medical school. 

6) In light of the political climate relating to 

affirmative action, there is an urgent need for continued 

research on the status of diversity students and their 

admission to medical school. 
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APPENDIX A 

CONSENT SAMPLE FORM 

Background of researcher and purpose of study 
I, Rochelle (Shellie) Pozner, am enrolled in the College of 
Education at the University of Arizona. I 2un in my doctoral 
program in Teaching and Teacher Education and will be writing 
a dissertation on women doctors. In this study, I plan to do 
two case studies of two women doctors, which includes three 
interviews and multiple observations (two times a month). 

Agreement 
If I agree to participate, I will be asked to agree to three 
interviews and multiple observations from the end of May, 1996 
until the end of August, 1996. 

Schedule as follows: (we can discuss the dates, places, and 
times and consider time I will be away or your holiday time. 

#1 Interview 

#2 Observation 

#3 Interview 

#4 Observation 

#5 Interview 

#6 Observation 

As a participant, I will agree to the following: 

1. I will allow the use of audiotapes in my interviews. 
2. I will be allowed to review the material from audiotapes 
and observations if I wish. 
3. I can use a pseudonym if I deem it necessary. 

If I consent to participate in this research, signing this 
form will indicate that I do not foresee any risks or 
discomfort to me or to my patients. The results of this 
project will be organized and used in my dissertation. 

Participant's Signature date 

Signature of Researcher date 
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APPENDIX B 

DATA SAMPLES 

(Interview Transcript from Interview #1-Dr. Tehrani) 

Researcher: Can you tell me some of the reasons for 
entering medicine? Movies, stories - were these influences 
on your choice to enter medicine? Did you have support from 
feunily, friends or teachers? 

[Researcher's comments: This is the second time I am 
sitting in Dr. Tehrani's office. I notice the walls are 
bare, except for one pictiire. I remember her comments to me 
in my initial visit, when she signed the consent form, 
"Would you believe I've been here over two years, and I 
still haven't put any pictures up on the wallsl I just 
never get time to do it.] 

Dr. Tehrani: I was always interested in medicine. When I 
was a little girl, I think about eight years old, one of my 
distant cousin's dad was a neurosurgeon, and I remember 
being at their house watching movies that he would show of 
surgeries he had done and big huge tumors that he had 
removed... and he compared them to grapefruits. I was never 
grossed out by watching those. I was always fascinated, and 
if there was a medical show on TV, I was interested in it, 
and I liked the ones that teach you a little bit about some 
disease or something, and I'd go running off to tell my mom 
all about it...so I was always pretty fascinated with that. 
So I think I always knew I wanted to be a doctor. 

Researcher: So it was from early on...Did you go directly 
from college into pre-med school, or did you have another 
major in college? 

Dr. Tehrani: As I got older, I decided that I wanted to get 
married and have a family, and I felt that being a wife and 
a mother took a hundred percent of you and being a doctor 
would take a hundred percent of you and I didn't think I 
had two hundred percent to give... so when I went to 
college, I wasn't intent on pursuing medicine. I wanted to 
[pause] um...just get a degree and have something to fall 
back on, and so I originally started out deciding I was 
going to major in math...and I ended up doing business...! 
always assumed I was going to meet my prince charming when 
I was a junior in college, and he wasn't there... 
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APPENDIX C 

FIELDMOTE SAMPLES 

This is my first observation in the clinic with Dr. 
Byrd and the residents. She supervises the residents a half 
a day a week in the clinic, and she also sees her own 
patients. Every chair is occupied in the waiting room, and 
it looks like a busy afternoon. There are several examining 
rooms in the clinic, a special room for sonography, and a 
"Provider Room," which is an area used by the residents and 
attending doctors. The walls in this room are lined with 
gynecology, pathology and obstetric textbooks, and there is 
a long desk under the books with charts of patients to be 
seen today; next to the charts is a computer. If you walk 
down another hall, you can see the lab, equipped with 
another computer and microscope, a sink, boxes of slides 
and chemsticks to check urine seunples. The walls are also 
lined with metal shelves and more patient charts. 

It looks like it will be a busy afternoon. Dr. Byrd 
looks a little tired - she is post call, and tells a 
student, "I am feeling the afternoon....These little 
adrenal glands don't quite fire it out like they used 
to...". She goes into the first room (knocks first), tells 
the patient I am a researcher at the university and asks 
her if it is ok if I come in and observe .The patient 
agrees, and I walk into the examining room. Dr. Byrd first 
asks the patient, "So, how arc you?" (looks directly at 
her) . Then proceeds with more questions: "Are you drinking 
lots of water? How's the baby? Did you get a sugar 
test?...What about an ultrasound?" She checks her wheel to 
see the expected date of confinement, then tells her, "He's 
one pound now! You are on a good schedule... are you eating 
normally? Do you have any questions?" The patient doesn't 
have any. Dr. Byrd tells her to lie down to listen to the 
baby's heart rate. Then she tells her they will do an 
ultraso\ind. "Here comes a glob," she says, as she puts some 
of the gel on the patient's abdomen. This is used under the 
transducer. Then, as she moves the transducer over the 
abdomen, we see images on the screen and Dr. Byrd continues 
with a riinning description of what we are seeing. "The head 
is down...fist in front...there is the bladder...let's see 
how big this baby is (freezes the picture on the 
ultrasound)... if he would only stay still for one minute. 
This is a very active baby.. .there's the femur." Then she 
takes a picture and tells the patient, "Looks ok...there's 
the heart...the head is down...there are the legs....In 
case you have any questions, the baby is a little on the 
big side...ok..." (keeps looking at the screen). "We'll see 
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how that goes... anyone in your family have big babies?" The 
patient nods in the affirmative and the ex2un is over. "Ok, 
see ya' next time," Dr. Byrd smiles and helps her up on the 
table. 

The next patient is carrying twins. Dr. Byrd tells 
her, "You should get a cupcake" (patient is 34 weeks, and a 
"cupcake" is a reference to a celebration, because the 
patient made it to 34 weeks). "36 weeks is your next 
goal...38 is ideal. Are the babies moving alright?" The 
patient smiles and says they are moving alright. The 
patient lies down for her ultrasoiuid. We all look at the 
screen of the ultrasound. Dr. Byrd continues her 
comnentary. "There's big sister...side by side...that's the 
heart of the upper one. The head is here. The lower one is 
here" (keeps moving the transducer over the patient's 
abdomen). "The boy is on the right - the girl is over here. 
She's got hair too! They are close to 5 pounds - gain 1/2 
pound a week. How's your place? Ready for children? 
Congrats...see you in one week. I might schedule one at 3 7 
weeks." 

[Res. note: There are high-risk patients and Dr. Byrd's 
calm attitude puts them at ease.] 
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